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Foreword
This report on the Ex-USS Chehalis (AGO 48) fuel removal operation documents the
equipment, procedures, and teamwork used by the U.S. Coast Guard and Navy salvors to
remove nearly 60,000 gallons of fuel from this submerged World War II – era Navy tanker
that sunk in 1949. The whole Chehalis story is a fascinating one historically. This report
provides glimpses of the early history, but focuses on more recent events following the first
official reports of oil released by Chehalis into the pristine waters of Pago Pago Harbor, on
the island of Tutuila, American Samoa. I’d like to highlight below a few of the elements of
this offloading operation that I find particularly noteworthy for the Navy salvage community.
This successful salvage operation was a true team effort requiring collaboration from
multiple agencies including the Pacific Fleet (PACFLT), U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), Naval
Sea Systems Command Supervisor of Salvage (SUPSALV), Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and Military
Sealift Command (MSC). Mobilized to American Samoa along with the individuals from
SUPSALV and our Emergency Ship Salvage Material (ESSM) / Pollution Response
contractor, GPC, were Navy divers from PACFLT’s Mobile Diving and Salvage Unit One
(MDSU-1) and the USNS Sioux, as the diving support platform. GPC also subcontracted
two support vessels and crews, the fuel barge TB Capella and ocean tug El Lobo Grande II.
The Commanding Officer of the USCG Pacific Strike Team, CDR Mike Day, was designated
the Incident Specific Federal On-Scene Commander (ISFOSC). CDR Day did an
outstanding job integrating these diverse forces into an effective and efficient team.
The operations site in Pago Pago Harbor presented unique logistical challenges, requiring
personnel and equipment virtually from around the world to converge on the tiny island in
the middle of the South Pacific and be self-sufficient on the three support vessels for three
weeks. However, what was most unique about this operation was the handling of the
volatile aviation gasoline remaining aboard the Ex-USS Chehalis. Extensive research and
training, along with special intrinsically safe equipment coupled with a comprehensive safety
protocol effectively mitigated the dangers associated with removing this explosive cargo.
Careful planning, equipment redundancy and salvor ingenuity were critical.
I congratulate all members of the Ex-USS Chehalis fuel offloading team for a job well done.
I would like to especially recognize the Navy divers for their skill and professionalism, and
GPC for outstanding operational planning, mobilization, and implementation, and for
assembling and refining a new diver-friendly suction head and pumping system. This job
represented an important step forward for the USCG and Navy in the field of submerged
vessel offloading. Lest we rest too comfortably on our laurels however, I would point out
that Chehalis could not have offered more benign operating conditions (warm, clear,
relatively shallow water in a protected harbor). We must focus on the lessons detailed in
this report and strive to improve our capabilities within the Navy Salvage Triad and the
pollution response community.

Captain Patrick Keenan, USN
Supervisor of Salvage and Diving
Director of Ocean Engineering

i/(ii Blank)
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CHAPTER 1

1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
1-1 Introduction
The Ex-USS Chehalis (AOG 48) is a World War II era Patapsco Class gasoline tanker that was
scuttled in Pago Pago Harbor, American Samoa, after an explosion and fire which occurred
during gasoline offloading operations in October 1949. The Ex-USS Chehalis burned alongside
the fuel pier uncontrollably for nearly a day. Attempts to extinguish the fire were unsuccessful,
and when supplies of firefighting foam were exhausted, the decision was made to release the
burning ship from the pier and scuttle her in the harbor. Eventually she settled on her starboard
side, facing east, in 160 feet of water approximately 300 feet from the fuel pier. At the time of
her burning, records indicate that at least 350,000 gallons of petroleum products were onboard.
Over the next 60 or more years, reports of oil and fuel leaks coming from the area around the
ship intensified. In 2007, a commercial survey team inspected the vessel and concluded that
approximately 40,000 gallons of motor gasoline and 70,000 gallons of 115/140 aviation gasoline
remained onboard the vessel. Based on the 2007 survey, American Samoa and the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) petitioned the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) to take action
to remove the remaining fuel onboard the Ex-USS Chehalis.
The 2007 survey did not explore the entire vessel due to time constraints and the difficulty in
accessing the cargo lube oil tanks located deep within the ship’s forecastle. The 2007 survey
also did not explore any of the port and starboard ship’s diesel bunker tanks. In 2008,
discussions ensued between the USCG Sector Honolulu, Hawaii, the National Pollution Fund
Center, Region 9 USEPA, and the U.S. Navy Supervisor of Salvage and Diving (SUPSALV)
regarding the risks and possible mitigation responses to the deteriorating Ex-USS Chehalis and
the growing possibility of a catastrophic release of the remaining petroleum products. It was
concluded that a more comprehensive survey needed to be conducted to examine the tankage that
had not been investigated in the 2007 survey and to validate survey findings with a more indepth analysis of the remaining products. As a result of these discussions, a combined
USCG/Navy survey was conducted in April 2009 which is in Section II of this report.
The 2009 survey concluded the following:




Lube Oil tanks A-2 and A-3 were empty.
Cargo tanks B-8 and B-10 contained approximately 65,000 gallons of gasoline.
Fuel Oil tanks C902 and C905 contained approximately 7,500 gallons of diesel fuel.
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Samples collected in the survey from
f
the gassoline tanks w
were sent to Australia foor analysis. The
results co
onfirmed thaat the producct in B-8 wass a combinattion of high octane, highh lead motor
gasoline,, and 115/145 aviation gaasoline. B-1
10 was verifi
fied as contaiining 115/1445 aviation
gasoline. Both samp
ples indicated
d that the rem
maining fuell was high qu
quality with nnegligible w
water
he results and
d lessons leaarned duringg the 2009 suurvey, severaal courses off
content. Based on th
action weere developeed to offload
d and disposee of the prodduct that rem
mained onboaard the Ex-U
USS
Chehaliss. Figure 1-1
1 is a 3-D graaphic representation of tthe Ex-USS Chehalis higghlighting thhe
tanks req
quiring fuel offload.
o
After anaalysis and discussions, itt was determ
mined that thee best coursee of action w
was to emplooy a
military dive
d team fro
om Mobile Diving
D
and Salvage
S
Unitt One (MDS
SU 1), based in Hawaii,
augmenteed with USC
CG and SUPSALV diverrs working fr
from a Navy support vesssel either a T
TARS or T-ATF
T
class vessel.
The recovered produ
uct was to be loaded onbo
oard a comm
mercial Classs A1 fuel barrge, towed bby a
commerccial tug whicch would tran
nsit to the Saan Franciscoo Bay area. T
The Class A1 fuel barge
would then offload th
he recovered
d product intto trucks andd rail cars forr transport too the EPA
approved
d recycling facility,
f
Systeech, in Fredo
onia, Kansass, for reutilizzation as fueel in a cemennt
making kiln.
k
A moree detailed acccount of thee offload andd disposal meethodology selection proocess
is contain
ned in the Ex
x-USS Cheh
halis Survey Final Reporrt found in S
Section II of this report.
ort covers the operationaal offload of the Ex-USS
S Chehalis thhrough the reeutilization oof the
This repo
recovered
d product at the Systech facility, Freedonia, Kanssas.

hehalis Show
wing Tank Locations
Figure 1-1. Ex-USS Ch
and Expeccted Fuel Voolumes
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1-2 Pago
o Pago Harbor, Americcan Samoa Operationaal Area
The Ex-U
USS Chehaliis wreck is lo
ocated in Paago Pago Harrbor, approxximately 3000 feet north oof the
American
n Samoa Go
overnment (A
ASG) fuel do
ock shown inn Figure 1-22.

Figure 1-2. Map of Pag
go Pago Harb
bor, Americaan Samoa Shhowing the L
Location
of the Ex-USS Ch
hehalis and O
Offload Asseets
1-3 Oveerview of thee Ex-USS Chehalis
C
Surrvey Operattion in 2009
The USC
CG Sector Ho
onolulu, in conjunction
c
with
w the Nattional Polluttion Fund Ceenter (NPFC
C),
funded th
he 2009 surv
vey of the Ex
x-USS Chehalis to betterr determine the scope annd cost of thee
follow-on
n offload operation. In preparation
p
for
f the 20099 onsite surveey of the Exx-USS Chehaalis,
extensivee research was
w accomplished to deveelop the survvey plan. Coopies of the ooriginal
constructtion drawing
gs of the Ex-USS Chehalis could nott be located; however, drrawings for the
Patapsco Class vesseel the Ex-USS Natchaug AOG 54, buuilt at approxximately thee same time,
were locaated. Drawings for the AOG
A
54 and
d other docum
ments were hhelpful in asssessing the hull
constructtion, frame structure,
s
and
d piping systtems of the E
Ex-USS Cheehalis.
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In conjunction with drawings of the AOG 54, the Report of Inquiry of the fire and sinking, the
report of the USS Current in 1959 (which surveyed the Ex-USS Chehalis to determine if the ship
could be salvaged), and the 2007 “Situation Report Ex-USS Chehalis” (prepared by Brad Rea,
U.S. Public Health Service), computer models of the Ex-USS Chehalis were developed by GPC
using the Solid Edge Modeling software. Based on the Table of Offsets from the original AOG
54 drawings, the model provided planners, engineers, and project leaders with a scaled 3-D
virtual replication of the vessel that would serve as the guide for a combination USCG, Navy,
and ESSM team to successfully complete the 2009 survey.
The onsite survey was conducted from 24 April to 8 May 2009 and yielded detailed information
on the position, attitude, and structural condition of the wreck. The survey also provided
planners with good estimates for the quantities of pumpable fuels remaining onboard the Ex-USS
Chehalis. Fuel oil tanks, C905 and C902, were confirmed to contain diesel fuel. Cargo tank
samples from B-8 and B-10 were sent to Australia and confirmed to contain high lead, high
octane gasoline. The remaining tanks were verified as not containing pumpable fuels. From the
survey, it was estimated that a total of 72,500 gallons of pumpable fuel would need to be
removed and processed. For planning purposes, it was estimated that an additional 25,000–
30,000 gallons of contaminated water would also need to be processed as a result of the offload
and cleaning operations.
Information from the survey was used to develop a comprehensive Offload and Disposal Plan
attached as an enclosure (refer to Section II Appendix E). The implementation of the Offload
and Disposal Plan is the subject of this report.
1-4 War Graves, Ammunition, and Artifacts Considerations
All participants were made aware that six crew members were killed during the explosion and
sinking of the Ex-USS Chehalis in 1949. While four of the bodies were recovered, two bodies
remained unaccounted for. In the unlikely event that human remains were discovered, they were
to be reported but not disturbed in any manner. The 2009 survey, which was supported by a
small Navy EOD team, determined that ammunition was not likely to be encountered in the areas
that the offload dive teams would be working, therefore it was not a hazard. Also, the dive teams
were made aware that ammunition was onboard at the time of the sinking, and in the event
ammunition-like objects were encountered, teams were to report, but not handle, any ordnance
appearing objects. The removal of artifacts from the sunken vessel was prohibited with the
policy being emphasized at regular operational meetings.
1-5 2010 Offload and Disposal Tasking and Missions
Based on the results of the 2009 survey, the USCG Sector Honolulu tasked SUPSALV to assist
in executing the Offload and Disposal Plan jointly developed as an integral part of the survey
tasking. Funding for executing the Offload and Disposal Plan was received in January 2010, and
the procurement of services and equipment commenced immediately. Separately, the USCG
Sector Honolulu tasked Commander Fifth Fleet for the services of MDSU 1 and a supporting
salvage ship or fleet tug to serve as the dive platform via a Request for Forces (RFF).
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Prior to the onsite execution phase of the Offload and Disposal operation, bi-weekly telephonic
coordination meetings were conducted and facilitated by USCG Sector Honolulu’s, LCDR Joe
Herrador. Attendees at the telephonic coordination meetings included the following: USCG
District 14, USCG Pacific Strike Team, USCG Marine Safety Office, American Samoa, USCG
Civil Engineering Unit, Honolulu, SUPSALV, GPC, MDSU 1, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National Pollution Fund Center, and the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). The coordination meetings were essential to ensure that all teams,
logistics, and operational details were fully synchronized.
The Commander, Pacific Strike Team, CDR Mike Day was designated the Incident Specific
Federal On-Scene Commander (ISFOSC) for the operation. CDR Day, and elements of the
Pacific Strike Team, were tasked with overall operational command as well as overseeing the
safety aspects of the operation including air monitoring.
The SUPSALV project manager, Kemp Skudin, tasked GPC, the ESSM contractor, with
finalizing the details of and implementation of the Offload and Disposal Plan. This included the
assembly of the offloading systems using ESSM equipment and specially developed tools. It
also included sourcing and procuring the appropriate commercial support vessels, and the
provision of an operations team to perform the offloading operation and assist the ISFOSC,
MDSU 1, and the SUPSALV representative with technical advice and support during the
operation.
1-6 Overview of 2010 Operations
Authorization and funding was received in early January 2010 to proceed with the offload of the
estimated 72,500 gallons of fuel from the Ex-USS Chehalis in late March, early April. This
timeline, while ambitious, coincided with favorable weather windows, fuel pier availability, and
availability of dive personnel and support vessels.
Three support vessels were tasked for the operation, the USNS Sioux, the TB Capella, and the
tug El Lobo Grande II. All of these vessels were home ported on the West Coast necessitating
early outfitting and movement in order to meet the operational timeline.
The USNS Sioux, a Navy asset, served as the dive platform for the operation as she has done on
other missions. Her unencumbered aft deck, twin bow anchors, and diver certified crane ideally
suited her for the operational tasking. The TB Capella, an unrestricted service Class A1 Tank
Barge, fully certified by the USCG to carry fuels, including the highly volatile gasoline, received
the fuels from the Ex-USS Chehalis and transported them back to the West Coast. The TB
Capella was manned with USCG certified tankermen to assist in the safe transfer of the
recovered product. The oceangoing tug El Lobo Grande II provided propulsion for the TB
Capella.
MDSU 1 Company 1–8 from Hawaii augmented with USCG and NAVSEA divers, provided the
divers and all of the dive support equipment, including the recompression chamber for the
operation. Their equipment was shipped in three ISO containers via commercial vessels.
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The SUPSALV ESSM contractor, GPC, designed, fabricated, tested, and assembled the required
special diver tools, suction head, pumps, and support equipment. This equipment shipped in
three additional containers.
During the week of 22 March, equipment and personnel converged in Pago Pago Harbor to
commence operations. The first operational day was 26 March, and the 50 personnel plus a
contingent of divers and support personnel went to work to safely offload the remaining fuel and
associated slops from the Ex-USS Chehalis over the next 12 days. In accomplishing the offload,
two hot tap operations defueled diesel fuel tanks C905 and C902F, and the special suction head
defueled some 53,205 gallons of high lead/high octane gasoline from cargo holds B-8 and B-10.
A total of 39 surface supplied dives and 33 SCUBA dives were safely conducted in during the
offload operation.
From Pago Pago, the TB Capella/El Lobo Grande combination returned to the West Coast and
offloaded the recovered fuels and slops to waiting trucks and rail cars in the port of Richmond,
California. From there, the 54,505 gallons of fuel was transported to Systech Environmental
Corporation in Fredonia, Kansas, for recycling in their cement-making kiln. The residual 9,000
gallons of slops and tank cleaning residues were processed at DeMenno Kerdoon, an EPA
certified recycling facility in Compton, California.
This concluded the safe and successful offload and disposal operation of the Ex-USS Chehalis.
As a result of the combined efforts of the multi-agency task force, the operation was conducted
without incident and the remains of the Ex-USS Chehalis no longer pose a catastrophic
environmental risk.
1-6.1 Operational Factors
Diving, cargo handling, and vessel operations always pose a calculated degree of risk. However,
the low flash point and corresponding high volatility of the 115/145 aviation gasoline aboard the
Ex-USS Chehalis were the prime operational risk considerations in conducting the offload of the
ship. Extensive research, planning, and special intrinsically safe equipment, coupled with a
comprehensive safety protocol, effectively mitigated the dangers associated with this highly
explosive cargo.The wind, sea, and weather conditions in Pago Pago Harbor were for the most
part benign, enabling vessel, mooring, and diving operations to proceed as planned.
The logistics support line of communications had a long tail, being some 5,200 miles from the
mainland with only twice a week aircraft arrivals; however it was executed with near precision
due to the planning and the self-sufficiency imbedded in the organizational structure and
equipment redundancy.
1-6.2 Mission Purpose
The purpose of the offloading operation was to safely remove and dispose of an estimated 72,500
gallons of diesel and high octane gasoline from the Ex-USS Chehalis in 160 feet of water in
Pago Pago Harbor, American Samoa. The offload was executed with the purpose of eliminating
the risk of a catastrophic release of the remaining fuels due to the deteriorating condition of the
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ship which had sunk in 1949. Decisions early in the planning process concluded that removal of
98% of the cargo would eliminate the possibility of a catastrophic release in the future without
incurring the significant additional costs associated with a 99% plus removal operation.
Project goals were as follow:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Safely remove 98% of the remaining pumpable fuel aboard the Ex-USS Chehalis.
Recycle, where possible, the recovered products in an environmentally safe manner.
Dispose of recovered slops and tank wash residue in an environmentally safe facility.
Conduct operations so as to minimize the possibility of spills and environmental damage
during the conduct of offload operations.
5. Secure penetrations made in the Ex-USS Chehalis to minimize the possibility of future
leakage.
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CHAPTER 2

2 COMMAND AND ORGANIZATON
2-1 Organizations Involved
Although numerous agencies of the U.S. and American Samoan governments were involved to
varying degrees, the critical operational (tactical) organizational structure is depicted below in
Figure 2-1.
USCG SECTOR
HONOLULU

SAFETY PERSON IN
CHARGE (PIC), NOAA
SCIENTIFIC SUPPORT,
PAO, MSO PAGO PAGO

INCIDENT SPECIFIC ONSCENE COMMANDER

DIVE OPERATIONS

OFFLOAD OPERATIONS

USCG
OPERATIONS

MDSU 1
COMPANY 1–8

VESSEL
SAFETY

AIR
MONITORING

POLLUTION
RESPONSE
SUPSALV

USCG
DIVER

ESSM PROJECT
MANAGER

VESSEL
OPERATIONS

DIVE
SUPPORT

USNS
SIOUX

SUPSALV
DIVER

PUMPING
OPERATIONS

Figure 2-1. Ex-USS Chehalis Operational Organization Chart
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Incident Specific Federal On-Scene Commander (ISFOSC). Commanding Officer, Pacific
Strike Team, CDR Mike Day, USCG, was designated OSC, reporting to the Captain Barry
Compagnoni, Commander, USCG Sector Honolulu the Federal On-Scene Commander.
SUPSALV Representative. The SUPSALV Representative, Kemp Skudin, the SUPSALV OnScene Salvage Supervisor, coordinated the NAVSEA technical and financial aspects of the
project and all SUPSALV contractor activities for the ISFOSC.
GPC Project Manager. The GPC Contractor Project Manager, Ron Worthington, managed
contractor operations and sub-contracted support vessels. Ron Worthington and Kemp Skudin
performed the bulk of the detailed oil removal planning and technical direction of the actual
operation before and during the operation.
Hot Tap/Pumping Supervisor. GPC’s Craig Moffatt and Roy Ludi were responsible for
engineering, planning, development, and execution of the hot tap, pumping, and offload
operations.
Dive Operational Support. GPC’s Paul Schadow provided guidance and onsite assistance to
the MDSU 1 dive team effectively integrating the ESSM tools and equipment into dive
operations.
Barge/Support Vessel Supervisor. Daron Marsh, skipper of the tug El Lobo Grande II and TB
Capella, was responsible for all matters relating to the vessels contracted for the operation,
including installation of the moor. He reported to the GPC Project Manager.
USCG Certified Person In Charge (PIC). Wayne Warfield, SEACOR International (under
contract to GPC), provided independent technical oversight of the pumping and fuel handling
operations to the ISFOSC.
USCG Operations. CWO Louis Munoz, USCG, Pacific Strike Team, coordinated the overall
Safety Program for the offload operation, including air monitoring. CWO Munoz was also in
charge of the Pollution Response operations should they be needed. CWO Munoz reported to
the ISFOSC, CDR Day.
Dive Operations. CWO2 Randy Duncan and MDV Jon Klukas, USN MDSU 1, supervised the
dive operations for the entire offload operation; they spearheaded an effective pre-operation
training program which resulted in a timely and efficient offload.
USNS Sioux. Captain Bradley Smith MSC skippered the USNS Sioux during the entire voyage
from the West Coast during onsite operations and for the return voyage. During mooring
operations, he was technically advised by Rick Bettua, a GPC contractor with technical expertise
in both salvage and dive operations.
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2-2 Personnel
During the operation’s peak, the following was the personnel breakdown of operational forces.
USCG
SUPSALV Representatives
MDSU-1
NOAA
GPC
PIC
TB Capella/El Lobo Grande
USNS Sioux
TOTAL

9
2
20
1
10
1
6
1 + crew
50

The following is a list of offload operational personnel:
USCG Personnel
CDR Michael Day
LCDR Joe Herrador
LT Tedd Hare
LT Dan Lee
LT Stacey Creacy
CWO Luis Munoz
MK1 Justin Gerg
EM1 Brian Atkiston
DC2 Karl Seigmund

MDSU 1 CO 1–8 Personnel (Cont’d)
ND2 Jeremy Odell
ND2 Brody Dorton
ND2 Jason Balavram
ND3 Josh Westman
ND3 Jordan Wingard
ND2 James Maxey
NDC Paul Wotus
BM1 Richard Racette
ND1 Emilio Soria

SUPSALV Personnel
CAPT Patrick Keenan
Kemp Skudin

Attached Personnel
USCG Diver Paul Smith
SUPSALV Diver Stephanie Brown

NOAA Personnel
Ruth Yender

ESSM Personnel
Ron Worthington
Craig Moffat
Paul Schadow
Roy Ludi
Rick Bettua
Joe Stewart
Scott Caple
Jared Diego
Billy Eubanks
Dwight Adams

MDSU 1 CO 1–8 Personnel
CWO Randy Duncan
MDV Jon Klukas
NDCS Craig Simon
NDC Jacob Eskew
ND1 Jericho Diego
ND1 Mariano Lorde
ND1 Alexander Grun
HMCS Dan Ritch
ND2 Richard Ellis
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USNS Sioux Personnel
CAPT Bradley Smith
TB Capella/El Lobo Grande Personnel
CAPT Daron Marsh
David Spigolon
Victor Biegel
Jeffery Barstad
James Johnson
Fernando Fernandez De Liencres
SEACOR PIC
Wayne Warfield
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CH
HAPTER 3

3 PLAN
NNING , PR
REPARATIO
ONS, AND MANAGEM
MENT
3-1 Plan
nning
Conceptt of Operatio
ons
The Ex-U
USS Chehaliis’ offloadin
ng concept off operations involved thee use of Navvy and U.S.
Coast Gu
uard divers to
o hot tap into two fuel oil tanks conttaining dieseel fuel and suuction off thhe
two cargo
o tanks containing gasolline with a newly
n
designned suction hhead. The suuction head w
was
designed
d to float to th
he top of thee tank when supplied witth air from thhe dive suppport vessel. The
USNS Siioux would function
f
as th
he dive supp
port vessel, aand the Classs A1 certifieed barge/tug
combinattion Capella
a/El Lobo Grrande II wou
uld receive thhe recoveredd products annd transportt
them bacck to the West Coast. Th
he product was
w transferreed to rail carrs and truckss, and then
delivered
d to an appro
oved EPA reutilization faacility locateed in Kansass.
3-2 Vesssel Selection
n
Three priimary suppo
ort vessels were selected to perform tthe offload oof the Ex-US
SS Chehalis
project – TB Capella
a, Class A1 fuel
f barge (see Figures 33-1 and 3-2) and El Loboo Grande II,
ocean tug
g (see Figurees 3-3 and 3--4), and the USNS Siouxx (see Figurees 3-5 and 3--6). Operatiional
vessel su
uitability for the tasking was
w the prim
me selection criteria folloowed by cost and availabbility
consideraations.

Figure 3-1.
3
TB Cappella
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Figuree 3-2. TB Capella
Ca
Speciification Sheeet
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Fiigure 3-3. Tug
T El Lobo Grande II
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Figure 3-4. Tug El Lob
bo Grande III Specificatioon Sheet
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Figure 3-5. USNS SSioux
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Figuree 3-6. USNS
S Sioux Speccification Sheet
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3-3 Environmental Issues Considered
The USCG conducted a comprehensive Environmental Assessment (EA) prior to authorizing the
offload to begin. The potential impact of the proposed operation, including an incidental release
of fuel during the process of cargo removal, was scrutinized from the perspective of the possible
environmental consequences to the following resource categories:








Water
Biological
Land
Cultural/historical maritime
Socioeconomic
Waste management
Human health and safety

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) performed an intensive analysis
of potential spill trajectories and evaporation times for the highly volatile products based on
historical wind and weather data. NOAA concluded that during the scheduled offload window,
the fuel would evaporate within two hours, if all of the projected cargo were released at once.
The EA concluded the following:






The Ex-USS Chehalis’ Operational Plan was designed to minimize environmental
impacts in general and fuel spill risks in particular.
With the safety shutdown of the pumping systems designed into the operation, the
potential oil spill volumes would be small should a pump or hose fail.
Onsite containment and recovery equipment was sufficient to cover a potential spill. In
addition, BP and the Clean Island Council conducted an in-water spill response exercise
during the offload operational window, and the USCG scheduled the maintenance on
their DRAT equipment on the island to coincide with the offload schedule.
Local commercial response resources available through SOLAR Inc. SOLAR Inc was on
alert to provide additional response personnel and equipment if needed.

The EA concluded with a finding of no significant impact thereby paving the way for conducting
the offload operation.
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3-4 Preparations
With funding in place to support the mission, the development and assembly of special tools and
equipment began in early January 2010. The support vessels procured were the ocean tug El
Lobo Grande II and the Class A1 fuel barge TB Capella. Both vessels were placed on retainer
for a scheduled departure date of 1 March 2010 with an anticipated arrival in American Samoa of
26 March coinciding with the planned start of operations. Procurements of special equipment
and large bulky equipment had to be completed with enough time to meet the ocean cargo
shipments scheduled for Samoa. This included the special internally bonded 2″ gasoline
discharge hoses with crimped-end fittings, intrinsically safe pneumatic pumps, and the GPC
designed and fabricated suction heads and metering manifolds. These actions were expedited as
the Ex-USS Chehalis’ support equipment shipments, via ocean carriage, needed to leave Hawaii
and the East Coast by the middle of February to ensure arrival in mid-March at Pago Pago
Harbor.
The first suction head was completed in early January and tested in the tank at Cheatham Annex.
Based on this test, modifications were made to improve the efficiency, durability, and
practicality of the device. The suction head, along with 150 feet of hose and a pneumatic pump,
was shipped to Hawaii for a test, training, and evaluation exercise during the week of 18 January
2010. The training evolution was structured to validate the new equipment as well as to
familiarize MDSU Company 1–8 personnel on the equipment, procedures, and safety standards
for the forthcoming operation.
GPC conducted hot tap and suction head training for the Navy and USCG divers in Hawaii for 4
days late in January 2010. Instruction and hands-on training of divers, who would later perform
the actual tasks on the wreck, prepared both divers and topside personnel for executing the
mission. With the aid of computer generated graphics from Solid Edge Modeling software,
divers were able to perform a virtual tank entry and hot tap operation. Additional time was taken
to experiment with the new suction head and its operation. As a result of diver input, changes
were made to subsequent units to improve and simplify operations. Trial runs with the new
device were accomplished under a barge located at the pier in approximately 20 feet of water.
The grid system, used as the navigational aid to locate the hot tap points on the hull, was revised
based on diver input from this training. Shoreside, the divers used a mock-up hull plate to
practice hot tapping procedures. Approximately 15 MDSU 1 and USCG divers trained during
that week, all of whom were assigned to the upcoming Ex-USS Chehalis’ operational mission.
The training confirmed the viability of the systems, and only minor modifications were
incorporated into the second suction head that was built.
During the training exercise, it was specifically noted that CWO Randy Duncan and MDV Jon
Klukas did an excellent job of preparing their dive team for the upcoming operation. MDSU
Company 1–8 was knowledgeable of the history of the Ex-USS Chehalis, the configuration of
the structural aspects of the ship, and the dangers associated with the highly volatile gasoline that
was to be offloaded. These operational and safety risks were further emphasized during all
training.
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Following the training exercise, both ESSM and MDSU 1 personnel concentrated on the final
assembly of equipment and packing the six 20′ ISO shipping containers. In the interim period,
the floating pump platform, mooring lines, and other outsized support equipment was shipped
from Cheatham Annex to San Francisco for loading aboard the TB Capella. One ESSM
container from Cheatham Annex with all of the hose fittings and special equipment departed on
19 February. Three containers from Hawaii with MDSU and ESSM equipment departed on 17
February. The TB Capella and a tug departed San Francisco 1 March headed to Hawaii where
they would refuel and change tugs. The ESSM Shop and Rigging Vans departing from Port
Hueneme, California, were also picked up on 1 March. In late January, the USCG Buoy Tender
Walnut provided a lift of opportunity for ESSM equipment from Hawaii transporting a rigid hull
inflatable boat, a spare air compressor, and two mooring systems. By 2 March, all of the
containerized equipment was consolidated in the port of Long Beach, California, and departed on
7 March with a scheduled arrival in Pago Pago the week of 22 March aboard the Polynesia Lines
vessel Niu Polynesia. The USNS Sioux (T-ATF) arrived in Hawaii from the West Coast the
week of 15 March to fuel and pick up the remainder of the MDSU 1 out-sized equipment (3500
lb anchor, chain, and jewelry). With the first wave of operational personnel from the supporting
agencies scheduled to arrive in American Samoa on 25 March, it was imperative that the support
equipment, vessels, and local material handling equipment (MHE) support arrive on or ahead of
schedule. LT Dan Lee, USCG Engineer Support Unit Hawaii, was appointed Liaison Officer
and deployed to American Samoa on 21 March. LT Lee is a native Samoan and speaks Samoan.
His early arrival and ability to communicate with the local population facilitated a timely and
fluid integration of local support throughout the entire operation.
3-5 Sanitary Wastewater
The majority of operational forces billeted ashore. The hotel and facilities located on the
container and fuel pier were within easy walking distance from the operational site. The El Lobo
Grande II berthed pierside with pump out facilities nearby. The USNS Sioux, with the MDSU 1
contingent aboard, could store only 8–12 hours’ accumulation of sanitary wastewater before
needing to pump. A new Marine Sanitation Device (MSD) was installed prior to her departure
from the West Coast to enable the processing of waste while remaining in the moor supporting
the operation. This device failed on the first operational day causing the USNS Sioux to return
pierside for pumping. Attempts to repair the MSD failed when the required circuit board and a
technician could not be found locally.
A workaround was negotiated via the local tuna cannery which had a waste disposal vessel that
transited to an EPA approved offshore waste site daily. Provisions were made for the waste
vessel to come alongside the USNS Sioux and pump off her waste and dispose of it in the EPA
approved offshore dumping ground. This allowed the USNS Sioux to remain on station for the
remainder of the operation.
3-6 Solid Waste
Solid waste aboard the TB Capella was kept to a minimum and hand carried daily to a shoreside
dumpster. Solid waste, from the El Lobo Grande II and the USNS Sioux, was handled by the
respective vessel agents with scheduled pickups.
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3-7 Waste from Recovered Products
Approximately 5 gallons of residual liquid and saturated sorbents from the sampling station were
turned over to the American Samoa Government (ASG) Fire Department at the conclusion of
operations for use/disposal in their scheduled fire training exercises.
3-8 Management
3-8.1 Daily Routines
The daily operational routine was sequenced as follows:








Key Personnel Morning Operation’s Meeting
All Hands Safety Briefing and Operation’s Briefing
Daily Operations
Operational Meetings with select entities as dictated by changing operational conditions
Key Personnel Evening Planning Meeting
SITREP Preparation
SITREP Distribution

3-8.2 Communications Plan
The following Communications Plan was in place for the duration of the Ex-USS Chehalis
project.


Liaison with the American Samoan government:
Commander USCG Sector Honolulu was responsible for coordination with American
Samoa authorities in preparation for the offload as well as during the operation itself. LT
Teddy Harre, from the USCG Marine Safety Detachment American Samoa, was the point
man for most of the pre-operational coordination and was augmented by LT Dan Lee,
ESU Honolulu. LT Lee is a native Samoan and his knowledge of the customs, culture,
and language greatly facilitated the logistical operational support.



Situation Reports (SITREPs):
The ISFOSC was responsible for compiling and distributing a daily situation report.
Information was gathered by the USCG operations section and provided to Sector
Honolulu for official distribution. The SUPSALV On-Scene Representative reported on
the planned and completed actions of NAVSEA contractors and provided an overall
status of operations through the ISFOSC’s daily SITREP.



Reporting Significant Spills:
While it was the responsibility of the ISFOSC to report spills or discharges resulting from
the operation, no fuel was released during the offload of the Ex-USS Chehalis.
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Communications:
Only intrinsically safe electronic equipment was allowed on the fuel pier and the TB
Capella. Non-intrinsically safe radios, cameras, cell phones, computers, and other
electronic equipment were required to be shut off when entering the fuel pier and
while on the barge.
Cell Phone:

Cell phone service was readily available with locally procured
instruments. The USCG provided phones to essential personnel for the
operation, and “minutes” were procured as required. Cell phones were not
intrinsically safe and therefore not permitted on the pier or fuel barge.

Email:

Email was available using the Wi-Fi facilities at the hotel and in the port.
A dedicated T-1 line was also installed in the MSD office in Pago Pago for
Navy Marine Corps Intranet (NMCI) computers requiring a hard line
capability.

Radio:

All operational elements provided VHF communications via base stations,
hand-held radios, or small-boat-mounted radios. ESSM provided
intrinsically safe radios for all tank barge and fuel handling operations.






Primary working frequency: Channel 81
Secondary working frequency: Channel 83
Contact list and call signs for key personnel

Public/Media Affairs:
These activities, including VIP site visits, press inquiries/releases, and related issues
were coordinated by the ISFOSC.
The USCG provided an intrinsically safe camera to document operations in the
restricted zones around the fuel pier and the TB Capella.
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CH
HAPTER 4

4 LOGIISTICS
4-1 Equ
uipment Mobilization Logistics
L
Support equipment
e
mobilization
m
took place from
f
three prrimary locattions: ESSM
M Base,
Cheatham
m Annex, Williamsburg,
W
, VA, ESSM
M Base, Port Hueneme, C
California, thhe Mobile annd
Diving Salvage
S
Unit One and ES
SSM Base Hawaii, both llocated in H
Honolulu, HI (see Figure 4-1).
All six IS
SO 20′ contaainer shipmeents, includin
ng the three ccontainers fr
from Hawaii,, were
consolidaated in the port of Long Beach, Califfornia, for thhe transit to A
American Samoa. This
consolidaation was neecessary becaause Polynessia Lines (thhe only shippping line witth regularly
scheduled service to American Samoa from U.S.
U ports) ddid not have a direct sailling from Haawaii
to Ameriican Samoa. In addition to the six co
ontainer shippments, the U
USCG Buoyy Tender Waalnut
provided
d a lift of opp
portunity in late
l January for two moooring system
ms, an air com
mpressor, annd a
Rigid Hu
ull Inflatablee Boat (RHIB
B) from Haw
waii to Pago Pago. Withh the exceptioon of the
equipmen
nt that arriveed on the US
SCG Walnutt, all of the c ontainers arrrived in Paggo Pago just pprior
to the arrrival of the operational
o
forces.
fo

Figuree 4-1. Mobillization Distaances in Rellation to Paggo Pago Harbbor
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4-2 Personnel Mobilization Logistics
Operational personnel from the West Coast, East Coast, and Hawaii (other than vessel crews)
traveled to American Samoa on commercial airlines through Honolulu, HI. Travel schedules and
the start of operations were coordinated carefully due to the fact that flights into and out of
American Samoa from Hawaii are only available on Thursdays and Sundays. The limited flight
schedules also necessitated detailed planning with respect to parts and backup support should
unanticipated equipment failures require that replacements be air freighted from the mainland or
Hawaii into American Samoa.
On American Samoa, rental cars and vans provided the necessary on island transportation. The
majority of operational personnel were billeted at Sadies Hotel which was a 5 minute walk to the
primary operational sites, the ASG container and fuel piers.
A variety of small ESSM inflatable boats provided transport from the pier to the USNS Sioux
and the TB Capella as required. The boats also served as backup medical evacuation assets in
case of an emergency on the barge or the USNS Sioux.
4-3 Vessel Mobilization Logistics
4-3.1 TB Capella/El Lobo Grande II
The charter for the TB Capella originated and terminated in San Francisco Bay, California. On
both the outbound and return trip to and from American Samoa, the barge/tug combination
stopped in Honolulu, HI, to refuel during the 9,200 nautical mile round trip. The barge/tug
combination departed San Francisco on 1 March in order to arrive in Pago Pago Harbor on 26
March coinciding with the arrival of the operational advance party on 25 March and the start of
set up operations on Friday, 26 March.
4-3.2 USNS Sioux
The USNS Sioux departed San Diego on 8 March arriving in Honolulu, Hawaii, on 15 March to
load a stern anchor assembly and to take on fuel. She departed Honolulu on 20 March and
arrived in Pago Pago Harbor on 26 March, coinciding with the start of operational preparations.
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4-4 Local Logistical Support
Mobile Crane Services were contracted for with Fletcher Construction Services who provided a
40-ton mobile crane to support loading and offloading operations on the ASG container pier.
Forklift services were provided by Harbor Maritime and Stevedore Company on an hourly
contract basis.
4-5 Resupply
Based on the challenges encountered with local support during the survey operations, the offload
operation was structured to be self-sufficient with respect to heavy salvage gear, diving, and
pumping equipment. The equipment lists for critical items such as diving equipment, mooring
systems, hoses, and pumping equipment were doubled to ensure the mission was not impaired
due to the failure of a critical piece of equipment.
Consumables and housekeeping supplies were purchased on the local economy. All vessels were
adequately husbanded by local agents.
4-6 Oil Disposal
The recovered gas, diesel oil, and slops from the Ex-USS Chehalis were returned to the U.S.
onboard the TB Capella through the port of Richmond, California. The recovered gasoline and
diesel fuels were offloaded from the barge into two rail cars and two tank trucks and shipped to
the Systech Environmental Corporation facility in Fredonia, Kansas, for recycling. Systech is an
EPA approved facility that reutilizes waste fuels in the production of cement. The slops and
additional oily waste water generated from the tank cleaning process were trucked to DeMenno
Kerdoon, in Compton, California, an EPA approved waste processing facility for treatment. All
loading, offloading, and disposal operations were independently observed to ensure regulatory
compliance.
Approximately 5 gallons of sampling residuals and contaminated sorbent materials were turned
over to the ASG Fire Department to be used in their fire training exercises.
4-7 Demobilization
Support containers from Port Hueneme, California, and Cheatham Annex were returned to home
bases via commercial shipping aboard Polynesia Lines vessels. The USNS Sioux transported the
three MDSU containers and the Hawaii ESSM equipment back to Honolulu on her return
voyage.
Personnel, with the exception of vessel crews, returned to their home station via commercial
airlines.
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CH
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5 ONSIT
TE OPERA
ATIONS
5-1 Moo
oring Opera
ations
Figure 5--1 depicts the mooring plan
p used durring the Ex-U
USS Chehallis offload prroject.
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Figure 5-1. Ex-US
SS Chehalis’ Mooring Plan
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B Capella/Ell Lobo Gran
nde II
5-1.1 TB
The tank
k barge Capeella moored at
a a 70 degreee angle to thhe ASG fuell pier with itts port stern
quarter seecured closee to the ASG
G fuel pier an
nd the starbooard stern quuarter approxximately 25 ffeet
from the pier. Mooriing lines on the starboard
d side of thee TB Capellaa were led too the land baased
outcrops east of the fuel
f pier. Po
ort side moorring lines off the TB Cappella, from aamidships aftt,
were led to the midpo
oint of the ASG
A
fuel pier to allow ann open west end of the ppier for smalll
vessel reffueling.
The tug El
E Lobo Gra
ande II positiioned the TB
B Capella’s 55,000 poundd anchor, appproximately 600
feet to th
he north east,, providing the
t north easst mooring leeg. Two linees from the pport bow of the
TB Capeella were led
d to strong po
oints on the sunken Ex-U
USS Chehalis. All synthhetic moorinng
lines werre 5″ circumference Sam
mpson Ultra Blue
B 8 braidd with a breakking strengthh of 58,000
pounds. Tie-ins to th
he hull of thee Ex-USS Ch
hehalis conssisted of 25′ loops of 1 1/4″ wire andd
associateed 25 ton shaackles all positioned by MDSU
M
1 divvers.
5-1.2 US
SNS Sioux
The USN
NS Sioux useed her onboaard bow anch
hors to securre her westerrly exposuree. Her
northeastterly starboaard stern quaarter was secu
ured to a 3,5500 pound annchor, one hhalf shot of cchain,
and 150 feet
f of 8″ ny
ylon line to a buoy. From
m the buoy, 600′ of the 5 inch syntheetic line secuured
the starbo
oard stern qu
uarter. Threee 300′ 5″ syn
nthetic liness secured thee port quarterr of the USN
NS
Sioux to the
t bow and
d amidships of
o the TB Ca
apella as shoown in Figurre 5-2.

Figure 5-2
2. Mooring Operations ffrom USNS Sioux
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5-2 Diviing Operatio
ons
5-2.1 Diive Systems
Diving operations weere conducteed by MDSU
U 1, Companny 1–8, homee-based in H
Honolulu,
Hawaii, with
w augmen
ntation diverrs from the USCG
U
and N
NAVSEA. A total of 21 divers
participatted in the op
peration. Alll surface sup
pplied divingg was conduucted from thhe USNS Siooux
specially
y outfitted forr the operatiion with a Sttandard Navyy Double-Loock (SNDL)) Recompresssion
Chamberr and Air Sup
pply Rack Assembly
A
(A
ASRA), Oxyggen Supply R
Rack Assem
mbly (OSRA)), and
a Flyawaay Mixed Gaas System (F
FMGS) Conssole. SCUBA
A operationss were conduucted from ssmall
boats as well
w as from
m the USNS Sioux.
S
A tottal of 39 surfface suppliedd and 33 SC
CUBA dives
resulted in
i a total botttom time off 66 hours.
ng the SNDL
L, ASRA, OS
SRA, and ouutfitting the ddive station at the ASG
Subsequeent to loadin
containerr pier, the US
SNS Sioux entered
e
the moor
m
with heer bow facing to the wesst and her poort
side paraallel to and directly
d
above the Ex-US
SS Chehalis. The dive sttation on thee aft deck off the
USNS Siioux was located adjacen
nt to and justt north of fueel tank C9022 on the Ex-U
USS Chehallis
approxim
mately 120 feeet below thee surface. Surface suppllied dives w
were conducteed using the
USNS Siioux’s diver certified craane with the hook
h
staticaally positioneed over the sstarboard sidde of
the Siouxx at the dive station. Thee diver’s stag
ge tending liine was routted via a seriies of snatchh
blocks to
o the port sid
de capstan off the USNS Sioux
S
where divers contrrolled the deescent and asscent
of the div
vers’ certifieed stage. Du
ue to the posiitioning of thhe USNS Siooux and the dive station,, the
surface supplied diveer’s descent crossed undeerneath the U
USNS Siouxx’s hull to reach the tankks
he Ex-USS Chehalis.
C
Fiigure 5-3 sho
ows the divee station onboard the USNS Sioux.
aboard th

Figure 5-3
3. Dive Stattion Onboardd the USNS Sioux

5-3

Ex-US Chehalis Fuel Removal Operations

Initial SCUBA operations, conducted from small boats, surveyed and marked the Ex-USS
Chehalis. The primary marking buoys located the bow, stern, forward, and aft cargo holds of the
Ex-USS Chehalis with labeled orange strawberry buoys. These markers served as the critical
sign posts for all subsequent mooring and underwater operations. In addition, the SCUBA teams
operating from small boats installed the 1 1/4″ wire rope pendants on the Ex-USS Chehalis that
would serve as the mooring line tie-in points for securing the forward port side of the TB
Capella. Throughout the operation, SCUBA teams performed continuity and bonding checks of
the underwater components of the hose system prior to the start or resumption of all fuel
pumping operations.
Surface supplied divers were utilized to perform the longer duration underwater operations,
including the hot tap and suction head installation. All divers were trained on critical operations,
top side by ESSM personnel. In addition, divers assigned to critical operations, such as the hot
tap and suction head operations, were given extensive pre-operational refresher training prior to
entering the water, and their operational progress was monitored top side by a combined team of
master divers and ESSM operational personnel via audio and video from the Divers’ Underwater
Color Television System (DUCTS). As a result, operations went smoothly, and no fuel or oil
was spilled during the offloading procedures.
Emphasis on operational safety and training resulted in only one diver requiring emergency
recompression treatment for Post Orgasmic Illness Syndrone (POIS) symptoms.
5-2.2 Fuel Volume Estimate
The Offload and Disposal Plan for the Ex-USS Chehalis estimated that up to 72,500 gallons of
fuel remained onboard as shown in Table 5-1. The abbreviations C-902 and C-905 are the ship’s
fuel oil tanks, and B-8 and B-10 are the ship’s cargo tanks.
Table 5-1. Estimate of Fuel Remaining on Ex-USS Chehalis Based on 2009 Survey
EX-USS CHEHALIS POL
PRODUCT
TANKS
GALLONS
DIESEL
C-905
6,000
DIESEL
C-902
1,500
AV GAS
B-8
27,000
AV GAS
B-10
38,000
Total
72,500

5-3 Hot Tap Location, Hot Tap, and Pump Operations
5-3.1 Location and Marking of Hot Tap
Subsea hot tap locations on the Ex-USS Chehalis were accomplished using a grid system (see
Figure 5-4) that triangulated the exact position of the hot tap from conspicuous hull features.
Using the 3-D model developed during the research and survey portion of the Ex-USS Chehalis
operation, the high points in each tank to be tapped could be located. After taking into
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consideraation frame spacing,
s
tank
k tops, and other
o
structuural features that may intterfere with tthe
installatio
on of the hott tap, a grid was
w develop
ped locating the ideal position for thee hot tap. Prremade grid wires with
h quick instaallation clips enabled thee divers to quuickly installl the grid sysstem
on the hu
ull of the Ex--USS Cheha
alis. By strettching the w
wires taut, theey located thhe position oof the
hot tap. A magnet att the apex off the grid sysstem temporaarily markedd the spot.

Figure 5-4.. Ex-USS Chehalis
C
Tankk Grid Line Layout
ot Tap Tech
hnique
5-3.2 Ho
The hot tap
t techniquee is a controlled entry th
hrough a valvve that uses a hot tap maachine to drill a
hole into the hull of a submerged
d vessel so th
hat the vesseel’s contents can be pum
mped to the
w used to accomplish
a
tthe hot taps in the hull oof Ex-USS
surface. The following process was
Chehaliss:
1. Hull
H Cleanin
ng. A 3′ x 3′′ area at the designated
d
hhot tap hull llocation was thoroughly
clleaned. A brrick hammerr and a scrap
per were useed to removee growth from
m the hull. T
Then
th
he surface was
w cleaned with
w a hydrau
ulic grinder//wire wheel.
2. Flange
F
Attacchment. Eacch hot tap flaange was plaaced on the hhull and heldd temporarilly
with
w three 1,0
000 pound fo
orce magnetss. Figure 5-5 provides aan example uusing a steel
plate to represent the Ex-U
USS Chehallis’ hull.
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Figure
F
5-5. Hot Tap Flaange Held inn Place with Magnets
The
T Ex-USS Chehalis pro
oject used th
he self-drillinng/self-tappiing screw m
method to attaach
eaach flange siince the seleected hot tap locations w
were predomiinantly in 1/22″ thick hulll
plate. Betweeen 8–12 boltts were used
d to secure eaach flange annd torqued tto 15 footpounds.
A hydraulic drill
d and a “B
Bubba Bar” were
w used too install the sself-tapping screws. The
“B
Bubba Bar,”” shown with
h the drill in Figure 5-6, is a 5′ long, 2″ diameterr aluminum ppipe
asssembly thatt attaches to the hull on one
o end usinng a magnet with 1,100 ppounds of foorce.
The
T drill is mounted
m
nearr the mid-poiint on a fittinng that can sslide forwardd or backwarrd so
th
he drill can align
a
with th
he hole that iss to be boredd. When thee diver pushees on the freee
en
nd of the pip
pe, the leveraage enables him
h to easilyy drill into thhe steel hull plate, despiite
th
he diver bein
ng relatively light in the water due too buoyant forces. One seetting of the
magnet
m
and “Bubba Bar” enabled thee divers to innstall all 8–12 self-tappinng bolts in thhe
fllange. The bolts
b
were th
hen torqued, and the flannge readied ffor attachingg the valve. T
The
tiime needed to
t attach eacch flange wass 10–15 minnutes.

Figure 5-6. “Bubba
“
Bar” and Drill inn Position ovver Flange
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3. Hot
H Tap. Th
he screw-on 4″ full port valve
v
assembbly was threeaded onto thhe flange andd
tiightened (Fig
gure 5-7). The
T hot tap machine,
m
shoown in Figurres 5-8 and 55-9, was attacched
to
o the valve using
u
a camlo
ock fitting. A 3/4″ hose located on tthe side of thhe hot tap
machine
m
prov
vided a vent to the surfacce manifold system. Thee hot tap piloot/cutter wass fed
to
o the hull surrface through
h the open valve,
v
the divver-held drilll was fitted tto the end off the
cu
utter shaft, and
a the pilot hole was drilled. Air thhat vented froom the tank as the pilot
brroke through
h the hull plaate was relieeved throughh the air hosee to the surfaace manifoldd.
While
W
venting
g the tank, hot
h tap drillin
ng continuedd with the 3 1/2″ cutter. The time neeeded
to
o complete each
e
hot tap was
w 10–15 minutes.
m

Fig
gure 5-7. Vaalve Threadeed onto Flannge

Figure 5-8. Two Div
vers Operatinng a Hot Tapp Device
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5
Hot Tapp Device
Figure 5-9.
4. Hot
H Tap Machine Extra
action. The hot tap cutteer head was then extracted, the valvee was
cllosed, and th
he hot tap maachine was removed.
r
O
Once the entryy way was cclear, the vallve
asssembly wass ready to acccept the hosse from the ppumping sysstem.
ping Operatiions
5-4 Gasoline Extracction Pump
USS Chehaliis rested on her
h starboard
d side. Due to the high vvolatility off the 115/1455
The Ex-U
aviation gasoline
g
in the
t cargo hollds B-8 and B-10, hot taapping the shhell plating aat the high pooint
in the hull was ruled out for fear that a spark from the driilling/cuttingg operation w
would ignitee the
nd cause an explosion. Access
A
to the cargo holdds containingg gasoline, ccargo holds B
B-1
vapors an
through B-10,
B
was av
vailable thro
ough the main deck Rolliing Oil Tighht Hatches (R
ROTH). Theese
openingss are approxiimately 2′ x 3′. The hatcches were in the open poosition, and tthe gasoline
levels in the cargo ho
olds were sig
gnificantly above
a
the levvel of the hattch, extendinng to the origginal
side shelll plating at what
w was now
w the top off the tank. The ROTH oppenings alloowed the diveers to
access th
he cargo hold
ds while rem
maining in salltwater withh the gasolinee interface laayer well above
them. Alll of the diveer operationss could be co
onducted witthout the divvers encounttering gasoliine if
a self-risiing suction head
h
was dev
veloped whiich could be operated byy the divers iin saltwater jjust
inside thee cargo hold
d below the fuel
f level. Another
A
conssideration in developing the suction hhead
was the unknown
u
airr level entrap
pped above the
t gasoline level in the ttank. Experrience gainedd
during th
he 2003 USS
S Mississinew
wa operation
n, Ulithi Ato l, showed thhat even afterr 60 years beelow
the surfacce, entrapped air in the high
h
points of
o the cargo holds ventedd for hours bbefore fuel w
was
encounteered. Figure 5-10 is a sch
hematic of th
he hatch connfiguration, aand the wateer, gasoline, and
air interfa
face that need
ded to be con
nsidered in developing
d
tthe suction hhead.
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Figure
F
5-10. Ex-USS Ch
hehalis Tankk Pumping O
Overview
Considerring the abov
ve operationaal parameterrs, a suction head with thhe 2″ suctionn hose attachhed
was deveeloped that could
c
be inseerted by the divers
d
througgh the ROTH
Hs. The sucction heads’
buoyancy
y air was opeerated by thee diver contrrolling the riise of the sucction head too the top of tthe
gasoline level in the tank.
t
The acctual pick up
p of the gasooline would nneed to be aadjustable insside
the flotattion head and
d well proteccted from ingesting debrris likely to bbe encounterred in the caargo
holds.
The systeem would neeed to be fully bonded an
nd protectedd from electrrolysis, mitiggating the
possibilitty of a static electricity discharge
d
cau
using an expplosion. Upoon concludinng the pumpping
operation
ns and openiing an air vallve top side, the suction head devicee would sinkk into saltwatter
and be pu
urged of gasoline by the suction pum
mp located o n the pump support plattform alongsside
of the tan
nk barge. Th
he prototypee suction heaad was develloped and tessted in a shaallow test tannk at
the ESSM
M Base, Cheeatham Anneex. After miinor refinem
ments, it was shipped to thhe ESSM Baase,
Hawaii, where
w
furtheer in-water teests and train
ning evolutioons were connducted by tthe MDSU 11.
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Figures 5-11
5
and 5-12 show the second
s
generation of thee completed suction headd and its
componeents as utilizeed in the discharge of gaasoline from
m cargo holdss B-8 and B--10 on the ExxUSS Cheehalis.

FLOTATION
N CHAMBERS

ADJUSTA
ABLE
SUCTION
N HEAD

AIR BALA
ANCE TUBE
AIR
A HOSE
ZINCS (2X
X)

INTERNALLY A
AND
EXTERNALLY BONDED
OMPATIBLE
GASOLINE CO
SUCTION HOS
SE

TE
ETHER LINE

Figu
ure 5-11. Su
uction Head (Side View))

AIR CHAM
MBERS
DE
EBRIS SCREEN

Figu
ure 5-12. Su
uction Head (Top View))
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5-5 Pum
mping Opera
ations
Pumping
g of both the diesel and gasoline
g
was accomplishhed using 2″ internally annd externallyy
bonded gasoline
g
com
mpatible hosees with crimp
ped camlockk end fittingss. Hoses weere pressure
tested to 1.5 times the highest system pressurre when the system was dead headedd. This ensuured
a significcant margin of
o safety in the
t unlikely event of a m
miscommuniication wherre a valve waas
inadverteently closed, dead headin
ng the hose line.
l
All pump
ping operatio
ons used the 2″ Wilden pneumatic
p
puump which w
was ATEX ccertified for
operation
n in explosiv
ve atmospherres. A copy of the Declaaration of Coonformity iss attached in
Appendix
x A.
umping Equ
uipment
5-5.1 Pu






Wilden 2″″ intrinsicallly safe pneum
matic pump
2 ″ internaally bonded Goodyear Flexwing
F
gassoline hoses,, with crimped camlock end
fittings
Aluminum
m manifolds, full bonded
d
175-CFM
M air compresssors and disstribution manifold
Product control and monitoring
m
eq
quipment

5-5.2 Water
W
Inlet to
o Replace Pumped
P
Oil
In those tanks
t
that were not open
n to the sea th
hrough vent s or hull fracctures, a hole was boredd
below thee oil level in
n the tank usiing a boring machine moounted to a 44,000 poundd magnet. Thhis
hole was bored to alllow water to quickly replace the oil tthat was beinng pumped ffrom the tannk,
ng pump flow
w rate and/orr preventing the tank froom collapsingg. Figure 5--13 shows thhe
increasin
hydraulicc boring macchine and cu
utter. Althou
ugh on hand,, this was noot needed as the fuel oil ttanks
were breaached low in
n the tanks.

ure 5-13. Hy
ydraulic Borring Machinee
Figu
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umping Cyccles
5-5.3 Pu
The pum
mping cycle for
f all tanks included
i
pum
mping until significant w
water was discharged wiith
the oil, seettling (see Figure
F
5-14), and then reepeated cycl es of slow ppumping (striipping), andd
settling until
u
a beaker of discharg
ged water rev
vealed no (oor barely deteectable) visiible sheen, aas
validated
d by the ISFO
OSC.

ottles Showiing Fuel/ Waater Mix
Figure 5-14. Sample Bo
5-6 Equ
uipment Dep
ployed
Table 5-2. Major ESSM Equiipment Onsitte from Variious Locatioons
SYSTEM
M

P19700
P19600
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SYSTEM
S
NOME
ENCLATURE

SHOP VAN
N
RIGGING VAN
V

ESSM
M

ESSM
M NOMENCL
LATURE

PUMPIN
NG EQUIPME
ENT
PUMP, PNEUMATIC
C, 2″
PU2107
PUMP, SANDPIPER
R, 1.5″
PU0400
MATIC DR
PNEUM
PUMP, SUBMERSIB
BLE, 2″
PU0830
AULIC
HYDRA
PUMP, TRASH AND
D
PU0835
RY, 2″ HYDRA
AULIC
SLURR
COMMUNICA
C
ATIONS EQU
UIPMENT
RADIO,, VHF, MARIN
NE,
RA1728
HELD, MOD IC-M88
HAND-H
RADIO,, VHF, MARIN
NE
RA1831
E, MULTI-CH
HANNEL
MOBILE
MULTI- CHARGER F
FOR
CB1728
8 RADIO
RA1728
SUPPORT EQUIPME
ENT
VA0508
8
VAN, W
WORKSHOP
VA0010
0
VAN, R IGGING

Q
QTY

ORIGIN

2

CAX
X

2

CAX
X

1

CAX
X

1

CAX
X

17

CAX/P
PHE

1

CAX
X

2

CAX
X

1
1

PHE
E
PHE
E
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Table 5-2. Major ESSM Equipment Onsite from Various Locations (Cont.)
SYSTEM

SYSTEM
NOMENCLATURE

ESSM
VA1987
HT0006
KT0050
KT0450
LP0030
RL0010
SE0080
SE1671
SE1968
TL0080
FN2028

P19900

P19100

PERSONNEL TRANSFER
BOAT

MOORING SYSTEM

ESSM NOMENCLATURE

QTY

ORIGIN

VAN, CONTAINER, 20′X8′X8′
HOT TAP, LIGHTWEIGHT,
HEAVY DUTY
KIT, DRILL PRESS,
HYDRAULIC, UNDERWATER
KIT, MAX BEAM
SEARCHLIGHT
LEAK PATCHING KIT,
MAGNETIC BASE, 16″X30″
PATCH
REEL, HYDRAULIC HOSE
JACK, REEL
HAND TRUCK
PALLET JACK
TOOL BOX, BOARDING KIT
FENDER, SHIP, 24″X36″,
FOAM, NAVY TYPE

1

CAX

2

CAX

1

CAX

1

CAX

1

CAX

1
1
1
1
1

CAX
CAX
CAX
CAX
CAX

6

PHE

PW0020

POWER UNIT, HYD, MOD 9,
DIESEL, 10 GPM @ 2000 PSI

2

PHE

CP3000

CONTAINMENT POOL,
5′X5′X12″

6

CAX/PHE

CP3010

CONTAINMENT POOL,
10′X6′X12″

6

CAX/PHE

WB0736

BOAT, 24′ RIGID HULL
INFLATABLE

1

HI

AC0330

AIR COMPRESSOR, DIESEL

1

HI

2

HI

5

CAX

2

PHE

1

HI

18

CAX

1

CAX

MS0009
LN1931
LN2140
CP2079

MOORING SYSTEM, BOOM,
W/500# ANCHOR
LINE, POLYESTER, 1
5/8″X600′, SE BOTH ENDS
USED
LINE, POLYESTER, DBL
BRD, 800″X1800′
CAPSTAN, 18″, PORTABLE
HYD, 6000-POUND LINE
PULL
HOSE, 2″ GOODYEAR, 100′,
50′, 25′
PLATFORM, FLOATING
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Tablee 5-3. MDS
SU 1–8 Equippment Onsitte
NOMENCLATURE
SNDL
L
ASRA
A
OSRA
A
FMGS
S
SCUB
BA
DUCT
TS
BAUE
ER COMPRES
SSOR
WELD
DER/GENERA
ATOR
OUTL
LAND ROV
DIVE TENT
3500#
# ANCHOR/C
CHAIN
F-470 BOAT

QUANTITY
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

O
ORIGIN
HI
HI
HI
HI
HI
HI
HI
HI
HI
HI
HI
HI

5-7 Offlload Operattions
The morn
ning of 26 March
M
was th
he first operaational day aand commennced with an “all hands
meeting”” conducted by
b CDR Mik
ke Day, the ISFOSC. Em
mphasis wass placed on ooperational
safety, th
he plan for th
he day, and personnel
p
acccountabilityy. USCG perrsonnel assiggned cell phhones
and deveeloped a conttact roster. Operations
O
commenced
c
with locatinng the six suppport containners
and posittioning them
m to best supp
port operatio
ons on the eaast end of the ASG contaainer pier.
ESSM, MDSU
M
1, and
d USCG perrsonnel unloaaded and staaged their eqquipment forr operations
creating a small Ex-U
USS Chehaliis operationaal support coompound as shown in Fiigure 5-15.

Figu
ure 5-15. Ex
x-USS Cheha
alis Operatioonal Support
rt Compoundd
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The tug El
E Lobo Gra
ande II and TB
T Capella (shown
(
in Fiigure 5-16 beelow) arriveed and bertheed
adjacent to the suppo
ort vans at th
he ASG container pier. E
ESSM and U
USCG personnnel, under tthe
direction
n of GPC pum
mping engin
neer, Craig Moffatt,
M
comm
menced loadding hose annd pumping
equipmen
nt aboard thee TB Capellla. MDSU 1 personnel pprepared theeir dive equippment and
chamber for the nextt day’s plann
ned dive missions to marrk the Ex-US
SS Chehalis with buoys and
install thee barge’s wiire rope moo
oring pendan
nts on the Exx-USS Chehaalis. The US
SNS Sioux
arrived and was berth
hed about 30
00 yards aft of
o the TB Caapella in thee middle of tthe ASG
containerr pier.

Figure
F
5-16. TB Capellla’s Arrival iin Pago Pagoo Harbor
On 27 March,
M
MDSU
U 1 made theeir first dives from a smaall boat and marked the bow, stern, aand
the forwaard and aft cargo holds of
o the Ex-US
SS Chehalis.. The markeer buoys from
m these fourr
points wo
ould serve as critical refe
ference pointts used to poosition the poort bow of thhe TB Capellla
over the Ex-USS Cheehalis for eff
fficient offloaad operationns and placem
ment of the U
USNS Siouxx for
efficient dive operatiions. Diverss, working frrom a RHIB,, continued rrigging the ssteel pendentt
t Ex-USS Chehalis thaat would faccilitate the atttachment annd prevent chhaffing of thhe TB
wires to the
Capella’s and USNS
S Sioux’s syn
nthetic mooriing lines whhen they enteered the mooor. While thhe
divers weere marking the Ex-USS
S Chehalis (F
Figure 5-17)), crews conttinued outfittting the TB
Capella.
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Figure 5-17.
5
Diverss Marking Exx-USS Chehhalis
Outfitting
g the TB Cap
apella was beeing conductted simultanneously and iincluded thee installationn and
testing off fluid transffer stations, piping,
p
and electrical
e
boonding equippment. The T
TB Capella then
shifted 30
00 yards easst to the fuel pier, in prep
paration for pplacing her iin the moor. MDSU 1
commencced loading their dive station aboard
d the USNS SSioux and prrepared her ssupplementaal
starboard
d stern mooring anchor, chain,
c
and buoy for deplloyment lateer in the day (see Figure 518). By the
t end of th
he day, the TB
T Capella was
w outfittedd and prepareed for enteriing the moorr on
Sunday.

Figure 5-18. MDS
SU Preparing
g USNS Siouux Anchor fo
for Deployment
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On 28 March,
M
the US
SNS Sioux positioned thee supplemenntal starboardd stern moorring anchor and
buoy in the
t north easst quadrant of
o the planneed moor. Wiith the assisttance of Ameerican Samooa
tugs, the master of th
he tug El Lob
bo Grande, Daron
D
Marshh, positionedd the TB Cappella’s port bow
over the bow
b of the Ex-USS
E
Cheehalis. The TB
T Capella’’s port stern remained haard against thhe
fuel pier,, and her starrboard amidships moorin
ng lines werre run to the bollards located on the lland
outcrops east of the fuel
f pier. Th
he port moorring lines weere led back to the pier too avoid
infringing on the wesst end of the fuel pier so that fishing vessels couuld continue tto refuel. W
With
the ASG tugs assistin
ng in holding
g the barge in
i position, tthe tug El Loobo Grande moved to thhe
bow of th
he TB Capellla where thee TB Capellla lowered heer 5,000 pouund bow ancchor onto thee
stern of the
t tug as sho
own in Figu
ure 5-19.

Figure
F
5-19. Tug El Lob
bo Grande III Positioningg Anchor
With the anchor aboaard, the tug El
E Lobo Gra
ande moved to the north east while thhe TB Capeella
payed ou
ut anchor wirre. Once in position,
p
thee tug El Loboo Grande drropped the T
TB Capella’ss
anchor co
ompleting th
he north eastt quadrant mooring
m
leg. Divers thenn attached thee TB Capellla’s
port bow
w and amidsh
hips mooring
g lines to the pendants onn the Ex-USS Chehalis, completing the
mooring of the TB Capella.
C
While the TB Capella
C
moorred, MDSU 1 completedd loading thee
USNS Siioux piersidee with the Standard Navy
y Double-Loock Recomprression Systtem (SNDL) and
prepared the Dive Staation. With the TB Cap
pella securedd in the moorr, the pumping platform was
launched
d from the co
ontainer pier and secured
d on the portt bow of the TB Capella. The 2″
pneumatiic pump wass positioned on the platfo
orm and readdied for disccharge operaations as shown
in Figuree 5-20.
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Figure 5-20. Pumping Platform
P
Seccured to TB Capella
Two air compressors
c
s were set up
p on the far east
e end of thhe fuel pier, and the air llines positionned
down thee starboard main
m deck off the TB Cap
pella crossinng over to thee port side abbout amidshhips
to the cen
ntral air distrribution man
nifold.
On 29 March,
M
the ES
SSM and US
SCG teams onboard the T
TB Capella, along with tthe USCG
certified Person in Ch
harge (PIC),, Wayne Waarfield, madee final preparrations on thhe barge andd on
the pier for
f pumping. All emergeency shut offf valves werre conspicuoously markedd, hoses werre
externally
y bonded, fire extinguish
hers position
ned, and emeergency drillls conductedd. The mainn
offloadin
ng pump, loccated on the temporary
t
floating
fl
pumpp platform aalongside thee TB Capellaa,
was pre-ttested for fun
nction with water
w
at diffferent flow r ates. The puump was tessted by pumpping
water thrrough the flo
ow metering station. Thee results werre comparedd with other vvolumetric ttests.
Followin
ng the pump tests, the disscharge hosees were mateed to the TB Capella’s taank strippingg
manifold
d system.
In accord
dance with th
he offload pllan, barge lo
oading operaations would take place tthrough the 22″
stripping
g manifold sy
ystem which
h provided ab
bsolute mini mum free faall of the prooduct into thee
tank therreby reducing
g the possibiility of a stattic electricityy discharge causing an ignition of thhe
gasoline. Once all sy
ystems were connected to
t the hard ppiping aboardd the TB Cappella, anotheer
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series of “shut off head” pressuree tests were conducted
c
att 1.5 times thhe maximum
m design heaad
pressure of the system
m to identify
y and correctt any leakag e. Due to thhe volatility oof the produuct
vapors, itt was determ
mined that there had to bee a zero leakkage system in order to m
mitigate the
chance of producing any flammaable vapors in
n and aroundd the pumpinng system.
MDSU 1 made a dive to verify th
he mooring systems
s
from
m the USNS Sioux, now moored oveer the
Ex-USS Chehalis (Fiigure 5-21).

SNS Sioux Enntering Mooor
Figurre 5-21. US
The dive station was located on the
t starboard
d side of the USNS Siouxx, with the ddown line
u
to
t the Ex-US
SS Chehalis, now locatedd just south of the Siouxx. Refer to F
Figure
running underneath
5-22.
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Figure 5--22. USNS Sioux
S
& TB Capella in M
Moor
Due to th
he Sioux’s malfunctionin
m
ng MSD, the vessel had tto return pieerside to pum
mp out her
holding tank.
t
On 30 March,
M
final preparations
p
for the offlo
oad operationn came togetther. The USNS Sioux
entered th
he moor earlly. Divers riigged the disscharge hosee down line and approximately 250 feet
of suction
n hose conneected to the pumping system locatedd on the pum
mping platforrm (Figure 55-23).

Figu
ure 5-23. Leeft: Lowerin
ng the Diverrs’ Stage intoo the Water,
Right: Divers
D
Shackling in the S
Stage to the D
Down
Line
L Leading
g to Ex-USS Chehalis
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Bonding of the hose and pumping system waas verified booth visually and with thee ohm meterr.
Onboard the USNS Sioux,
S
the su
uction head was
w lowered to the diverrs, now locatted at cargo ttank
B-4, which had been verified as not
n containin
ng fuel durinng the surveyy. A diver eentered B-4 w
with
the suctio
on head, and
d air was sen
nt to the suctiion head whhich rose to tthe top of thee tank. This was
accompliished to validate the opeerational effeectiveness off the system in a representative cargoo
hold with
h the diver watching.
w
The divers extracted the suction head
h
from th
he tank and pplaced it at ttank top leveel in clear waater.
The pum
mping system
m was activatted and again
n re-calibrateed using the entire systeem at the actuual
water dep
pth that the fuel
f would be
b pumped frrom. Flow rrate of the puump system was moderaated
to achiev
ve a specific flow rate. This
T was ach
hieved by adjjusting the pposition of a control statiion
ball valvee on the barg
ge. This allo
owed the offfloading team
m to ensure tthe pumpingg rate did nott
exceed th
he maximum
m rate of 32 gpm.
g
The pu
umping rate was restrictted in order m
mitigate stattic
electricall charge prop
pagation in the
t gasoline product andd subsequenttly the hose. Gasoline iss a
highly reefined petroleeum productt; therefore, it does not hhave a lot off impurities tthat can helpp
dissipate static electrricity. Gasolline is known
n as a “staticc accumulatoor” product. Since gasoline
onductive, th
he friction beetween the product and tthe hose walll lining can create a builld up
is non-co
of electro
ons (i.e., a sttatic charge). If static ch
harge builds up enough ‘‘potential diffference’, it can
dischargee when it com
mes across an
a electrical conduit thuss creating a spark (such as in the free fall
inside a tank).
t
By keeeping flow rates
r
in the 2″
2 hose beloow a pre-deteermined ratee, this ensurees the
product is
i traveling at
a a velocity that allows it
i to naturallly dissipate iits own staticc charge.
Safety an
nd fire drills were condu
ucted. The USCG
U
set up air monitoriing stations on the fuel ppier
and on th
he TB Capellla. The ASG
G fire departtment instruucted ESSM and USCG ppersonnel, as
seen in Figure
F
5-24, on
o the operaation of the fuel
f pier’s firre suppressioon system.

Figure
F
5-24. Fire Stationn Training
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A fire ho
ose was riggeed up to the bow
b of the TB
T Capella aand activated. A manneed ASG fire truck
was statio
oned at the fuel
f pier for immediate response
r
andd remained thhere throughhout pumpinng
operation
ns.
ments were made
m
by the USNS Siouxx to have thee tuna canneery disposal vvessel, Blue
Arrangem
Moon, offfload her waaste water by
y coming alo
ongside of thhe USNS Siooux while shhe was in thee
moor oveer the Ex-US
SS Chehalis (see Figure 5-25). This eliminated tthe need forr the USNS SSioux
to break her
h daily mo
ooring.

Figure 5-25. Salvor/Blu
ue Moon Aloongside USN
NS Sioux
With preparations fin
nalized, botto
om work beg
gan in earneest on 31 Maarch. MDSU
U 1 located,
marked, and prepared
d the two dieesel tanks fo
or hot tappingg using the E
ESSM develloped grid
ul Schadow provided
p
thee topside dirrection and gguidance on pplacement oof the
system. ESSM’s Pau
grid systeems used to locate the ho
ot tap penetrration positioons. The griid system foor positioningg the
hot tap on
n the hull waas accomplisshed using trriangulationn from readilyy identifiablle structures on
the Ex-U
USS Chehaliss previously developed from
f
the 3-D
D model of thhe ship classs. By the ennd of
the day, both
b
ships’ fuel
f tanks, C902
C
and C90
05, were preepared for thhe next day’ss first hot tappping
operation
n. The cargo
o tanks, B-8 and B-10, were
w conspic uously markked for follow
w-on operattions.
Under the direction of
o USCG WO
O Manny Munoz,
M
barge personnel vverified all saafety and
emergenccy procedurees in preparaation for the next day’s ppumping opeerations.
Operation
ns on 1 Apriil marked thee successful hot tappingg and pumpinng of C902F
F. Operationnally,
the day started with the
t verificatiion of the ho
ose lines, bonnding wires,, manifolds, and valves aall
the way from
f
the Ex--USS Cheha
alis to the barge tanks folllowed by thhe attachmennt of the hot tap
to C902F
F (see Figuree 5-26).
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Fiigure 5-26. Hot Tap Flaange Ball Vaalve and Sucction Hose
MDSU personnel
p
acccomplished the
t hot tap with
w precisioon. No fuel eescaped duriing the proceess.
The disch
harge hose and
a the bond
ding wire were coupled t o the hot tapp valve. Divvers swam thhe
hose linee again and confirmed
c
itss integrity. Topside
T
on tthe barge, boonding continnuity was
checked again and th
he PIC personally verifieed the system
m readiness bby walking tthe hose linee and
verifying
g that all com
mmunication
ns, connectio
ons, and valvves were opeerational andd ready. Oncce the
PIC and the
t barge maaster confirm
med that all systems
s
werre ready and the bravo flag hoisted, tthe
Declaratiion of Inspecction was co
ompleted, and the ISFOS
SC then authhorized the coommencemeent
of pumpiing.
Divers op
pened the ho
ot tap valve, and the air was
w suppliedd to the pum
mp on the floaating platforrm by
the ESSM
M offloading
g team onboaard the bargee. The offlooad process oof black diessel fuel from
m
C902F beegan at 0917
7 and continu
ued until 094
49. The die sel was pum
mped into carrgo hold #1 pport
on the TB
B Capella. After
A
two seettling/pumpiing cycles, C
C902F was ddeclared emppty of pumpable
fuel by th
he ISFOSC at
a 1049.
t was remo
oved, the hoses flushed into
i
the slopp tank, and thhe remainingg hot tap
The hot tap
mounting
g flange sealled with a caap assembly (Figure 5-277), completinng C902F. S
Systems werre
then read
died for the next
n day’s pu
umping operration on C9905.
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Figure 5-27. Cappiing the Hot T
Tap Penetrattion
5. By 0900 tthe discharge hoses weree attached.
On 2 Aprril divers insstalled a hot tap on C905
Divers ag
gain verified
d continuity of
o the in-watter hose andd bonding system while tthe barge teaam
double-ch
hecked the topside
t
comm
munications, hoses, valvves, and receeiving tanks (Figure 5-288).

Figuree 5-28. SCU
UBA Team E
Entering Watter
t Declaratiion of Inspecction, and puumping begaan at 0940 w
with the first 6
The PIC completed the
minutes of
o flow goin
ng to the slop
p tank aboard
d the TB Cap
apella. The ssampling maanifold indiccated
80–90% water in the mixture. Th
he flow meteer at the flow
w monitoringg station onlly ran for thee
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first few minutes of operation,
o
an
nd then sudd
denly stoppedd working. It was later found that a
metal shaaving from the hot tap cu
utting proced
dure had passsed from thhe hot tap holle in the hulll
plate up through
t
200 feet of suctiion hose, thrrough the diaaphragm pum
mp, and lodgged in the vaane
of the flo
ow meter preeventing it frrom rotating. Unknown at the time w
was the fact that anotherr
piece of metal
m
shavin
ng from the hot
h tap cuttin
ng was in the pneumaticc pump housing workingg its
way through the diap
phragm whicch it would eventually
e
puuncture the ddiaphragm. Pumping
continued
d, and a totaal of 950 galllons of dieseel oil and sloops was recovvered beforee C905 was
declared empty of oill by the ISFO
OSC at 1441
1. Figure 5-229 shows the ISFOSC examining a
diesel fueel sample fro
om the Ex-U
USS Chehaliss. The remaainder of thee day was devvoted to
preparatiions and detaailed safety checks
c
for pu
umping the highly volattile gasoline from cargo hold
B-8 the next
n day. Pu
umping operaations needeed to start at 0700 to ensuure the desirred completiion
during daaylight hourss of the estim
mated 27,000
0 gallons of gasoline in B-8.

Figure 5-29. ISFOS
SC Examininng Diesel Sam
mple
On 3 Aprril, operation
ns started earrly with the MDSU 1 divvers enteringg the water aat sunrise to
insert thee suction heaad into cargo
o hold B-8, connect
c
the hhoses, and veerify the bonnding system
m.
On the TB Capella (F
Figure 5-30)), the hose lines, bondingg, and valves went throuugh another
stringent review by th
he USCG, th
he PIC, and the
t barge tannkerman.
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Figure 5-30. View of TB Capella from USNS
S Sioux
All firefighting equip
pment was verified
v
as op
perational, annd radio com
mmunicationns doublechecked. Upon comp
pletion of th
he checks, thee Declaratioon of Inspecttion was signned, certifyinng
the system
m as “ready to receive” product, and
d the ISFOSC
C authorizedd pumping. The pump w
was
activated
d at 0702, and the initial water/slop mixture
m
direccted into the number #5 port tank off the
TB Capeella. At 0704
4, samples in
ndicated hig
gh gasoline ccontent in thee flow, and bby 0705, thee
flow, wh
hich was entiirely gasolinee, was directted into the ##3 starboardd tank onboaard the TB
Capella.
Sampling
g continued to
t show the flow as cleaar and withinn the analyticcal capabilitiies at the
sampling
g station (seee Figure 5-31
1), 100% gassoline.

Figurre 5-31. Sam
mpling Statioon Operationns
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At 0750, an air supply hose, from the compressor to the air distribution manifold, developed a
leak, and pumping was suspended for 42 minutes while the hose section was replaced. Pumping
resumed at 0832 and continued without interruption until 1533, when small amounts of water
were detected at the sampling station. The tank was allowed to settle, and at 1634, pumping
resumed. By 1637, there was enough water in the system to divert flow to the slop tank. By
1640, all water was encountered, and the system was shut down. At this time, the divers entered
B-8, pulled the suction head down, and adjusted the height of the unit so that the suction pipe
was higher up in the float chamber. The suction head was again floated to the top of the tank,
and pumping resumed at 1651. Pumping continued until 1736 when all water was encountered.
Two settling cycles followed, and at 1807, the ISFOSC declared the tank complete. A total of
16,005 gallons of gasoline had been recovered from B-8.
Easter Sunday, 4 April, was declared a down day for all to enjoy in anticipation of the two day
operation that would follow in emptying cargo tank B-10 which contained an estimated 37,000
gallons of high octane 115/145 aviation fuel.
Operations on 5 April commenced at sunrise with divers inserting the suction head into B-10.
All hose and bonding wires were inspected by a SCUBA team from the Ex-USS Chehalis to the
pumping platform and from the pumping platform to the cargo tanks on the TB Capella by the
PIC and barge crew. Communications were verified, the Declaration of Inspection was signed,
and pumping began at 0658. After 3 minutes, sampling indicated that the flow was 100%
gasoline, and the product was diverted from the slop tank #5 port on the TB Capella to the #3
starboard cargo tank. Pumping continued uninterrupted until 1222 when it was noticed that the
pump was misting fuel out of the air exhaust.
The perforation caused by the hot tap cutting shard in the pump diaphragm created a leak path
for gasoline. This leak path allowed fuel to leak down into the air side of the diaphragm pump
and fill the voids in this area. When the pump was running, the air pressure from the air line
would fill the diaphragm and exhaust a dangerous combination of air and gasoline mist out of the
air exhaust of the pump. Because of the operational protocol of having multiple layers of safety
and operational assets on hand, a potentially serious problem was quickly detected. A new pump
was installed. The pump was replaced with a spare pump, and pumping resumed at 1404 and
continued until 1745 when the decision was made to secure for the day. Air was released from
the suction head allowing it to settle to the bottom of the tank in clear water. Divers entered the
water and closed off the valve to the suction head and opened the purge valve. Remaining
gasoline in the hose line was then pumped to the #3 starboard tank on the TB Capella. After 1
minute, when the water arrived at the sampling station, the flow was diverted to the slop tank on
the TB Capella. Preparations were made to pump the remainder of gasoline from B-10 the
following day. Operations concluded for the day.
On what was to be the last day of pumping, 6 April, operations again commenced at sunrise with
divers inspecting the hose system and barge personnel completing the Declaration of Inspection.
Air was supplied to the suction head, and it rose to the top of B-10. Pumping commenced at
0657 with the initial flow of water from the hose going to the slop tank on the TB Capella. After
3 minutes (at 0700) the flow was 100% gasoline and was diverted to #3 starboard on the TB
Capella. Aboard the USNS Sioux, MDSU 1 divers concluded that the suction head needed to be
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repositioned higher in the cargo tank. The dive team lowered the entire suction head by pulling
it down using the tether line and moving it slightly so it was between the frames and thus higher
up in the tank. Pumping resumed in full at 0808 and continued uninterrupted until 1210 when
50% water was indicated in samples taken at the manifold. After a 12 minute settling period,
pumping resumed at 1222, and at 1223 with the water content above 50% and rapidly increasing,
flow was diverted to the slop tank. Pumping stopped at 1224 when the samples indicated 99 plus
percent water. The ISFOSC declared the tank empty of pumpable fuel concluding the removal
of fuel from the Ex-USS Chehalis.
Table 5-4 summarizes the fuels, excluding slops, recovered from the Ex-USS Chehalis.
Table 5-4. Predicted Versus Recovered Fuel Quantities
TANK/COMPT
A 303
A 304
A 305
A-2 LUBE OIL
A-3 LUBE OIL
B-1 CARGO
B-2 CARGO
B-3 CARGO
B-4 CARGO
B-5 CARGO
B-6 CARGO
B-7 CARGO
B-8 CARGO
B-9 CARGO
B-10 CARGO
C 304 FUEL OIL
C 305 FUEL OIL
C 905 FUEL OIL
C 906 FUEL OIL
C 902F
C 901F
TOTAL
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FULL CAPACITY/GALLONS 2009 SURVEY/GALLONS OFFLOADED GALLONS
EMPTY
EMPTY
EMPTY
19,800
EMPTY
19,800
EMPTY
57,200
TRACES ONLY
57,200
TRACES ONLY
79,000
TRACES ONLY
79,000
TRACES ONLY
77,900
TRACES ONLY
77,900
TRACES ONLY
75,500
TRACES ONLY
75,500
28,000
16,005
55,300
TRACES ONLY
55,300
37,000
37,200
5,000
EMPTY
5,000
EMPTY
14,500
6,000
700
6,500
EMPTY
5,300
1,500
600
5,300
INACCESSIBLE
54,505
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CH
HAPTER 6

6 DEMO
OBILIZATIION AND PRODUCT
P
DISPOSAL
L
6-1 Dem
mobilization
n
Demobilization begaan immediateely upon com
mpletion of ppumping opeerations middday on 6 Appril.
The disch
harge hoses were flushed
d with saltw
water. The saaltwater was sent to the sslop tank #5 port
onboard the TB Capeella. When the flushing is completee, the divers disconnectedd the suctionn
head and
d hoses from the Ex-USS
S Chehalis. The hoses, ddown lines, aand the suctiion head werre
retrieved
d back onboaard the TB Capella.
C
Thee pump and iits associatedd gear was removed from
m the
pumping
g platform an
nd recovered
d onboard thee TB Capella
la. The TB C
Capella wass fully preparred
to break the
t moor thee following day
d (7 April) and return to the ASG container piier to offloadd.
Aboard the USNS Sioux, divers assembled
a
th
he equipmennt needed to secure the ccargo hatchess on
the Ex-U
USS Chehaliss and began demobilizin
ng the hot tapp and other ppumping equuipment. A
planning meeting waas held to disscuss how th
he moor wouuld be brokenn since the starboard aft
quarter of
o the USNS Sioux was moored
m
to the TB Capellla.
On 7 Aprril, with the assistance of two ASG tugs,
t
the TB Capella releeased her mooring lines.
The tug El
E Lobo Gra
ande II worked her way north
n
east too retrieve herr anchor. Byy early afternnoon,
the TB Capella
C
was moored
m
portt side on the east end of tthe ASG conntainer pier iin the vicinitty of
the Ex-U
USS Chehaliss support com
mpound. Th
he USNS Siooux secured her port aft mooring linees to
the fuel pier,
p
resumed
d cleanup, an
nd hatch seccuring operattions on the Ex-USS Chhehalis. Withh the
goal of having
h
the TB
B Capella un
nderway on the morningg of 8 April, crews worked to offloadd the
equipmen
nt from the TB
T Capella, as seen in Figure
F
6-1. T
The equipmeent was shippped back to Port
Huenemee, CA, Cheattham Annex
x, VA, and th
he ESSM Baase Hawaii.

Figure 6-1. Offloading
g Equipmennt from TB C
Capella
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It was deecided that th
he hoses used to pump fu
uel, then subbsequently fllushed with seawater, woould
return to being deck--stowed onbo
oard the TB Capella, an d allowed too air-out oveer the next 300
days of trransit time. In addition to
t the oversiized pump pplatform, twoo large reels of line weree also
shipped back
b
to the West
W Coast aboard
a
the TB
T Capella.
By mid-m
morning on 8 April, the TB
T Capella departed (reefer to Figurre 6-2) Pago Pago Harboor on
its way to
o San Franciisco, CA, viaa a refueling
g stop in Haw
waii.

Figure 6-2.. TB Capellla Departingg Pago Pago Harbor
Onboard, TB Capella
a had manifeested the 54,,505 gallonss of gasoline and diesel ffuel, and 3,6227
gallons of
o slop recov
vered from th
he Ex-USS Chehalis.
C
Thhe 8th, 9th, annd 10th of Appril were
dedicated
d to cleaning
g and packin
ng ESSM and
d USCG equuipment retuurning to theiir home basees via
a commeercial contain
ner ship. Th
he ESSM Haawaii equipm
ment would rreturn to Haw
waii aboard the
USNS Siioux along with
w all of thee MDSU 1 equipment.
e
T
The MDSU 1 divers abooard the USN
NS
Sioux com
mpleted theiir work clean
ning the residual gear onn the Ex-USS
S Chehalis aand returnedd to
the pier on
o 9 April. The
T supportiing 40-ton mobile
m
crane arrived on 110 April andd completed
loading of
o the USNS Sioux with MDSU 1 an
nd ESSM Haawaii equipm
ment for retuurn to Honoluulu.
With the equipment stowed
s
and the
t containerrs packed foor shipment, the majorityy of the ESSM
CG personnell departed American
A
Sam
moa on 11 A
April. The U
USNS Sioux aand the MDSU 1
and USC
team dep
parted Ameriican Samoa on 15 April.
urn Transit and TB Cap
apella Offloa
ad and Prod
duct Disposal
6-2 Retu
After enccountering head
h
seas and
d rough weatther, the tug El Lobo Grrande II, withh the TB Cap
apella
in tow, berthed at Pieer 29 in Hon
nolulu, Hawaaii, on 25 Appril to refuel and undergoo maintenannce.
The vessels departed
d on 27 Aprill making theeir way to thee Levine Terrminal in Richmond,
Californiia, where theey would offfload the Ex--USS Chehaalis fuel prodducts. The U
USNS Sioux
returned to Hawaii with
w MDSU and
a ESSM Hawaii
H
equippment on 20 April.
On 9 Maay, the tug Ell Lobo Grande II and thee TB Capella
la (after anotther slow traansit due to
adverse weather
w
and head seas) berthed
b
at thee Levine Terrminal, as seeen in Figuree 6-3, Pier 20.
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Figuree 6-3. TB Ca
apella Berthed at Levinee Terminal, R
Richmond, C
CA
Fuel offlo
oad began on 10 May with
w the disch
harge of slopp, starting at 1022 from ccargo tank #5
port, into
o waiting vaccuum trucks. Discharge of gasoline from #3 starrboard comm
menced at 14430.
An additiional pump was
w added at
a 1626. Gassoline and diiesel were diischarged dirrectly to the two
waiting railcars
r
and two
t tank truccks. At 1830
0, the slop ddischarge waas complete, and the
dischargee of diesel fu
uel began. All
A dischargee operations concluded ffor the day aat 2130.
ge of the TB Capella con
ntinued on 11 May with the day devooted to dischharging the
Discharg
gasoline from tank #3
3 starboard. Discharge of
o gasoline ccontinued foor the entire dday, and
operation
ns ended at 2000
2
(Figuree 6-4).

Figure
F
6-4. Discharge
D
O
Operations
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All offloaad cargo opeerations conccluded on 12
2 May at 21115. A total oof 827 gallonns of diesel,
54,505 gallons of fueel, and 3,628
8 gallons of slop
s
had succcessfully beeen offloadedd from the T
TB
Capella before
b
the sttart of tank cleaning
c
and gas-free opeerations whiich began im
mmediately aafter
the concllusion of thee cargo disch
harge operatiions. Gas-frree operationns were comp
mpleted at 22330
on #1 porrt diesel carg
go tank and at 0120 on 13
1 May in #55 port slop taank. Gas-freeeing was
completeed on #3 starrboard. Tank
k washdown
ns/cleaning ccommenced in tanks #5 pport and #1 pport
and lastly
y in #3 starboard. All clleaning operations conclluded by 23000, 13 May 22010. The T
TB
Capella was
w officiallly released from
fr
charter at that time.
The tank
k stripping, washdown,
w
an
nd cleaning process gennerated 5,2722 gallons of m
mixed fuel
residuals and slop thaat needed to be processeed, in additioon to the 3,6228 gallons of slop generated
in the offfload of the Ex-USS
E
Cheehalis in Am
merican Samooa. The 9,0000 gallons oof residuals aand
slop weree trucked to DeMenno Kerdoon,
K
200
00 N Alamedda Street, Coompton, Callifornia (an E
EPA
certified recycling faacility under manifests 00
06626877 annd 0066268666 for processing).
Certificattes of Treatm
ment were isssued on 18 and
a 21 May 2010 respecctively acknoowledging
receipt an
nd treatmentt of the wastte in accordaance with Caalifornia law and the Fedderal Resource
Conservaation and Reecovery Act (RCRA). Copies of thesse manifestss and certificcates are attaached
as enclossures in Appendix A.
The gaso
oline and diesel fuel on th
he TB Capella was mixeed and dischharged into tw
wo railcars ((see
Figure 6--5), each hollding approx
ximately 21,0
000 gallons, and two truucks containiing 6,493 gaallons
and 6,012
2 gallons resspectively. A total of 54
4,505 gallonss was forwarrded to Systech for
processin
ng.

Figure 6-5. Rail & Tank Trucck Operationns
ks, under maanifest 0051110, and recceiving ticketts 152354 annd 152356, w
were receiveed
The truck
and proceessed on 18 March at thee EPA certiffied recyclinng facility, Syystech Envirronmental
Corporattion, 1420 So
outh Cementt Road, Fred
donia, Kansaas. Refer to Figure 6-6 ffor the wastee fuel
processin
ng proceduree.
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Fiigure 6-6. Systech
S
Enviironmental W
Waste Fuel P
Processing
The recycling of the gasoline at the
t Systech facility
f
was witnessed byy ESSM perrsonnel, therreby
ensuring proper dispo
osal of the reecovered pro
oduct. Copi es of the maanifests, receeiving
nts, and Certiificates of Destruction
D
arre attached aas enclosures in Appenddix A. The tw
wo
documen
railcars, under
u
maniffests 200246 and 200260
0, were receiived at Systeech on 30 Junne, and
processed
d on 3 July and
a 9 July reespectively. Copies of thhe receivingg tickets and Certificates of
Destructiion are attach
hed as enclo
osures in App
pendix A.
With the successful reutilization
r
of the fuel in
n the processsing of cemeent at the Syystech facilitty,
the final operational element of the Ex-USS Chehalis deffueling operration came tto a successfful
end. Thee nature of th
he product (h
high lead and high octanne gasoline) required an attention to
detail and
d safety beyo
ond the norm
mal aspects of
o the cargo offload proccess. Extenssive planningg
focusing heavily on safety
s
and th
he mitigation
n of ignition sources throoughout the operation
contributted immenseely to the saffe and efficieent defuelingg of the Ex-U
USS Chehallis.
All operaational and support
s
perso
onnel are to be commendded for theirr dedicated eefforts in
accompliishing the mission
m
in a tiimely and saafe manner.
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CHAPTER 7

7 EX-USS CHEHALIS LESSONS LEARNED
7-1 Planning, Coordination, and Training
Lesson Learned:

The Research and Survey phase of the Ex-USS Chehalis operation
provided valuable insight into the condition of the vessel, the quantities
and types of fluid products to be handled, and the logistical considerations
that required augmentation beyond the locally available resources and
capabilities.

Recommendation:

Incorporate survey teams into the operational tasking to best prepare the
response package as a matter of practice. This is even more critical for
operations in remote environments where the logistical support line of
communications is both long and difficult.

Lesson Learned:

The multi-agency task force organization of the Ex-USS Chehalis’
Offload operation provided a depth of technical knowledge and
operational capability that resulted in a safe and efficient operation. Key
to integrating all of the diverse agencies involved, was the telephone
coordination meetings which occurred on a regular basis during the
planning stage of the operation thereby avoiding major problems during
the operation.

Recommendation:

The appointed multi-agency task force model worked extremely well,
because the regularly scheduled planning meetings facilitated the full
synthesis of ideas and technical capabilities while simultaneously
developing camaraderie between the operational players. Suggest this
model is followed in future operations.

Lesson Learned:

Pre-deployment hands-on operational training for the divers on the unique
equipment developed for the operation goes a long way toward ensuring
that the equipment is operator-friendly, foolproof, and familiar prior to the
actual operation.

Recommendation:

Conduct equipment and job specific operational training far enough in
advance to allow time for equipment modifications to be made prior to the
actual operation. With that in mind, the training should be close enough to
the commencement of the operation to ensure that the personnel being
trained are the same personnel designated to deploy on the job.
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Lesson Learned:

Initial disposal options focused on routing the recovered product into
Singapore for reutilitization due to slightly favorable cost
considerations. What was not known at the time was the impact of
international treaties regarding the processing of waste through
countries signatory to the Basel Agreement. The Basel Agreement
prohibits signatories such as Singapore from processing waste
generated by non-signatories, in this case the United States.
Fortunately, several courses of action for disposal had been developed,
and the alternatives were both viable and nearly cost neutral.

Recommendation:

When dealing with hazardous or waste product disposal, ensure that
the products are properly classified by regulatory bodies such as the
Environmental Protection Agencies of both the generator and the
potential recipient countries. Also, ensure that the recipient country
can legally accept the product and not be in violation of existing
treaties. Often commercial processors are not fully aware of all
restrictions, and while they may agree to accept the product, it may be
an illegal transaction. Therefore, it is best to involve both
environmental agencies in the discussion early.

7-2 Pumping, Hot Tapping, and Hoses

7-2

Lesson Learned:

The 2″ Wilden intrinsically safe pneumatic pumps were ideal for the
tasking. The only problem experienced was that metal shards from the
hot tap cutting operation were sucked into the rubber diaphragm of the
pump while pumping the diesel tanks. Over time, a shard pierced the
diaphragm. The problem did not surface until later during the gasoline
pumping operations but was caught early, and the pump was
exchanged with a backup pump which continued pumping operations
without issues. This could have been a serious problem as the pierced
diaphragm allows the product (gasoline) to enter the air exhaust
system of the pump, essentially atomizing the gasoline which under
the right conditions is a highly explosive atmosphere.

Recommendation:

The hot tap operation will always result in metal shards remaining in
the valve assembly. This is not critical when using submersible pumps
that are more tolerant of small metal debris. When using diaphragm
pumps where the debris can puncture the rubber diaphragm, we should
consider alternative pumps as well as methods for removing the debris
before pumping. One idea that should be investigated is magnetizing
the hot tap cutter blade so that it picks up the cutting shards as it bores
the hole. Another alternative that could resolve the problem would be
to add a magnetic head to the “bung buster” hot tap accessory and
inserting it into the valve assembly after removing the hot tap, but
prior to attaching the suction hose. The magnetized “bung buster”
would collect the shards and extract them prior to pumping.
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Lesson Learned:

Discharge hoses were internally bonded and as an extra precaution
externally bonded. The externally bonded wires used large wire eyes
crimped onto the bonding wire. These crimped ends were marginally
robust, and two of them parted under the strain of the underwater
conditions.

Recommendation:

More robust fittings, such as stainless U–bolts or silver-soldered
connections, should be considered in future operations requiring similar
bonding requirements.

Lesson Learned:

Regardless of previous pre-operational pressure tests completed on the
hose and manifold systems, a pressure test with water at 1.5 times the
maximum discharge pressure of the pumping system should be
accomplished prior to commencing pumping operations. In addition, all
valves in the system should be verified as operational and leak-free at the
same time.

Recommendation:

Operational pressure tests were accomplished as recommended prior to
commencing pumping operations on the Ex-USS Chehalis. The practice
is reiterated here to reinforce the requirement as an integral part of all
pumping operations.

7-3 Underwater Operations
Lesson Learned:

The operation used older Stanley DL 9 hydraulic drills for the installation
and operation of the hot tap because the newer Stanley DL 7 drills that
replaced the DL 9 drills failed to shut off at depths below 50 feet.

Recommendation:

This has been an ongoing problem with the DL 7 drills. While Stanley has
offered some different spool centering springs, they do not have the
capability to test the possible modifications at depth. Recommend that
NAVSEA direct testing in pursuit of obtaining ANU approval for the DL
7 drills.

7-4 Models
Lesson Learned:

Three dimensional computer models of the Ex-USS Chehalis developed
from class build drawings were valuable tools for both locating critical
targets on the vessel hull and as training aids for operations.

Recommendation:

Continue the practice of developing both 3-D and physical models for
future operations.

7-3
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7-5 Tool Development

7-4

Lesson Learned:

The suction head system was specifically developed for this operation.
The development followed the principal of being simple, light weight,
and easily handled by the divers and was followed by static and inwater operational testing and training by the divers scheduled to
conduct the operation.

Recommendation:

The tools and pumping systems were well suited for the operation
because they maintained the basic principal of being light weight and
easily maneuverable by the two-man dive teams. These principals
should be kept in mind for future operations.
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CHAPTER 8

8 CONCLUSION
In the execution of the offload operation of the Ex-USS Chehalis, one cannot overlook the
contribution of the cooperative environment fostered by all participants, enabling the multiagency organization to function harmoniously from the survey through the conceptual planning
stage of the operation and finally to the onsite conduct of the offload and recovered product
disposal. The synchronization of the technical knowledge, skills, and assets from within the
USCG, U.S. Navy, ESSM, the EPA, NOAA, the ASG, the NPFC, and all supporting commercial
activities enabled a complex, dangerous, and logistically remote operation to be accomplished in
a successful and safe manner.
The offload of the Ex-USS Chehalis demonstrated excellent team work, and as a result, over
56,500 gallons of gasoline and diesel fuel were offloaded from the sunken vessel with no
mishaps and safely disposed of through a recycling process that yielded some beneficial use of
the recovered product that had been entombed in a deteriorating hull for over 60 years in the
pristine waters of the South Pacific.
The Ex-USS Chehalis project demonstrated that the command and organizational structure
established for the operation by Captain Barry Compagnoni, USCG Sector Honolulu OSC, and
executed onsite under the leadership of USCG CDR Mike Day, was efficient and flexible enough
to task the skill sets of each supporting organization to best accomplish the mission. In the end,
this organization recovered and responsibly recycled without, incident the highly volatile
gasoline and diesel fuels.
At the operational level, the Ex-USS Chehalis mission explored new ground for the MDSU 1,
NAVSEA, USCG, and ESSM operational forces with respect to handling the highly volatile
gasoline. Previous operations have focused on products such as diesel, Navy Standard Fuel Oil
(NSFO), and heavier bunker oils all with flash points significantly higher than the flash point of
the 115/145 aviation gasoline encountered on the Ex-USS Chehalis. While all operations are
dangerous, the nature of this operation was compounded by the volatility of the gasoline,
necessitating a comprehensive risk analysis followed by a plan, special equipment, and a training
program that technically mitigated the identified risks. Regardless of the comprehensive nature
of the plan, equipment, and training, execution was dependent on the onsite leadership to result
in a safe operation. The leadership of the supporting organizations demonstrated exceptional
professionalism and technical competence at all levels while strictly enforcing safety standards to
ensure a successful mission.
The Ex-USS Chehalis operation showcased the combined efforts of the “multi-agency approach”
to resolving logistically and technically challenging underwater salvage operations. With
numerous WWII wrecks located throughout the region, one should look to the successes and
lessons learned from the Ex-USS Chehalis operation contained in this report in approaching
other pollution sensitive challenges.
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APPENDIX A- CERTIFICATIONS
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SECTION A – EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this delivery order was to assist the US Navy's Supervisor of Salvage
(SUPSALV) in conducting an underwater survey of the Ex-USS Chehalis, scuttled in 1949, in
Pago Pago, American Samoa to determine the accessibility, type, and quantities of pumpable fuel
that were remaining aboard the vessel.
Following the survey, a detailed analysis of offload and disposal options was developed,
followed by an offload/fuel transfer plan that was to be implemented at a future date. Planning
for the survey commenced with the research of existing documentation that included a review of
the historical documents on file detailing the events surrounding the sinking of the vessel,
previous surveys, and retrieval of class vessel drawings. From the historical documents and the
ship’s drawings, a detailed plan was developed to methodically examine the accessible cargo and
bunker tanks for the remaining pumpable fuel. All dive related missions were tasked to the U.S.
Navy Divers from Mobile and Diving Salvage Unit, MDSU 1, stationed in Honolulu, Hawaii. In
addition to extensive coordination between the SUPSALV, ESSM, U.S. Coast Guard District 14,
USCG Sector Honolulu, the USCG Pacific Strike Team, MDSU 1, NOAA, EPA Region 9, and
local government authorities in American Samoa, a detailed operational and logistical support
plan was organized and implemented. Support equipment was shipped from Cheatham Annex,
Port Hueneme, California, and Honolulu, Hawaii. A support crane barge, which served as the
dive platform, as well as onsite materials handling equipment, were contracted for with the MYD
shipyard in Pago Pago, American Samoa.
Onsite operations commenced 24 April 2009, with the pier side outfitting of the barge and
simultaneous marking of the wreck by the MDSU divers. The barge was moored over the ExChehalis on 26 April, and dive operations commenced on 27 April. As detailed in the survey
plan, the forward port and starboard lube oil tanks, A-2 and A-3, were surveyed first. This was
accomplished by drilling holes in the side of the tanks starting from the high point first. Since
fuel was not found at the high points, it was determined that these two tanks were empty. Dive
operations proceeded to the port aft main fuel service and fuel storage oil tanks. The high points
in the tank were drilled, and an estimated 1,500 gallons of diesel fuel was found in the fuel oil
storage tank, C902F. Fuel storage tank C304F was drilled, and no oil was found. The starboard
fuel oil storage tank, C901F, was drilled, and no oil was found. Starboard tank C305F was not
accessible for sampling as it was buried in the mud and was not accessible through the shell
plate. Fuel oil tank 905F was confirmed to have approximately 6,000 gallons of diesel fuel as
noted in a previous survey. Tank C906 was sampled without finding oil. Initial detection of fuel
in a cargo hold was accomplished using a fuel paste impregnate line floated to the top of the tank
to determine the level of fuel in the tank. Using this method, an estimated 27,000 gallons of fuel
was found in cargo tank B-8, and an estimated 38,000 gallons of fuel was found in tank B-10.
Using the same sampling procedure, the remainder of the cargo holds did not contain fuel
beyond insignificant residual levels. Obtaining samples of the fuel for chemical analysis in B-8
and B-10 was accomplished by divers entering the tanks through the Rolling Water Tight
Hatches (RWTH) with a sampling suction hose/float assembly that was buoyant and floated to
the high point in the tank. The second diver remained just outside the RWTH hatch, with a
hand-operated suction pump attached to the suction hose/float assembly. The sample was
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extracted by first evacuating sea water from the hose using a reviously determined pump stoke
count followed by pumping into the sample jar or can, which was held upside down and
evacuated with the diver’s pneumo. The diver pumped the sample can full of the fuel, capped
the can, and brought it to the surface. The same exploration technique was used on the portside
tanks through the RWTH hatches at B-5-through B-9. B1 and B3 were accessible through an
opening in the hull caused by the initial sinking. No fuel was found in the portside cargo holds.
In summary, approximately 27,000 gallons of pumpable gasoline was found in B-8 and an
additional 38,000 gallons in B-10. In addition, C905 and C902F contained 6,000 and 1,500
gallons of diesel fuel respectively.
Upon conclusion of the dive operations, the fuel samples were taken to the BP fuel lab in Pago
Pago for initial analysis. There it was concluded that cargo holds B-8 and B-10 contained
gasoline, and C905 and C902F contained diesel fuel oil. The samples for B-8 and B-10 were
then sent to Australia for in-depth analysis. There it was determined that B-10 contained high
lead/high octane 115/145 aviation fuel and that B-8 contained a blended mixture of high lead
motor gasoline and aviation gasoline. A copy of the gasoline fuel analysis is attached in
Appendix C.
A series of alternate plans were developed to offload and dispose of the remaining fuel aboard
the Ex-Chehalis following onsite operations. These alternatives were summarized in a matrix
format with associated estimated costs and presented to the USCG District 14 Commander for
discussion. A copy of the initial offload and disposal option alternatives is attached in Appendix
D. Early in the offload/disposal decision process, it was determined that the use of Navy divers
and support assets would be employed in combination with commercial classed vessels to
conduct the offload. Regarding the disposal of the fuel after offload, a series of discussions
ensued where it was decided that the recovered fuel would need to be sent to either a certified
waste recycling facility in Singapore or to the West Coast of the United States where it would be
incinerated or reutilized. These decisions led to the issue of an amendment to the Ex-Chehalis
(AOG-48) Gasoline Offloading and Disposal Options found in Appendix E. Initial cost analysis
identified Singapore as the most favorable option. While a certified recycler was identified in
Singapore, they were unable to accept the hazardous waste due to Singapore being a signatory to
the Basel Agreement, and the United States not being a signatory. Under the governing
conditions of the Basel Agreement, signatories are not permitted to accept hazardous waste from
non-signatory nations. Subsequent to the Singapore refusal to allow entry, it was formally
determined by the United States EPA that the aviation fuel could be processed as a hazardous
material as opposed to a hazardous waste if the fuel was destined for an EPA approved recycle or
energy use facility. The refusal for entry into Singapore by the Singapore National Environment
Agency drove the final course of action for the disposal of the fuel, the West Coast option of
barge transport through the San Francisco port facilities, and subsequent on-carriage via rail to
the EPA approved Systech recycling facility in Fredonia, Kansas.
The final operational concept developed utilizes the MDSU 1 divers, a Navy T-ATF supported
by technical assistance, and logistical support from GPC using a chartered certificated barge/tug
to offload and transport the recovered product to the U.S. West Coast. The recovered fuel will
subsequently be transferred by rail to the EPA approved Systech facility in Fredonia, Kansas.
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The objectives successfully accomplished during this operation are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Safe conduct of all Ex-Chehalis survey operations with no reportable injuries.
Detailed planning of the survey and logistic resources to support the survey.
Conduct of the survey, identifying potentially recoverable fuel.
Development of several courses of action, and associated costs to offload and dispose of the
high octane/high lead gasoline and diesel aboard the Ex-Chehalis.
5. Refinement of the presented alternatives into an actionable offload and disposal plan that was
approved by the USCG District 14 Command for implementation.
6. Development of a Fuel Transfer Plan.
7. Development of a Site Safety Plan.
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SECTION B – CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
March 2009
GPC researched historical data and vessel class plans on the Ex-Chehalis.
A 3-D model of the vessel was developed with emphasis on the tanks and cargo holds to be
explored.
The tools and logistical support were assembled to sustain the tasking.
GPC coordinated with the US Navy SUPSALV, MDSU 1, USCG, EPA, NOAA and the
Government of Samoa agencies to develop the survey plan and logistics support.
An onsite visit to Pago Pago, American Samoa, was made to coordinate logistics support.
GPC subcontracted to MYD Shipyard for a support platform (Barge Derrick).
A detailed barge layout and mooring plan were developed and e-mailed to MYD Shipyard.
MDSU 1 containers departed Hawaii for Long Beach, California, then to Samoa.
April 2009
Shipments departed Cheatham Annex for Long Beach en route to American Samoa.
Shipments departed Port Hueneme for American Samoa.
20 April
Shipments arrived in Pago Pago.
24 April
Personnel arrived in Pago Pago. Containers were delivered to MYD shipyard.
25 April
Outfitting of MYD ex-Barge Derrick (crane barge) commences. MYD MHE support was
marginal. Anchor systems for the moor are not as specified and need revamping. Outfitting of
the barge for dive operations continued. The MDSU security personnel team is stationed
onboard the barge for the night.
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26 April
Barge and mooring preparations continue. The small boat marks anchor positions over the ExChehalis with strawberry buoys. The mooring evolution takes most of the afternoon with two
Samoan tugs providing the propulsion. Language barriers hindered coordination efforts. The
barge was well positioned to accomplish the survey. MDSU charged with providing night
security watch throughout the survey.
27 April
Preparations for the first dive operations began. The mini Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV)
arrives and is used to investigate access to Lube Oil Tanks A-2 and A-3. The mini ROV
provided verification that the watertight doors into the tank area were wide open before the first
dive into that area. Near what would be the high point of tank A-2, holes were drilled, but no oil
was found. Metal plugs were used to plug the holes. Next, divers entered the cofferdam area
and descended to Lube Oil Tank A-3, drilled at the high spot and did not find oil. With the
exception of silt in the area, both tanks were readily accessible.
28 April
Lube Oil Tank A-2 was drilled lower and another sample was taken. No oil was found. During
this evolution, the problems with the drill became evident; the drill would not turn off when the
trigger was released. Divers validated the position of the drilling in A-3 to confirm we were in
the correct tank. Port tank 304F was located and drilled in two spots, one two feet above the
other. No oil was found. When drilling took place at depths below 40-50 feet, the drill would
not turn off. C902F was located and drilled; oil was found. It was estimated that approximately
1,500 gallons of oil were present based on the height of the tank above the oil’s location. The
hole was plugged with a metal plug.
29 April
Dives today concentrated on locating the lost hole in C304F which was not found. Theory is that
the temporary wood plug broke off flush with the hull. Since oil was not found in the tank, the
decision was made that it did not present a threat.
Personnel were visited by the Governor of American Samoa taking up most of the afternoon.
The Governor was interested in the operation and offered his full support for the project.
30 April
The existing plugs in the storage tanks were sealed with epoxy. A second hole was drilled lower
in C902F, and no oil was found at that level, confirming the initial estimate of 1,500 gallons in
C902F. Drilled starboard C305F from the bottom shell plate, and no oil was found. Sealing the
plugs continued. Personnel measured the attitude of the ship and determined it was down by the
stern approximately 4 degrees. Athwart ships she is at zero degrees. Extensive ROV surveys of
the ship were conducted.
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1 May
Divers drilled C905 and located oil, a sample taken confirmed approximately 6,000 gallons as
did the previous survey. Previous survey holes and plugs were easily located. Drilling on tank
C906 would commence the next day.
2 May
C906 was drilled, and no oil was found. Cargo holds were sampled, and samples were taken
from B-10 first.
3 May
Corrections to the labeling on previously labeled tanks were made, and the remaining tanks were
labeled. Tank labeling eliminates misidentification of the area being worked. Samples were
pulled from tanks B-6 and B-8. No fuel was found in B-6; however, fuel was found in B-8. The
sample jar was filled and returned to the surface. After sampling B-6 a second time and no fuel
observed, a diver entered B-6 and swam toward the top and again no fuel was found. This
concluded that B-6 was empty. B-4 was sampled, and no fuel was found. Divers again swam to
the top, could not find fuel, and concluded that B-4 does not have fuel.
4 May
Cargo tanks B-8 and B-10 were gauged with fuel paste on a line. Conducted entry into tanks B5, B-9, and B-7, and no fuel was found in these tanks. Placed epoxy on the drilled hole/plug in
cargo tank C905.
5 May
Cargo hatches B-1 and B-3 were labeled on the down side of the hull. It was noted that cargo
hatch B-3 is closed tightly but that entry can be gained through the gaping hole caused by the
explosion in B-1/B-2 area. Since the results of our findings in B-6 differed significantly with
those found on the previous Associated Underwater Services (AUS) survey, the decision was
made to extract another sample from B-6. Tank B-6 was re-sampled after ascertaining that the
cargo holds were labeled properly, and no fuel was found.
6 May
Divers entered B-1 and B-3 to determine fuel levels. B-1 was declared free of fuel, and B-3
contained an insignificant trace of residual fuel/water mixture.
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7 May
Divers verified that none of the other plugs were leaking, and double sealed tank C905 with a
cap and epoxy. Divers attempted to close the B-1 hatch but could not due to damaged hinges.
Only two dives conducted as a squall came through at 1345 and dislodged the barge from over
the wreck when the southwest anchor lost its hold and slid down the steep bottom slope. Dive
operations concluded, and the barge was towed back to the container pier.
8 May
Barge Derrick moved to the MYD shipyard and demobilization started. Containers removed
from the barge were placed pier side. All equipment removed was cleaned then stowed for the
return shipment.
9 May
GPC continued sealing containers and preparing shipping documents for return shipments. An
operational after action meeting was conducted to capture significant considerations that may be
applicable to the anticipated offload operation.
10 May
Personnel departed American Samoa for return to their home bases.
1-15 June
Shipments returned to home bases after clearing customs in Long Beach, California. MDSU
containers diverted to San Diego in support of a downed aircraft mission.
15 June-15 July
Preventive maintenance was completed on returning equipment. The Offload and Disposal Plan
was developed in conjunction with SUPSALV, NOAA, and the USCG. The initial plan was
completed 14 July 2010.
10 July-11 August
Discussions regarding the options presented in the Offload and Disposal Plan continued.
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11 August-13 August
The decision to go forward with “State of Cleanliness Condition1” and the offload option of
Military Divers/Commercial certified vessels as the primary offload option was finalized with all
concerned persons. Regarding disposal options, on water evaporation was deleted, and “Thermal
Oxidation” and transport to a processing facility for reutilization or incineration, were to be
considered as the best approach and explored in more detail.
16 August-October
Offload and disposal options were further developed and discussed more in depth. Thermal
oxidation on site was ruled out due to cost and operational concerns. With burn rates in the
range of 4 to 5 gallons per minute, coupled with the storage and feed requirements as well as the
extended operational window, thermal oxidation was not feasible. Shipment to a recycling
facility was further developed on two fronts, shipment to Singapore and shipment to the U.S.
West Coast. Cost analysis favored Singapore slightly, and that option was developed in more
detail.
15 October-30 November
The disposal option via Singapore encountered problems as it was determined that Singapore
was a signatory to the Basel Agreement and could not accept hazardous waste from a nonsignatory nation, the United States. Disposal options were now down to one viable option:
processing the fuel through a West Coast port and send to an EPA approved incineration facility
located in CONUS. In a 19 November e-mail from the EPA, the determination was issued that
the Ex-Chehalis’ fuel was not to be considered a hazardous waste if the fuel was going for
reclamation or used as a fuel. This determination opened the window to explore options other
than incineration in an EPA approved hazardous waste facility.
1-30 December
With the EPA's determination issued regarding the classification of the recovered product as a
dangerous cargo if the product was used as a fuel, alternate disposal options opened up with the
added benefit that the product no longer had to be treated and documented as a hazardous waste.
Systech, an EPA approved facility in Fredonia, Kansas, was identified as the best disposal
facility. This EPA approved facility uses off-specification fuel and waste in the production of
cement. This course of action was determined to be cost neutral when compared to the
hazardous waste incineration at the Utah facility with the added benefit that the entire project
would proceed as a dangerous cargo shipment, not a hazardous waste shipment. As a result of
this decision, the Fuel Transfer Plan and a Safety Plan were developed in final form. These
documents are attached as enclosures (Appendix F and G).
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22 December
A separate verbal delivery order was received to proceed with the offload of the Ex-Chehalis
using military divers, a T-ATF, and a commercial support/transport platform. Disposal of the
Ex- Chehalis’ fuel was to be accomplished through the Systech facility in Fredonia, Kansas. The
operation was scheduled to begin in late March/April 2010.
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SECTION C – PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
There were no insurmountable equipment problems. All equipment functioned as designed.
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SECTION D – LESSONS LEARNED AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Lesson Learned:

The MYD Shipyard in Pago Pago, while the only option for local
barge/mooring support, was minimally equipped and staffed to
accomplish the job. Despite one onsite visit and numerous e-mails, the
yard did not prepare for the operation as directed. The barge/crane served
the purpose. The assembly of the mooring system was deficient as was
the planning for moving into the moor. Requested logistical support was
slow in materializing, and MHE support was equally marginal.

Recommendation: With all of the above deficiencies in the subcontracted MYD aspect of the
operation, the mission was accomplished primarily due to the hard work
of the MDSU divers, USCG personnel, NAVSEA, and the ESSM crew.
In retrospect, a couple visits from onsite representatives for a week or so
before the operation may have improved the MYD performance
marginally. The underlying problem is that resources on the island do not
support an operation of this nature well due to the lack of local salvage
equipment and expertise. For the offload of the Ex-Chehalis, more selfsufficiency in deploying forces' assets is required.
Lesson Learned:

Delivery of the container shipments from the container pier to the MYD
shipyard was not as smooth as it could be. While the shipments were
booked “door to door”, the stateside booking agent failed to communicate
with the delivering agent in Samoa. While the lack of communications
caused some bureaucratic headaches, there were no resulting delays in the
operation.

Recommendation: A person on the ground a few days before the operation would have
facilitated the delivery of the containers as planned overcoming the
bureaucratic hurdles ahead of the advance party.
Lesson Learned:

All of the cargo hatches look about the same, and when combined with
limited visibility at a depth of 100 + feet, it is easy to get confused as to
which hatch the diver is approaching to accomplish the work assignment.
On several occasions, the divers were unsure about where they were on
the ship.

Recommendation: Take the time early in the operation to label critical points on the vessel to
avoid confusion during the operation. When critical points are known,
make labels in advance, and apply during the initial dives.
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LESSONS LEARNED AND RECOMMENDATIONS (Cont.)

Lesson Learned:

ROV support provided much information regarding access to the interior
of the vessel before making the dives. For example, entry into the
forward house for access to the lube oil tanks was thought to require
opening several hatches. By swimming the ROV in the vicinity and into
the hatch, it was determined that the area was readily accessible and that
the first diver should go directly to the lube oil tank and drill. As a result,
it is an operational timesaver because sufficient information was available
to properly outfit the divers for the anticipated work.

Recommendation: Incorporate small ROVs into the operation to improve operational
efficiency and safety.
Lesson Learned:

Fire coral inside the Ex-Chehalis tanks caused severe skin burns on the
divers.

Recommendation: Ensure that adequate protective clothing is worn by the divers, especially
when entering the tanks.
Lesson Learned:

The Stanley DL and drills found in the Lightweight Hot Tap Kits would
not shut off at depths below 40 to 50 feet. They are also not on the
Approved for Navy Use (ANU) list for use although a waiver had been
submitted.

Recommendation: Discuss with Stanley Tools regarding a fix. Discuss with NAVSEA
regarding testing for ANU approval. Since the DL 9 drills function
properly at depth, use DL 9 drills until the DL 7's can be corrected.
Lesson Learned:

The stainless steel tapered “boiler repair” plug used for sealing the holes
drilled in the hull were not easy to use or leak proof. They needed to be
sealed with epoxy to have any degree of confidence they would not leak.

Recommendation: Go back to the use of quality self tapping bolts to seal the drilled holes.
The drill/bolt size must be a matched combination.
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SECTION E – EQUIPMENT UTILIZED

System
System Nomenclature
Number

ESSM
Number

ESSM Nomenclature

Quantity

Support Equipment
P17200

2″-6″ POL Pumping System

HT0006

Hot Tap Lightweight

2

S7100

Capstan

CP2079

Capstan, 18″ Portable

2

P02100

Tanker Boarding Kit

AL0200

Alarm, Personnel Passport

1

P17200

2″-6″ POL Pumping System

KT0050

Drill press Hyd, Underwater

1

KT0450

Max Beam Searchlight

1

UW2010

Cabinet Divers Tool

1

PU0300

Peristaltic Pump

2

PU0830

Pump Submersible 2″ Hyd

1

PU2103

Pump Diaphragm.1″

1

PU2105

Pump Diaphragm 2′

1

PW0020

Power Unit. Hyd Mod 9

2

Oil Transfer Systems
P17200 2″-6″ POL Pumping Systems

P17200

2″-6″ POL Pumping System

Field Support Systems
P19600

Shop Van

N/A
P19700

VA0010
VA1987

Rigging Van

1
Van, Support Task Special

VA0508

1
1

Communications Systems
NA

None

RA1728
RA1831

Radio, VHF, Marine HandHeld IC M88
Radio, VHF

6
1

MDSU Dive Systems
NA

None

NA

NA

None

NA

Standard Navy Double-Lock
Recompression Chamber
Support Containers

1
2
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SECTION F – EQUIPMENT EVALUATION

BV0010:

The Stanley DL07 hydraulic drills malfunctioned at depth. Once
activated, they would not turn off at depths below 40 to 50 feet.

Recommendation: Drills were sent back to the manufacturer for evaluation and repair. The
manufacturer subsequently retrofitted selected serial numbers of the
ESSM inventory of drills with new spool kits. Early indications are that
this may have only partially solved the problem. Older DL 9 drills do not
seem to have the problem and will be used for the off load.
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APPENDIX A – PERSONNEL
The following personnel participated in the on-site operations:
NAVSEA Representative:

Kemp Skudin – NAVSEA, 00C25
(202) 781-2602

USCG Pacific Strike Team:

Commander Day
3 Personnel

MDSU 1:

Chief Warrant Officer Lehener
(757) 739-2136
16 Divers

SWRMC:

Two ROV Operators

GPC Personnel:
Project Coordinator:

Ron Worthington
(757) 637-9004
Cell Phone: (703) 209-8872

Engineering:

Jeff Cane
Craig Moffatt

Dive Support:

Paul Schadow

Mechanics:

Billy Eubanks
David Vore
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APPENDIX C – FUEL SAMPLES FROM SURVEY
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APPENDIX D – EX-USS CHEHALIS (AOG-48)
GASOLINE OFFLOAD AND DISPOSAL OPTIONS
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EX-USS CHEHALIS (AOG 48)
GASOLINE OFFLOADING and DISPOSAL OPTIONS
PAGO PAGO, AMERICAN SAMOA
TBD – TBD Month 2009

Prepared by:
GPC, A Joint Venture
P.O. Box JK
Williamsburg, VA 23187
Contract No.
N00024-07-D-4130
Delivery Order No.
0021

Sponsored by:
Naval Sea Systems Command
1333 Isaac Hull Avenue, SE (Mail Stop 1072)
Washington Navy Yard, DC 20376
10 July 2009
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1.0

PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to provide a concept of operations and available options for the safe
offloading and disposal of the remaining 65,000 gallons of gasoline and 7,500 gallons of diesel
fuel contained in the sunken Ex-Chehalis in Pago Pago Harbor, American Samoa. A survey was
conducted in April/May 2009, a joint effort between the United States Coast Guard (USCG),
Mobile Diving and Salvage Unit (MDSU) 1, and the U.S. Navy Supervisor of Salvage
(SUPSALV). That survey determined that cargo tank B-10 contains approximately 37,000
gallons of aviation fuel and cargo tank B-8 contains approximately 28,000 gallons of a mixture
of aviation and motor fuel. The ship’s service tank C905 and fuel service tank C902F contain
6,000 and 1,500 gallons of diesel fuel respectfully. In addition, a small amount of residual fuel is
contained in the high points, between the frames of each of the cargo holds, B-2 through B-7 and
B-9.
2.0

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The goals of this report are the following:
a. To develop options to safely conduct an offload of the Ex-Chehalis' remaining petroleum
products while respecting the Ex-Chehalis as a grave site.
b. To develop options and recommendations for a safe, and environmentally acceptable,
disposition of the recovered products.
c. To identify the equipment, logistical support, and waterborne platforms necessary to
conduct the offload and disposal options.
d. To identify the procedures and equipment necessary to minimize spills and
environmental impacts during the offload and disposal operations.
e. To develop rough order of magnitude (ROM) cost estimates for the most feasible offload
and disposal scenarios available.
3.0

BACKGROUND

The Ex-Chehalis (AOG 48) is a World War II, U.S. Navy tanker that sunk in 1949 in the Pago
Pago Harbor, American Samoa. The vessel rests on its starboard side in approximately 160 feet
of water in position 14 16′31″S, 170 40′56″W. Gasoline and oil have been reported to be leaking
from the wreck into the harbor over the ensuing 60 years. During a period from 2005 through
2008, the American Samoa Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), strongly supported by
Region 9 of the United States EPA, conducted research and surveys of the Ex-Chehalis which
concluded that aviation fuel, 115/145, and high octane motor gasoline, and diesel fuel oils
remained onboard. In early 2009, the Commander of the USCG Sector Honolulu requested the
U.S. Navy to survey the Ex-Chehalis. This survey was funded by the National Pollution Funds
Center. The Naval Sea Systems Command’s (NAVSEA) Supervisor of Salvage (SUPSALV)
tasked GPC, a Joint Venture, their Emergency Ship Salvage Material (ESSM) operations
contractor, to develop a plan to survey the vessel to fully determine the quantities and
accessibility of the petroleum products that remain onboard. The ensuing plan utilized MSDU 1
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4.0

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

The following sections describe the critical elements applicable to the offload operation.
4.1 Safety. The safety of personnel and equipment is paramount when dealing with the highly
volatile 115/145 aviation gasoline aboard the Ex- Chehalis. Safety procedures must be strictly
enforced throughout the operation and special attention be given to the control of product flow
rates, static electricity, bonding, and safe equipment, including communications and
photographic equipment. The possession of, as well as the use of, cell phones, computers, and
other equipment will be prohibited within the designated operational area during pumping
operations. While the proper intrinsically safe equipment is required in the conduct of the
operation, Command and Control is as equally essential to the safe accomplishment of the
offload. Each critical point in the pumping/receiving system must be manned by a two person
team, and a single qualified individual will be designated as the Person in Charge (PIC) of the
entire pumping operation. The PIC will validate the continuity and integrity of the hose system,
the position of each valve within the system and the communications chain between all elements
of the system before initiating fuel movement operations. In addition to the onboard charged fire
fighting system aboard the support vessel, local firefighting, medical, and law enforcement assets
will be integrated into the operation. They will be notified of the schedule as well as being
notified of the start and conclusion of all pumping and fuel handling operations. A detailed
safety plan will be prepared, briefed, and strictly enforced throughout the entire operation.
4.2 Environmental Preparedness. In the event of a drilling or pumping mishap,
environmental preparedness will consist of boom systems deployed around the critical elements
of the operation, readily available sorbents for small spills, small skimmers, and small storage
bladders. In addition, booms will be placed in the water around the American Samoa
Government (ASG) fuel pier to prevent any fuel from going under the pier, trapping vapors that
could prove explosive. An on-call response contractor shall be accessible through local contract
to provide additional personnel and response equipment. All hoses, valves, pumps, receiving
vessel connections, and containers will be pressure and dye tested before any pumping of highly
flammable products.
4.3 Pumping Operations. The Ex-Chehalis offload concept of operations involves the
deployment of divers to insert suction hoses (with a buoyant end fitting) into the cargo tanks
containing gasoline, B-10 and B-8, through their respective (ROTH) hatches. The buoyant end
fitting will allow the suction hose to find its way to the top of the tank. Once the hoses are in
place and properly bonded, an intrinsically safe surface mounted vacuum/suction pump will
draw the fuel from the tank and push the fuel through a flow/sampling manifold onward to the
receiving vessel. Flow rates through the pumping system will be constantly monitored to insure
the rate remains below the accepted gallons per meter/per hose size required for anti-static
purposes. A sampling port in the pumping/manifold system will allow the sampling of product
flowing through the system and will be used to determine when all pumpable product has been
removed from the tank. Several settling and stripping cycles will further capture the remaining
pumpable product.
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The two diesel tanks will be offloaded using a Lightweight Hot Tap System because the tanks
are accessible from the hull shell plate. These two tanks will be hot tapped at their high points
taking into account the ship’s orientation as determined in the 2009 survey. Should the pump
flow be insufficient, a water inlet hole will be punched low in the tank to allow for water ingress
to replace the pumped off product. The diesel product will be pumped along a floating hose line
directly to the fuel pier where it will be put into tank trucks and taken to the processing site.
Estimates show that the above procedures will remove the vast majority of gasoline (98%) and
oil (99%) from the cargo holds and tanks. For ease of discussion, we have defined this resulting
condition as state of cleanliness condition State 1. The remaining 2% of the product will require
a more intense effort by “vacuuming” the cargo holds with divers operating from within the tank
with suction wands, literally vacuuming the areas between the frames where the remaining
product is trapped. Using this technique, one can expect a 99% removal of the accessible
product. We have labeled this state of cleanliness State 2. Should 99+ % of product removal be
required, each cargo hold would need to be inverted, and several hot tap access holes cut through
the top shell plates in each tank so that all air, gas, and residual products can be removed and
disposed of. The starboard side tanks would be hot tapped from inside the port tanks directly
above the high points in the respective starboard tank. This would allow the residue to escape
into the port side tanks and migrate to the high point in the port side tank where it would be
removed through the hot tap valves. This end state is referred to as State 3.
4.3.1 Offload Operations. Regardless of the end state desired, the bulk of the offload
operations are all aft of the Ex-Chehalis' mid section, and these operations will be conducted
from a support vessel positioned to facilitate diver descent into this primary operational area.
Pumping operations will likely be located inboard of the Ex-Chehalis, between it and the ASG
fuel pier. As a safety precaution, the pumping platform will be an independent platform
alongside the primary receiving platform. The pumping station will be located on a small,
perforated decked, floating platform above the wreck at or near water surface level alongside the
primary support vessel. Hose floats will suspend the suction side of the hose system. The hose
floats will also be positioned to prevent any lazy loops from forming in the hose, providing a
smooth passage of the product from the cargo hold, through the (ROTH) hatch and to the
surface. Figure 2 depicts the notional arrangement of the support vessels and the pumping
station. The hose sections, where possible, will be continuous to avoid the possibility of leakage
in the connections. Hose end fittings will be of the swage configuration to eliminate the
possibility of leakage that may occur with banded fittings and light fuels. A
monitoring/sampling manifold will be placed downstream of the pump on the receiving vessel.
This will serve to measure flow as well as draw samples of the product in the lines before the
product reaches the designated tank. Valves will be positioned along the hose line at strategic
places to allow servicing and provide readily accessible shut offs in case of an emergency. As
described in the safety overview, the entire system will be manned at the critical points, and the
PIC will verify that all valves and critical elements of the system are in the correct position
before pumping commences.
Ideally, pumping operations should only take place during daylight hours, and no pumping
should start unless there is sufficient daylight to complete the discharge of the designated cargo
hold or tank within daylight hours.
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Figure 2.
2 Notional Ex-USS Chehalis Pumpping Platform
m Configuraation
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5.0

ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions are universally applicable to the discussion of viable offload and
disposal options summarized in Appendix C and Appendix D:
a. The ASG, in concert with the fuel facility, will assist in scheduling a time window of
approximately 20 days where operations can take place without interference from large
tanker operations on the adjacent fuel pier. Cleanliness States 2 and 3 would require a
total of 28 days or more.
b. The ASG will designate the east side of the fuel pier for support operations available
during the 20 day period as done during the survey. Cleanliness States 2 and 3 would
require a total of 28 days or more.
c. In those options where ASG assets such as tugboats and barges are considered options,
the ASG will provide those assets at the published tariff rates or at more cost favorable
rates.
d. Where waivers are required, the USCG and the ASG will coordinate to accomplish those
waivers.
e. Local ASG fire, safety, and medical services will be on-call to support emergency
response should the need arise.
f. Platforms considered for support will provide their own anchoring systems except as
noted throughout Section 6.0.
g. The diesel fuel can be disposed of in American Samoa as discussed with several local
authorities and commercial enterprises.
6.0

OPERATIONALLY VIABLE OFFLOAD OPTIONS

With the above generic concept of operations taken into account, four executable options should
be considered for the offload as discussed below:
6.1 Option A, Military Vessels/Military Divers. Option A considers the use of military
vessels as the primary operational support platform and military divers augmented with
SUPSALV technical and equipment support to conduct the operation. The Navy, Army, and the
USCG have vessels well suited for accomplishing the support platform requirements. These
assets are located in the Pacific region. The U.S. Navy's T-ARS class salvage ships are located
in Hawaii and Sasebo Japan. The U.S. Army LSVs and the USCG Buoy Tender are located in
Hawaii. All three classes of ship are adequately outfitted for transit to Pago Pago and fully
support the mission. The advantage of the Hawaii based vessels is that they would serve as the
transport platform for the U.S. Navy divers and their equipment all of which are based in Hawaii.
A further advantage in the use of the T-ARS, LSV, or Buoy Tender class of ships is that they
may already be funded to support operational requirements in the geographical region. As a
result, they may be available at no cost or at a minimal cost to the operation. These vessels also
have their own anchoring systems aboard as standard equipment. Military divers come with all
the capabilities to operate in Pago Pago where self-sufficiency is required for diving operations.
This is important as neither the recompression chambers, nor the divers’ air facilities, are
available in the region. In addition, the divers from MDSU 1, located in Hawaii, conducted the
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survey on the Ex-Chehalis in May of 2009 and as a result are operationally familiar with the
ship. They have also performed successful pumping operations on the Ehime Maru, the USS
Mississinewa, and the Chung Chen.
6.2 Option B, ASG Vessels/Military Divers. Option B includes the use of ASG vessels and
military divers augmented with SUPSALV technical and equipment support to perform the
offload. The ASG has the MV Sili capable of serving as a dive and working platform for the
operation as well as a 30 foot open platform boat. Use of these vessels would require approval
of the ASG and coordination for their dedicated use during the planned operation. Coordination
regarding the use of these assets might be conducted through an official request from the USCG
District Office, Honolulu. In the formulation of the cost estimates to conduct the offload
operation using ASG vessels, costs were developed using the published tariff rates. If
substantially reduced rates can be negotiated on a government-to-government basis, it would
significantly reduce costs. It is understood that the ASG has two barges and an ocean going
tugboat en route that may be available for support platform operations. As with Option A,
military divers would perform the diving operations required for hose insertion and hot tapping
operations.
6.3 Option C, Commercial Vessels/Military Divers. Option C includes the use of
commercial vessels and military divers augmented with SUPSALV technical and equipment
support to perform the offload. During Phase 1 of the operation, the survey was conducted
utilizing a locally available barge, BD 6235, anchored over the Ex-Chehalis. This same
platform, although not ideal, could also serve as the support platform for the offload operation.
The advantage of this asset is that it is locally available and viable if the disposal of the product
is completed in close proximity and at sea. This option would likely require mooring systems to
be brought in. If it is decided that the product must be disposed of at some distant processing
facility, then it would be more cost effective to utilize a commercial barge and tugboat
combination as both the operational platform and the towing vessel for returning the product to
the designated facility. This option capitalizes on the employment of military divers as detailed
in Options A and B with the exception of the use of commercial waterborne support platforms.
6.4 Option D, Commercial Vessels/Commercial Divers. Option D is primarily a commercial
operation augmented with SUPSALV oversight, technical, and equipment support to perform the
offload. As in Option C, commercial vessel platform alternatives support the operation. In this
option commercial divers provide all of the dive equipment and perform all of the underwater
tasking. As with any commercial operation, all of these services are billed at a negotiated rate
and the operation does not benefit from the operationally funded assets of the military divers.
7.0 LEVEL OF CLEANLINESS
Applicable to all of the options discussed above is the question: “How clean is clean?” Three
states of cleanliness are considered and discussed briefly below as States 1, 2, and 3. As the
level of cleanliness increases, the time on station increases, and the associated cost of the
operation escalates. Below is a brief summary of the possible levels of cleanliness that could be
achieved in the cargo holds B-1 through B-10. All three states of cleanliness will remove 99% of
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the diesel product in C905, the fuel service tank 304F, and secure the opened cargo hatches as
well as the shell plate penetrations.
7.1 State 1. At Level of Cleanliness State 1, all readily pumpable gasoline product is removed
from tanks B-8 and B-10 with the initial pumping operation. In addition, once the majority of
gasoline has been removed from each tank, a diver will enter the tank and reposition the suction
head at the high point in the tank. Pumping will start again and continue until no product is
detected at the sampling manifold. The tank will be allowed to settle and be pumped again. This
cycle will be repeated in B-8 and B-10 until no product is found at the sample station. It is
anticipated that 98% of the accessible product will be removed from the Ex-Chehalis in this state
of cleanliness. The risk of a catastrophic release from the Ex-Chehalis in the future will be
eliminated in this state of cleanliness.
7.2 State 2. At Level of Cleanliness State 2, all of the cargo holds, B-1 through B-10, would
be vacuumed with a diver-operated suction wand. The expectation is that an additional 10
operational days are required to complete this process which would result in approximately 99%
of the accessible fuel being removed from the vessel. This option adds an estimated 8 – 10 days
to the base line operation in State 1.
7.3 State 3. At Level of Cleanliness State 3 would involve inverting of each cargo hold to
form a gas free atmosphere in the top of the tanks. After an inert barrier is established, each
cargo hold would be hot tapped, and the air evacuated, followed by any remaining product. This
procedure may need to be accomplished several times in each cargo hold, between each frame
space. It is estimated that this will add an additional 12 – 14 days to the operation when
compared to State 1. This would result in 99+ % removal of product.
Appendix C summarizes the ROM estimated costs of the offload options and states of cleanliness
discussed above.
8.0 EX-USS CHEHALIS RECOVERED PRODUCT DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVES
While numerous disposal alternatives are available, they can be consolidated into five viable
alternatives that are discussed below. There are three possible disposal methods for the gasoline:
evaporation, burning, and transport to a facility for re-use or reprocessing. Appendix A contains
the fuel composition analysis obtained from the survey for the gasoline located in cargo holds B8 and B-10. The diesel fuel can be processed in American Samoa and used as fuel for the tuna
processing plants.
8.1

A Brief Discussion on Methods of Disposal.
a. Method 1, Evaporation, Open Method on Water. The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) models and studies indicate that if the entire
volume of gasoline was released at one time, 99+ % of it would evaporate within 2 to 3
hours. A copy of the analysis is contained in Appendix B. To accomplish the controlled
release of the gasoline based on this data, each of the two cargo holds, B-8 and B-10,
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would be offloaded into a SUPSALV provided 50,000 gallon oil recovery bladder, or
several ISO containers, or a certificated gasoline barge. Either of these transport options
would be fitted with an offload pump on the stern and a long tail hose. The bladder,
tanks, or barge would be loaded from the pumping platform. On completion of each
cargo hold, the bladder, tank, or barge will be towed to the approved dumping ground
behind a tugboat. In the dumping ground, the safety valves would be opened, and the
recovered product pumped off while being towed up current and up wind. Depending on
the weather conditions, all of the product released from each bladder load should
evaporate in less than 1 hour. At the completion of the operation, the bladder, tanks, or
barge would be cleaned for re-use. The implementation of this alternative requires
coordination and agreement between governmental authorities including: USCG, ASG,
EPA Region 9, NOAA, the Oceans Region Response Team (ORRT), and others prior to
commencing this operation. This is the most cost effective, and possibly the most
environmentally sound, of the available disposal alternatives.
b. Method 2, In-situ Burning, and Flaring. Like the evaporation disposal method
described above, 99+ % of the recovered product can be disposed of by flaring. Portable
flaring equipment would be rented, and then shipped to Pago Pago on commercial
vessels. The flaring equipment consists of a semi-trailer mounted burner assembly with
an exhaust stack, five large air compressors, a large propane tank, and a feed or day tank
for a limited amount of the recovered product. While it is possible to mount the unit on a
barge, shore side placement accessible to barge access would be preferable and far less
costly. It is estimated that it would take 3 weeks of 24 hour incineration to dispose of the
65,000 gallons of gasoline and the associated slops.
c. Method 3, Transport of the Recovered Product and Slops to a Reprocessing Facility.
This method of disposal involves offloading the product into an oceangoing, certificated
vessel, or barge for transport to a facility capable of either reusing the fuel or processing
the fuel for disposal. Likely candidates for processing have been located in Singapore
and on the West Coast of the U.S. This method, while viable, consumes a lot of fuel and
vessel underway time. The vessel must transit to American Samoa, load, and transit to
the processing facility. The vessel then offloads, transits home, and undergoes a cleaning
operation subsequent to the discharge of the product.
8.2 Disposal Alternative A, SUPSALV Oil Recovery Bladder/ASG Vessels. Alternative A
utilizes a 50,000 gallon SUPSALV oil recovery bladder and locally available ASG tugboats as
the primary assets required to implement either Method 1, disposal by evaporation of the
recovered product or Method 2, incineration of the product onshore within the confines of the
harbor. The SUPSALV oil recovery bladder is readily transportable on military or commercial
shipping in to and out of American Samoa and involves no rental costs.
8.3 Disposal Alternative B, ISO Containers/ASG Vessels. This alternative employs leased
commercial ISO containers positioned aboard ASG barges to receive the recovered product. It is
envisioned that at least eight, 6,000 gallon ISO containers would be secured on deck of the barge
giving a total capacity of 48,000 gallons, sufficient to offload the largest cargo hold on the Ex-
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Chehalis in one pumping session. This alternative has several caveats including the fact that the
barges procured by the ASG are not yet on the island and may require a waiver to work offshore
in the disposal area. A distribution manifold would need to be built to safely disperse the
product. In addition, the containers would need to be thoroughly cleaned before returning them
to the owners. The ISO container concept can also be employed in support of the in-situ burn
method of disposal as the containers could be shuttled back and forth to the burn site on the
barges until the operation is complete.
8.4 Disposal Alternative C, SUPSALV Oil Recovery Bladder/Commercial Vessels. This
alternative is essentially a modification of Alternative A with the exception that commercial
vessels are employed for the towing of the bladder and offshore operations. This would require
that a suitable towing vessel be brought in from outside of American Samoa, resulting in
additional costs for transit and the associated fuel charges.
8.5 Disposal Alternative D, ISO Containers/Commercial Vessels. Alternative D is a
modification of Alternative B with the use of commercially procured tugboat assets to perform
the towing and offshore operations. As in Alternative C, this will result in additional costs for
transit time and fuel for the outside resources.
8.6 Disposal Alternative E, Commercial Barge/Commercial Tugboat. Alternative E
utilizes a commercial barge and tugboat to receive the product and tow it to the designated
disposal site. In all methods of disposal under Alternative E, the barge and tugboat would come
from outside American Samoa as there are no commercially available assets in the country.
Under this alternative, the barge would need to be certificated to carry gasoline. It is important
to note that with this option, the amount of fuel consumed in transit to and from American
Samoa to dispose of the recovered product will most likely exceed the quantity of the recovered
product to be disposed.
Appendix D summarizes the disposal methods and alternatives with respect to costs.
9.0 ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES
It is not the purpose of this report to make specific recommendations. However, SUPSALV was
tasked to support the decision makers by determining the technical procedures, risks, and ROM
costs of all reasonably feasible options. Accordingly, Appendices C and D summarize 12
alternatives for conducting the offload of the Ex-Chehalis and the same number of alternatives
for the disposal of the recovered products. By combining alternatives from each of these two
Appendices, one can analyze numerous alternatives for accomplishing the mission of mitigating
the risk of a catastrophic release of petroleum products from the Ex-Chehalis. Appendices C and
D represent a rough estimate of costs as described throughout the document and are subject to
the assumptions in Section 5.0. In both offload and disposal, the use of government assets
represents significant cost savings as well as a unique opportunity to exercise and train on the
government assets applicable in mitigating the risks involved with public vessels.
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9.1 Offload Options. With respect to the desired end state of cleanliness, State 1 completely
removes the catastrophic release scenario from the Ex-Chehalis. Any state of cleanliness beyond
State 1 is both time consuming and costly. The product that remained after the offload to State 1
would most likely evaporate within 5-10 minutes of reaching the surface. Cleaner states would
reduce the potential of any future safety issues for recreational divers although the location of
theEx-Chehalis off the fuel pier makes recreational diving on her unlikely. All states of
cleanliness include securing the cargo tank (ROTH) deck hatches. This would not prevent diver
access through other openings in the Ex-Chehalis.
9.2 Disposal Options. In considering the disposal options, the Ex-Chehalis offers a unique
opportunity to utilize scientific data to support what may be considered a controversial disposal
methodology; evaporation on the surface of the ocean. The intentional release of the recovered
gasoline products directly on the ocean surface in an EPA designated and approved “Dumping
Ground” and allowing it to evaporate, is supported by Appendix B. Due to the amount of time,
safety risk, pollution, expended fuel, and increased costs associated with the flaring or transport
of the recovered product to an off island disposal facility, the pros and cons of the evaporation
option should be openly discussed.
9.3 Further Action. When acceptable courses of action are selected for the offload and the
disposal, SUPSALV is prepared to write a detailed Ex-Chehalis Offload and Disposal Plan to
fully support the selected course of action.
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APPENDIX B – NOAA EVAPORATION ANALYSIS
Sent: Tuesday, June 09, 2009 11:58 PM
To: Worthington, Ron T.
Cc: Stacey LT Crecy; Jose LCDR Herrador
Subject: Re: Chehalis Fuel samples
Hello Ron,
We entered the data for the 2 USS Chehalis fuel sample results you sent into ADIOS 2 and ran
the model for 5, 10, and 15 knot winds for each fuel. Please find the model run results attached.
The model indicates either fuel would evaporate very quickly - within a couple of hours. Note
that we assumed 65,000 gallons released for each run - which would be a worse case (more
persistent) than the volumes reported for each fuel (37,000 and 28,000 gallons, respectively).
Keep in mind, however, that the model assumes release in open-water conditions with spreading
and no containment. Containment of the fuel would slow the evaporation rate.
Let me know if you have any questions or need anything else.
Best Regards,
Ruth
7600 Sand Point Way NE
Seattle, WA 98115
Office: (206) 526-6081
Cell: (206)849-9926
Fax: (206)526-6349
24 Hour Emergency: (206)526-4911
5 Knot Winds Sample No.1
Oil Name = AVGAS (SAMPLE NO.1)
API = unknown
Pour Point = unknown
Wind Speed = constant at 5 mph
Wave Height = computed from winds
Water Temperature = 80 deg F
Time of Initial Release = June 9, 1500 hours
Total Amount of Oil Released = 65,000 gal
______________________________________________________________________
Hours Into
Released
Evaporated
Spill
gal
percent
1 65,000
100
2 65,000
100
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10 Knot Winds Sample No.1
Oil Name = AVGAS (SAMPLE NO.1)
API = unknown
Pour Point = unknown
Wind Speed = constant at 10 mph
Wave Height = computed from winds
Water Temperature = 80 deg F
Time of Initial Release = June 9, 1500 hours
Total Amount of Oil Released = 65,000 gal
______________________________________________________________________
Hours Into
Released
Evaporated
Dispersed
Spill
gal
percent
percent
1 65,000
100
0
2 65,000
100
0
15 Knot Winds Sample No.1
Oil Name = AVGAS (SAMPLE NO.1)
API = unknown
Pour Point = unknown
Wind Speed = constant at 15 mph
Wave Height = computed from winds
Water Temperature = 80 deg F
Time of Initial Release = June 9, 1500 hours
Total Amount of Oil Released = 65,000 gal
______________________________________________________________________
Hours Into
Released
Evaporated
Dispersed
Spill
gal
percent
percent
1 65,000
100
0
2 65,000
100
0
5 Knot Winds Sample No.2
Oil Name = AVGAS (SAMPLE NO.2)
API = unknown
Pour Point = unknown
Wind Speed = constant at 5 mph
Wave Height = computed from winds
Water Temperature = 80 deg F
Time of Initial Release = June 9, 1500 hours
Total Amount of Oil Released = 65,000 gal
______________________________________________________________________
Hours Into
Released
Evaporated
Remaining
Spill
gal
percent
percent
1 65,000
100
0
2 65,000
100
0
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10 Knot Winds Sample No.2
Oil Name = AVGAS (SAMPLE NO.2)
API = unknown
Pour Point = unknown
Wind Speed = constant at 10 mph
Wave Height = computed from winds
Water Temperature = 80 deg F
Time of Initial Release = June 9, 1500 hours
Total Amount of Oil Released = 65,000 gal
______________________________________________________________________
Hours Into
Released
Evaporated
Dispersed
Spill
gal
percent
percent
1 65,000
100
0
2 65,000
100
0
15 Knot Winds Sample No.2
Oil Name = AVGAS (SAMPLE NO.2)
API = unknown
Pour Point = unknown
Wind Speed = constant at 15 mph
Wave Height = computed from winds
Water Temperature = 80 deg F
Time of Initial Release = June 9, 1500 hours
Total Amount of Oil Released = 65,000 gal
______________________________________________________________________
Hours Into
Released
Evaporated
Dispersed
Spill
gal
percent
percent
1 65,000
100
0
2 65,000
100
0
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APPENDIX C – EX-USS CHEHALIS OFFLOAD OPTIONS MATRIX WITH
ASSOCIATED ESTIMATED COSTS MATRIX

Final State
State 1
(Mitigate
Catastrophic
Release) 98%
Gasoline
Removed 99+ %
All Pumpable
Diesel Removed
Secure All Cargo
Hatches, 20 Days
State 2
(Mitigate
Catastrophic
Release, Vacuum
Cargo Holds)
99% Gasoline
Removed 99+ %
All Pumpable
Diesel Removed
Secure All Cargo
Hatches, 28 Days
State 3
(Mitigate,
Vacuum, Inert,
Hot Tap Tanks)
99+ % Gasoline
Removed 99% All
Pumpable Diesel
Removed Secure
All Cargo
Hatches, 30 +
Days

Option A
Military
Divers/Vessels

Option B
Military
Divers/ASG
Vessels

Option C
Military
Divers/Commercial
Vessels

Option D
Commercial
Divers/Vessels

$560,000

$1,020,000

$937,000

$1,150,000

$616,000

$1,268,000

$1,167,000

$1,558,000

$833,000

$1,495,000

$1,411,000

$1,844,000
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APPENDIX D – EX-USS CHEHALIS RECOVERED PRODUCT DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVES WITH ASSOCIATED
ESTIMATED COSTS

Alternative A
Dracone/ASG
Vessels

Alternative B
ISO
Tanks/ASG
Vessels

Alternative C
Dracone/Commer
cial Vessels

Alternative D
ISO Tank
Containers/Commercial
Vessels

Alternative E
Barge/Tugboat
Commercial

Method 1
Evaportation
Tow Offshore and Control
Release in the EPA
Approved Dumping Ground

State 1

$215,000

$568,000

$784,000

$1,071,000

$1,470,000

State 2

$240,000

$630,000

$896,000

$1,179,000

$1,650,000

State 3

$260,000

$663,000

$943,000

$1,236,000

$1,740,000

Method 2
In-situ Burn
Tow to a Controlled Burn
Site in Pago Pago Harbor

State 1

$1,241,000

$1,690,000

$1,877,000

$2,075,000

$2,781,000

State 2

$1,737,000

$2,213,929

$2,440,000

$2,654,000

$2,961,000

State 3

$1,862,000

$2,353,432

$2,482,000

$2,703,000

$3,053,000

State 1

Not Feasible

Not Feasible

Not Feasible

$1,729,000

$1,654,000

State 2

Not Feasible

Not Feasible

Not Feasible

$1,987,000

$1,654,000

State 3

Not Feasible

Not Feasible

Not Feasible

$2,098,000

$1,747,000

Method of Disposal

Method 3
Transport to a
Reprocessing/Disposal
Facility (Singapore/Hi/NZ)
Offload into a Certificated
Vessel and Transport to a
Viable
Reprocessing/Disposal
Facility
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Amendment to
EX-USS CHEHALIS (AOG 48)
GASOLINE OFFLOADING and DISPOSAL OPTIONS
PAGO PAGO, AMERICAN SAMOA
From Survey Conducted
24 April–10 May 2009

Supervisor of Salvage and Diving
Naval Sea Systems Command
1333 Isaac Hull Avenue, SE (Mail Stop 1072)
Washington Navy Yard, DC 20376

8 September 2009
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1.0

PURPOSE

The purpose of this amendment is to refine the concept of operations and available options for the
safe offloading and disposal of the remaining 65,000 gallons of gasoline and 7,500 gallons of diesel
fuel contained in the sunken Ex-Chehalis in Pago Pago Harbor, American Samoa. The options and
alternatives presented in the initial report were discussed in a teleconference between the United
States Coast Guard (USCG) District 14, USCG Sector Honolulu and SUPSALV on 10 August 2009.
At that time, a determination was made that the proposed state of cleanliness, condition 1 (removal
of all pumpable product) would apply to the operation regardless of which option was selected for
the offload and disposal of fuels from the Ex-Chehalis. The offload options agreed upon to pursue
further were: offload Option 1C (military divers/commercial vessels) supported if feasible by
offload or Option 1A (military divers/military vessels). It was also agreed that thermal oxidation
should be considered in lieu of flaring, originally described in Method C2, In Situ Burning/ Oil
Storage Bladder /Commercial Tow Vessels and Method E2, In Situ Burning/Commercial
Barge/Vessels. In addition, Method E3, disposal in a licensed processing facility using a certificated
commercial barge and tug for transport, was to be developed in more detail.
The following presents a discussion of the agreed upon alternatives and summarizes a recommended
course of action.
Sections of the original document that have not been changed in principal are not restated in this
amendment. Should the reader not be familiar with the original document it is recommended that it
be reviewed before reading this amendment.
2.0

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The goals of this report are:
a. Further explore, discuss, and evaluate the refined alternatives chosen by the USCG to
safely conduct an offload and disposal of the Ex-Chehalis' remaining petroleum products.
b. Discuss and identify typical support vessel options and definitive disposal sites for the
operation.
c. Refine the rough estimate of costs associated with the agreed upon options.
d. Present a decision rationale and recommendation for the final course of action to be taken
regarding the offload and disposal of the gasoline and diesel fuels aboard the Ex-Chehalis.
3.0

BACKGROUND

Refer to the original document.
4.0

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

Refer to the original document.
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5.0

ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions are applicable to the discussion of viable offload and disposal options
summarized in Appendix C and Appendix D:
a. The American Samoa Government (ASG), in concert with the fuel facility, will assist in
scheduling a time window of approximately 20 days where operations can take place
without interference from large tanker operations on the adjacent fuel pier.
b. The ASG will designate the east side of the fuel pier for support operations available during
the 20 day period as done during the survey.
c. Where waivers are required, the USCG and the ASG will coordinate to accomplish those
waivers.
d. In the case where thermal oxidation is used for disposal, the government agencies involved
will coordinate with the ASG agencies for the real estate required to house, secure, and
operate the thermal oxidizer on a 24 hour basis for a period of 30 days.
e. Local ASG fire, safety, and medical services will be on-call to support emergency response
should the need arise.
f. Vessel platforms used for support will provide their own anchoring systems except as noted
throughout Section 6.0.
6.0

OPERATIONALLY VIABLE OFFLOAD OPTIONS CHOSEN

Subsequent to the presentation of the first report, the following two executable options discussed
below are now considered viable for the offload.
6.1 Option 1A, Military Vessels/Military Divers. Option 1A considers the use of military
vessels as the primary operational support platform and military divers augmented with SUPSALV
technical and equipment support to conduct the operation. The Army and the Navy have vessels
well suited for accomplishing the support platform requirements. These assets are located in the
Pacific region. The U.S. Navy's T-ARS Class of salvage ships is located in Hawaii and Sasebo,
Japan. The U.S. Army LSVs are located in Hawaii. All three classes of ships are adequately
outfitted for transit to Pago Pago and fully support the mission. The advantage of the Hawaii based
vessels is that they would also serve as the transport platform for the U.S. Navy divers and their
equipment that are based in Hawaii. A further advantage in the use of the T-ARS and the LSV class
of ships is that they may already be funded to support operational requirements in the geographical
region, and as a result they may be available at no cost, or at minimal cost to the operation. These
vessels have their own anchoring systems aboard as standard equipment. Military divers come with
all the capabilities to operate in Pago Pago where self-sufficiency is required for diving operations.
This is important as neither the recompression chambers nor the divers’ air facilities are available in
the region. In addition, the divers from Mobile Diving and Salvage Unit (MDSU) 1, located in
Hawaii, conducted the survey on the Ex-Chehalis in May 2009. As a result, the divers are
operationally familiar with the Ex-Chehalis. They have also performed successful pumping
operations on the Ehime Maru, the USS Mississinewa, and the Chung Chen. NOTE: This
option/discussion has not changed except that the use of a USCG buoy tender was eliminated
as an operational platform due to operational commitments.
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6.2 Option 1C, Commercial Vessels/Military Divers. Option 1C includes the use of commercial
vessels and military divers augmented with SUPSALV technical and equipment support to perform
the offload. A certificated ABS class A fuel barge towed by an ABS classed oceangoing tug, or
supply boat with a clear aft deck, is the most practical approach to providing a work platform for the
offload and subsequently the safe transport of the recovered product. Supply vessels are more than
twice as expensive as the smaller tug boats. Either alternative, tug or supply vessel, capitalizes on
the employment of military divers as detailed in Option A. In pursuit of this option we have located
a Class A fuel barge and a suitable tug in Singapore. Details of these vessels are attached as
Appendices A and B respectively. NOTE: While these two specific vessels are available now for
a projected operational window of January/February 2010, they are commercial vessels and
subject to “first come, first serve” forces of the market place. Also important to note is that
vessels traveling to American Samoa will transit approximately 5200 NM each way from
Singapore or 4300 NM from the U.S. West Coast. In the transit, they will consume a total of
250,000–285,000 gallons of fuel.
Appendix C summarizes the offload options with respect to estimated costs.
7.0 LEVEL OF CLEANLINESS
Applicable to all of the options discussed above is the question: “How clean is clean?” Three states
of cleanliness were originally considered. The USCG directed the use of State 1 as the end goal of
the operation. At Level of Cleanliness State 1, all readily pumpable gasoline product is removed
from tanks B-8 and B-10 and fuel oil tanks C905 and C902F with the initial pumping operation. In
addition, once the majority of gasoline has been removed from each tank, a diver will enter the tank
and reposition the suction head at the high point in the tank. Pumping will start again and continue
until no product is detected at the sampling manifold. The tank will be allowed to settle and be
pumped again. This cycle will be repeated in B-8 and B-10 until no product is found at the sample
station. The settling process will also be employed in the fuel oil tanks. It is anticipated that 98% of
the accessible product will be removed from the Ex-Chehalis in this state of cleanliness. It is also
felt that the risk of a catastrophic release from the Ex-Chehalis in the future will be eliminated in this
state of cleanliness.
8.0 EX-USS CHEHALIS RECOVERED PRODUCT DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVES
Subsequent to the initial report and discussions, courses of action for disposal were reduced to two
basic concepts: destruction using thermal oxidation and ocean transport to a licensed reprocessing
facility. The concept of evaporation was eliminated from consideration entirely. For conservative
purposes, we are estimating a total of 100,000 gallons of product to be disposed of, consisting of
65,000 gallons of gasoline, 7,500 gallons of diesel fuel, and up to 27,500 gallons of
slop/contaminated water.
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8.1

A Brief Revised Discussion on the Selected Methods of Disposal, Method 2 and Method 3
from the Original Report.
a. Method 2, In Situ Burning Employing Thermal Oxidation. Portable thermal oxidizing
equipment would be purchased and shipped to Pago Pago on commercial vessels. The
thermal oxidizing equipment would consist of the main unit on a 40 foot ISO flat rack and
a support unit in a 20 foot ISO container. This would be augmented with an SUPSALV
generator, air compressors, and a small supply of locally available propane. While it is
possible to mount the Thermal Oxidation unit on a barge, shore side placement is
preferable and far less costly. With a burn rate of 3–4 gallons per minute, it is estimated
that it would take 3 to 4 weeks of 24 hours a day incineration to dispose of the 65,000
gallons of gasoline, the 7,500 gallons of diesel, and the associated slops. In support of this
operation, one would need to coordinate with the ASG for a sufficient hard stand work area
in the proximity of the waterfront so that the temporary oil storage bladder or barge,
supported by a suitable tow vessel for emergency evacuation, can feed fuel to the thermal
oxidation units small 100–200 gallon storage tank at a rate of 180–240 gallons per hour.
While the thermal oxidation of the fuel results in 99.9% effectiveness, this option requires
further discussion of the safety risks involved that are primarily associated with the
duration of the process. As previously noted, it is anticipated that the burn cycle would go
on for 3 to 4 weeks, 24 hours a day. As a result, the barge or oil storage bladders would
need to be moored and secured in Pago Pago harbor with the product aboard for almost a
month, pumping intermittingly at an extremely low flow rate. This prolonged exposure
invites safety risks and security concerns. The 24 hour work cycle further invites the
potential of equipment failure, stress, and fatigue problems opening another window to
safety considerations.
We are also concerned about the use of the temporary storage bladders for storing fuel for
nearly one month. The bladders are designed for temporary storage, and while they are
durable, they should not sit alongside a pier or rocky shoreline rubbing and chafing for a
month. A steel barge, while more durable, would also need to be adequately protected for
the duration. These requirements necessitate a careful site selection and likely
improvements to the waterfront area designated for the placement of the thermal oxidation
unit and accessibility for the barge or bladder.
b. Disposal Method 2 Alternative C, Thermal Oxidation, SUPSALV Oil Recovery
Bladder/Commercial Vessels. In this alternative, two SUPSALV 50,000 gallon oil
recovery bladders are brought in to receive and store the product from the Ex-Chehalis.
Subsequently, they are moored alongside at the designated thermal oxidation location and
tended until they are offloaded. It should be noted that the oil recovery bladders are
“temporary storage devices” and perhaps ideally suited for one of the original concepts,
“evaporation at sea” wherein they were tasked to hold the recovered product for less than a
day. Tasking these “temporary storage devices”, which are not classed vessels, to hold the
product for a month may be risky, especially with the light fuels in the Ex-Chehalis.
Additionally, the oil recovery bladder would need to be fitted with a pumping system that,
must be submerged and operated intermittingly, somewhat akin to an on-water, 24 hour a
day temporary gas station operation.
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c. Method 3, Transport of the Recovered Product and Slops to a Reprocessing Facility.
This method of disposal involves offloading the product into an oceangoing, certificated
ABS Class A fuel barge for transport to a facility capable of either re-using the fuel or
processing the fuel for disposal. Extensive efforts to find local processing sources were
unsuccessful, but definitive sources have been located in Singapore and Utah. This
method, consumes a lot of fuel and vessel underway time. The vessel must transit to
American Samoa, load, and transit to the processing facility, offload, then transit home, and
undergo a cleaning operation subsequent to the discharge of the product. Approximately
250,000–285,000 gallons of fuel will be consumed in the round trip ocean carriage of the
fuel. In addition, the fuel must be transported inland from the West Coast port of entry to
the disposal site in the case of the Utah facility.
d. Disposal Method 3, Alternative E, Transport to a Processing Facility/Commercial
Barge/Commercial Tug. Alternative E utilizes a certificated ABS Class A commercial
barge and an ocean classed tug/supply vessel to receive the product directly from the ExChehalis and tow the recovered product to the designated disposal site. In all methods of
disposal under this alternative, the barge and tug would come from outside of American
Samoa as there are no commercially available assets in Samoa. American Samoa is exempt
from the Jones Act, and the use of foreign registered vessels is permitted. Licensed
processing facilities that will accept the recovered product have been identified in
Singapore and on the U.S. West Coast. In Singapore, Prosper Marine would receive the
recovered product into their own barge at anchor and transfer it directly to their facility.
Should all 100,000 gallons of the recovered product be contaminated, the maximum cost
for disposal, including cleaning, would be approximately $10,000. If the gasoline and oil
are not further contaminated from the offload of the Ex-Chehalis, up to $5,000 could be
rebated against the charges for processing and disposal. On the West Coast, Clean Harbors
will accept the fuel at their Utah reprocessing facility. This would require a transfer from
the barge to tank trucks for the onward transport to the Utah processing plant where it
would be accepted. When additional transportation costs and the cleaning of the twelve
trucks are factored in, the disposal costs approach $1.00 per gallon, or $100,000 for the
projected product volume.
Appendix D summarizes the disposal methods and alternatives with respect to costs.
9.0 ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES
9.1 Disposal Options
a. In situ Burning (Thermal Oxidation). Thermal oxidation, offers interesting possibilities
in terms of an efficient disposal technique. The thermal oxidation process explored uses
the recovered product to preheat and burn off the product itself. The process requires a
significantly smaller logistics support package when compared to the flaring process
originally considered. The flaring process depended on a constant propane fuel source and
a bank of five large air compressors to support the incineration. Both processes dispose of
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the recovered product at a rate of 3–4 gallons per minute in units that are reasonably
transportable into geographical areas that are logistically challenging. Both units are
equally efficient in disposing of the recovered product with 99% plus efficiency ratings.
The thermal oxidation process is more efficient overall because it does not require an
outside source of fuel to process the recovered product once ignited. To employ the
thermal oxidation unit in Pago Pago, a site would need to be selected in conjunction with
the ASG that has a hardstand surface, with 3–4 meters of water depth to securely
accommodate the recovered product barge and at the same time provide safe distance
buffers from population concentrations. Any required permits would need to be processed
with ASG for approval and the site would need to be developed to safely and securely
support the operation.
The slow burn rate of the thermal oxidation process presents significant operational and
safety issues in temporary environments such as in Pago Pago. In order to process the
planned 100,000 gallons of product and slops from the Ex-Chehalis, it is expected to take
between three to four weeks of 24 hour a day operations. While the long duration presents
staffing requirements for both the operation and security of the site, it presents even more
risk because the recovered product must be stored for a long period of time, and the
pumping operations must continue in short spurts to support the 3–4 gallons per minute
burn rates. In addition, around the clock operations lend themselves to operational
mistakes unless the staffing is robust and completely acclimated. The extended recovered
product storage requirement and location induces high risk with the use of a temporary
recovery oil bladder. These bladders are designed to serve as temporary storage devices for
recovered oils while they transit over short distances to a more stable or permanent facility.
While suitable for light oils, their numerous fittings may weep over an extended use. In
addition, the pump attachment, in the case of the Ex-Chehalis, would be external and
underwater. While most of these considerations could be mitigated with booming and a
continuous watch over the oil storage bladder, it is felt that the bladder is a risky option for
the longer term storage and pumping operation required in the thermal oxidation process.
As a result, the better option from a safety and operational standpoint is the use of a
certificated Class A barge, with deck mounted pumps and appropriate onboard firefighting
equipment. While the rough order of magnitude costs have been developed for both
options, the thermal oxidation/oil storage bladder option should be considered a higher risk
operation than the thermal oxidation/certificated barge option if thermal oxidation is
pursued further.
b. Commercial Tug/Barge/ Reprocessing Facility. As previously discussed, two certified
sites have been identified that will receive and process the Ex-Chehalis recovered products:
Prosper Marine in Singapore and Clean Harbors in California/Utah. Both facilities are
certified to accept the product and re-use if possible in its compliant processes. The
barge/tug combination depicted in Appendices A and B offers a safe and operationally
efficient offload platform and transport option. The barge is appropriately classed as a
Class A barge. Its capacity is in excess of the requirements for the operation as well as
sufficient to store the fuel for the tug for the entire round trip. Especially noteworthy are
the fire fighting capabilities of the barge consisting of the following: a fixed CO2 system, a
deck foam system, two 300 gpm @ 10 psi and one 500 gpm @ 15 psi fire pumps, and an
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Appendix E summarizes the combined estimated costs for conducting the offload and disposal of the
Ex-Chehalis recovered product. In summary, the use of the barge to transport the recovered product
to the licensed disposal sites is not only cost effective, it also provides the least risk from an
operational perspective.
9.2 Recommendations. With respect to overall cost, military divers, deployed on military vessels,
an ARS or LSV, funded under training operations dollars and a commercial barge/small tug
combination towing the recovered product to a reprocessing facility in Singapore is the most cost
effective alternative. This combined operation employing a military vessel, an ARS and a
commercial tug/barge was effectively used on the USS Mississinewa offload in 2002 with excellent
results. Should the ARS or LSV not be available, the tug/barge combination would conduct the
operation independently where the tug would serve as the diving platform. In addition to being
economically most cost favorable, the barge/tug combination is arguably the safest alternative in that
the high risk aspect of the operation revolves around the pumping operations. In the case of the barge
operation, once the Ex-Chehalis cargo holds have been emptied, the barge can leave the operational
area at the conclusion of the last pumping cycle, limiting exposure within the harbor significantly
when compared to the Thermal Oxidation option which requires the extended stay of the barge and
the associated long term pumping operation within Pago Pago harbor. Upon reaching the discharge
port of call, the barge enters facilities designed to safely handle the cargo, and operational risks
diminish when compared to operations in the temporary facilities that would be required of the
thermal oxidation process.
For reasons of both cost and overall reduced risk, it is recommended that a course of action be taken
to offload the Ex-Chehalis utilizing a military vessel and a commercial, properly certified barge/tug.
Should the ARS or LSV not be available, it is recommended that the option of the commercial
barge/tug out of Singapore be utilized as both the operational platform and the transport platform. It
is further recommended that the recovered product be taken to Singapore for disposal through
Prosper Marine.
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APPENDIX C – EX-USS CHEHALIS OFFLOAD OPTIONS MATRIX WITH ASSOCIATED
ESTIMATED COSTS MATRIX

Final State
State 1
(Mitigate Catastrophic Release)
98% Gasoline Removed 99+ %
All Pumpable Diesel Removed
Secure All Cargo Hatches, 20
Days

Option A
Military Divers/Vessels

Option C
Military Divers/Commercial Vessels

$575,461

$826,614

C-1/(C-2 Blank)
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APPENDIX D – EX-USS CHEHALIS RECOVERED PRODUCT DISPOSAL
ALTERNATIVES WITH ASSOCIATED ESTIMATED COSTS

Method of Disposal

Level of
Cleanliness

Alternative C
Dracone/Commercial Vessels

Alternative E
Barge/Tug
Commercial

Method 2
In-situ Burn, Thermal Oxidation
Tow to a controlled burn site in
Pago Pago harbor

State 1

2,248,022

$3,876,546

Method 3
Transport to a
Reprocessing/Disposal Facility
(Singapore)
Offload into a Certificated Vessel
and Transport to a Viable
Reprocessing/Disposal Facility

State 1

Not Feasible

$2,170,523

D-1/(D-2 Blank)
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APPENDIX E – COMBINED ESTIMATED COST FOR THE OFFLOAD AND
DISPOSAL

Summary of Alternatives with Estimated Costs
Offload Options

Estimated Cost

Disposal Method

Estimated Cost

Combined Estimated
Cost

Military Divers
Military Vessels

$575,461

Oil Storage
Bladder Thermal
Oxidation

$2,248,022

3,823,483

Military Divers
Commercial
Platforms

$826,614

Oil Storage
Bladder Thermal
Oxidation

$2,248,022

3,074,636

Military Divers
Military Vessels

$575,461

Commercial Barge
Thermal Oxidation

3,876,546

$4,452,007

Military Divers
Commercial
Platforms

$826,614

Commercial Barge
Thermal Oxidation

3,876,546

$4,703,160

Military Divers
Military Vessels

575,461

Commercial Barge
Reprocessing
Facility
(Singapore)

2,170,523

2,745,984

Military Divers
Commercial
Platforms

$826,614

Commercial Barge
Reprocessing
Facility
(Singapore)

2,170,523

2,997,137

E-1/(E-2 Blank)
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APPENDIX F – EX-USS CHEHALIS/TB CAPELLA FUEL
TRANSFER/TERMINATION PLAN
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OVERVIEW
The United States Coast Guard (USCG) and the U.S. Navy, with contracted support, will offload
approximately 7,500 gallons of diesel fuel and 65,000 gallons of high lead gasoline from the ExChehalis in Pago Pago, American Samoa, during the period 25 March–15 April 2010. The ExChehalis is in 160 feet of water and contains diesel fuel in two tanks accessible from the shell plate
by hot tapping. Gasoline is contained in two cargo tanks, B-8 and B-10. These tanks are accessible
through the Rolling Watertight Hatches (RWTH). Pumping operations will utilize, air operated
suction pumps located on a floating platform alongside the anchored recovery barge, Tank Barge
Capella. Diving operations will be accomplished by Mobile Diving and Salvage Unit (MDSU) 1
divers from Honolulu, Hawaii. Air monitoring and pollution response operations will be performed
or directed by the USCG Pacific Strike Team.
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SECTION I
TRANSFER PLAN
1-1.0 PRODUCT TO BE TRANSFERRED


Generic or Chemical Name: Marine Diesel and 115/145 High Lead Aviation Fuel



MSDS Information: Appendix B

1-2.0 TRANSFER PUMPING SYSTEM


General Description: The transfer system will consist of one ATEX certified Wilden 2″,
125 psi pneumatic pump. The pump is located on a floating platform alongside of the TB
Capella (refer to Appendix A for additional details of Capella). The supporting air
compressor that supplies air to the pump will be located on the fuel pier. Fuel hoses are
2″, Goodyear plicord, internally bonded, pressure tested to 225# certified fuel hose with
stainless steel crimp ferrules and locking camlock end fittings. In addition, the camlock
fittings will be wire tied in the locked position. The hose will be externally bonded
augmenting the internal bonding system. Gaskets and seals are Buna-N rubber,
compatible with the above products.



The primary fuel loading points on the TB Capella will be through the 2″ stripping ports
as they are sized to match the loading hose assemblies. The stripping ports suction pipes
extend to within 1/2″ of the tank sump minimizing free fall and the possibility of a static
discharge environment associated with the free fall of product into a tank.



Hose Line Diagram: Figure 1, Appendix C



Emergency Pump Shutoff Diagram: Figure 2, Appendix C



Declaration of Inspection, Appendix D

1-3.0 RIGGING TRANSFER HOSES
The suction hose and external bonding wire will be rigged from the tanks on the ex-USS Chehalis
with hose floats and rise to the floating platform along a supporting down line. The supporting down
line will have sufficient slack so as to ensure that the hose never becomes the tension member in the
anchoring system. The pump discharge hose will be rigged from the floating platform up over the
side of the barge to the designated cargo tank. Hose saddles will be used at transition points when
coming up and over the barge. All fittings on the topside hoses will be wrapped in absorbent pads
and containment tubs will be placed under connection points that are not within the containment
perimeter of the barge itself as practicable as possible.
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1-4.0 EXPECTED TRANSFER RATES


Estimated 5-10 gpm at start up until initial water/fuel interfaces have been eliminated and
the hose has been walked and checked for leaks/kinks.



Estimated 30-35 gpm transfer rates for the movement of the product once the system is
verified and the discharge end fitting is submerged in the product sump.
TRANSFER RATE IS NOT TO EXCEED 35 GPM AT ANY TIME DURING
THE OPERATION.

1-5.0 PREDICTING AND TRACKING HULL STRESS WITH INSTALLED LOAD
COMPUTERS OR BY OTHER MEANS
With a maximum of 100,000 gallons of product and slops anticipated during the operation it is not
anticipated that fuel transfer operations will impart any undue stress on the hull. The Tank Barge
Capella Master will be responsible for the designation of cargo tanks for the product so as to
maintain stability, seaworthiness and trim for the open ocean transit subsequent to the loading
operation.
1-6.0 STARTUP PROCEDURES
Prior to the start of each pumping evolution all hoses and connections shall be “walked” and
inspected by the Response Officer (RO), the SUPSALV Person-In-Charge (PIC) and the barge
Tankerman. A SCUBA team or the ROV will inspect the underwater portion of the hose line. The
SUPSALV PIC will complete the Declaration of Inspection (Appendix D) before each transfer of
liquid cargo. A safety and transfer brief shall also be conducted. The PIC shall report to the RO that
all pumping personnel are in place and give permission to transfer.
The RO shall conduct a communications check, ensure that all personnel are in place, and the PIC
will give final approval for the transfer. Flow rates shall be per transfer section 1-4.0 of this plan.
A Bravo (red) signal flag will be hoisted on the USNS Sioux, the Tank Barge Capella and the fuel
pier in accordance with publication 102 International Code of Signals.
1-7.0 TANK SEQUENCING (SHIFTING) PROCEDURES
It is anticipated that not more than three tanks on the barge will be utilized, one for recovered diesel,
one for gasoline and one for slops. When the sampling manifold reveals high concentrations of
water the PIC will shut down the pumping system and arrange the valves to direct the slops into the
designated tanks. The PIC will ensure proper valve alignment prior to authorizing the pumping of
fuel to resume. Pumps, hoses, and valves will be secured and capped if hose shifting is necessary on
the tank barge.
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1-8.0 BALLASTING AND BALLAST DISCHARGE
Tank Barge Capella does not have a ballasting system and no ballasting or ballast discharge is
anticipated.
1-9.0 TANK STRIPPING
None for operations in Pago Pago.
1-10.0 TANK GAUGING
Tank Barge Capella is equipped with enclosed sounding system; a tank radar sounding system and a
Bergen high level tank overfill alarm system. The barge Master and personnel will be responsible
for tank monitoring and soundings.
1-11.0 GAS BUILDUP DETECTION
The Pacific Strike Team will conduct air monitoring. The product tanks are integrated into a
centrally vented vapor recovery system stack. Plastic sheeting will be used to control vapors on any
tank openings that are not integrated into the barge vapor control system.
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1-12.0 MANNING
Manning of the pumping station, air compressor and sampling manifold will be comprised of GPC
and Tank Barge Capella personnel with augmentation from MDSU divers as needed. Specific
assignments will be designated prior to the commencement of pumping operations. Stations will be
manned by a minimum of two personnel to allow for relief breaks.

Table 1. Manning

Personnel

Mobilization
Qual CDL EMT
Munoz
SSO
X
Safety Officer
RO
Response Officer
EM1 Atkinson RS
Response Supervisor
GPC/MDSU
Pump Operator
GPC/MDSU
Air Compressor Operator
USCG
Air Monitoring
Air Monitoring
Comms
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Tank Barge

Master/Tankerman

Wayne
Warfield

Person In Charge
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1-13.0 COMMUNICATIONS
VHF intrinsically safe radios shall be used for communications between all parties, USCG, U.S.
Navy, GPC, barge and local support personnel. Appropriate channels will be used for the primary
frequency (81A) and the secondary frequency (83A). Visual communications will be maintained
with the pump team and the barge at all times. Predesignated hand and audible signals will be
agreed upon prior to commencing transfer. A communications plan shall be established per ISC205-OS. At any time communications are lost the transfer shall stop.
Communications with the tugs will be maintained via VHF-FM Channel 16/22A. In the event that
vessel motion control becomes an issue, communication will switch to 81A.
Bravo flag shall be hoisted during fuel transfers. Five or more short air horn blasts will identify an
emergency and trigger the immediate shutdown of the pumping system.
Communications Schedule:


Communications will be established and verified with all parties prior to pumping
operations commencing.



A regular OPS check will be performed every 30 minutes between the barge Tankerman
and the PIC.

1-14.0 NORMAL AND EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN
Normal shutdown condition shall have a five minute notification prior to securing. Transfer rates
will be slowed during the time frame to reduce sudden changes in hose pressure. Emergency pump
shutdown condition shall exist when any member of the pumping operation or observers witness an
unsafe condition including but is not limited to leaking hoses, personnel injury, fire, and electrical
storms within 5 nm of the transfer. Emergency shutdown shall be communicated via primary radio
communications, hands waving over the head, or continuous blasts on a horn. Emergency shutdown
points are conspicuously signed “EMERGENCY PUMP SHUTDOWN” as shown in Appendix C,
Figure 2. All shutdowns are of a 90 degree ball valve configuration which, when closed, terminates
air flow to the pneumatic pump.
1-15.0 PROCEDURES FOR REPORTING DISCHARGES OF OIL OR HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS INTO THE WATER
The Incident Commander will be notified of any discharge of oil or other hazardous material. He in
turn will notify the National Response Center if required at:


800-424-8802



202-267-2675

5
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1-16.0 FIREFIGHTING
The firefighting plan is composed of both land-based resources and water-based assets as follows:
a. Land-based firefighting assets include the following:
1) ASG fire departments: Liaison with the local fire departments will be conducted on
arrival in Pago Pago to brief them on the ex-USS Chehalis offload operation, the
products expected to be encountered and the notional schedule of pumping
operations. A copy of the MSDS for diesel and aviation gasoline will be provided.
Emergency communications procedures for notifying the ASG fire departments will
be established and posted on the barge and all operational sites. The ASG fire
departments, both local and at the air field will be telephonically notified by the RO
or his designated representative/alternate immediately prior to the commencement of
pumping operation. Notification will include the product to be pumped, the expected
duration of the pumping and any other pertinent information. On conclusion of each
pumping evolution the RO will again notify the fire department that pumping
operations have ceased for the day.
2) ASG fuel pier firefighting assets: The firefighting capabilities at the ASG fuel pier
are shown in Appendix C, Figure 3. All barge and pier personnel will be briefed on
these assets and their activation procedures, including a familiarization walk through.
In addition a 1 1/2″ fire hose will be run from the fuel pier out to the barge
terminating in the vicinity of the pumping/manifold operational area. The hose is
available for firefighting and “herding” of fuel on the water if necessary.
b. Water-based firefighting assets include the following:
1) T-ATF, USNS Sioux: The USNS Sioux has fire monitors with foam capabilities.
Prior to pumping operations the alarm system and monitors will be tested. Manning
of these assets is a T-ATF crew responsibility.
2) Tug El Lobo Grande II: The tug El Lobo Grande is equipped with two fire hose
stations, one on the main deck forward and one on the port side wheel house. In
addition the vessel carries 10 portable ABC extinguishers and two fireman suits (for
additional details on the El Lobo Grande II, refer to Appendix A). Prior to departure
for Pago Pago and again the prior to the commencement of pumping operation the tug
will verify that the systems are fully operational. Manning of these assets is the
responsibility of the El Lobo Grande crew.
3) Tank Barge Capella: The Tank Barge Capella is equipped with USCG required
portable firefighting systems. Tank Barge Capella carries 6 each 2.5 gallon AFFF
USCG approved foam extinguishers and one handcart mounted #150 dry chemical
extinguisher (for additional details on the Capella, refer to Appendix A). All barge
personnel will be briefed and trained on these portable extinguishers prior to
commencing pumping operations. In addition the 1 1/2″ fire hose from the ASG fuel
pier will augment the barges organic capability. The Tank Barge Capella will have a
tow bridle ready over the bow and positioned so as facilitate pickup by the tug El
Lobo Grande in the event of an emergency requiring an expeditious movement away
from the pier. Manning of the fire suppression assets aboard the Tank Barge Capella
is the responsibility of the barge crew, the PIC and GPC/MDSU personnel working
on the vessel.
6
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c. Fire stations:
All fire stations will be manned during pumping operations. Each station will have a
designated fire station team leader. Firefighting assets aboard the Tank Barge Capella
are sized in accordance with USCG requirements, augmented by an extra #150 dry chemical
extinguisher. These assets by design are limited in their capability. They are designated
to extinguish small fires and provide protection for the crew to escape an engulfing fire
situation. Primary firefighting response vests with the local ASG fire department.
1-17.0 WEATHER
NOAA and U.S. Navy weather information will be the primary weather information source.
Routine weather forecast information will be relayed to the Incident Commander on a daily
basis, augmented by immediate reports for severe weather. The most likely weather that could
affect operations includes; high winds, tsunamis, and lightning strikes in the vicinity of Pago
Pago.
a. High Winds: In the event of high wind warnings the Incident Commander will direct
pumping operations to cease. Operational assets will secure for the anticipated weather.
The tug El Lobo Grande will be positioned so as to assist the Tank Barge Capella ride
out the ensuing frontal passage or if necessary get underway. The T-ATF will take
precautionary measures as deemed appropriate by the Master or as directed by
operational headquarters.
b. Tsunamis: In the event of a tsunami warning the decision to ride out the event in harbor
or get underway will be dependent on factors such as time available before anticipated
arrival and the anticipated effect expected in Pago Pago. In the event where inadequate
warning times are available to conduct a planned response to a tsunami, personnel safety
will be priority. Prior to evacuating the barge toward the high ground in the vicinity of
the Governors house located across the street from the fuel pier, every effort will be made
to secure the pump and topside hose valves.
c. Thunder Storms/Lightening: Pumping operations shall cease if thunder storms or
lightening are present within 5 miles of the operational area.
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SECTION II
TERMINATION PLAN
2-1.0 DECISION CRITERIA FOR GETTING UNDERWAY
In the event that during the offloading operation it becomes necessary for the barge to get underway
in an emergency, the pumping system will be shut down, valves closed and capped. Topside hoses
will be secured on deck. Suction hose valves will be closed and the end capped, buoyed and
dropped overboard. The tug El Lobo Grande will pick up the barge tow pendant at the bow, make
fast and assist the barge in retrieving her anchor. On retrieval of the anchor the El Lobo Grande will
tow the barge to the designated anchorage.
During non-emergency termination of operations, the hose lines will be flushed with seawater into
the designated slops tank until clear water fills the system. This will be accomplished by the divers
removing the suction line from the applicable tank and placing the system in uncontaminated
seawater. The pump will be activated until no contaminated water is seen at the discharge end of the
hose line. With divers assistance the hoses will be disconnected from the suction head and the down
line and be retrieved aboard the barge.
2-2.0 HOSE DRAINING, DISCONNECTION, AND HANDLING
On conclusion of operations, seawater will be pumped through the hose system and collected in the
slops tank aboard the Tank Barge Capella. Containment shall be in place any time a hose is
disconnected. Hoses will be capped after being disconnected. Pumps and hoses from tanks will be
wiped down during removal and placed in containers for simple decontamination.
2-3.0 BLANKING OF MANIFOLDS AND HOSES
Unused manifolds will remain blanked throughout the operation. Disconnected hoses will have their
associated valves locked in the closed position and camlock end caps installed and the dogs wire
tied.
2-4.0 PROCEDURES FOR GETTING UNDERWAY
Upon determining that the offload operation is complete all pumping and hose equipment will be
flushed with seawater and the residue captured in the designated slops tank. Equipment will be
stowed for return shipment either on the barge or in the commercial shipping containers. A
hazardous cargo manifest will be prepared and receipted for by the barge captain.
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PREFACE
HAZWOPER (29 CFR 1910.120)
This regulation mandates that all employees who will be working on a site containing hazardous
substances must undergo training.
The type of training required depends on the type of tasks the worker performs and the likelihood of
exposure. The regulation covers several distinct groups of workers:
1. General site workers engaged in activities that expose or potentially expose them to
hazardous substances are required to undergo at least 40 hours of off-site training and at least
three days of field experience under a trained supervisor.
2. Workers who are on site only occasionally and who are unlikely to be exposed over
permissible exposure limits (PEL) are required to receive a minimum of 24 hours of off-site
instruction and at least one day of supervised instruction on site.
3. Workers regularly on site who work in areas that have been supervised and have exposure
limits that are under permissible limits are required to receive a minimum of 24 hours of offsite instruction and at least one day of supervised field instruction.
4. Management and supervisory personnel who are responsible for employees working with
hazardous materials must receive 40 hours of initial training, three days of supervised field
training, and at least eight hours of training specific to their job assignments.
After fulfilling the initial training requirements, general site workers and supervisory personnel are
required to undergo annual refresher training according to 29 CFR 1910.120.
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GPC
SITE SAFETY WORKSHEET

Date: March 2009

Key Personnel
Program/Project Manager: Ron Worthington
Operations Supervisor:
Paul Schadow
Oil Transfer Operations Person-in-Charge: Wayne Warfield
Shore Work Party Supervisor: Ron Worthington
Water Operations Supervisor: Ron Worthington
Health and Safety Supervisor:
Site 1 Safety Monitor:

Site 4 Safety Monitor:

Craig Moffatt

Site 2 Safety Monitor:

Site 5 Safety Monitor:

Site 3 Safety Monitor:

Site 6 Safety Monitor:
Site Description

Location:

American Samoa Pago Pago

Hazards:

Volatile liquids, flammable liquids-Fire hazard, Lead exposure, Benzene, Toluene exposure,
water hazards, falling hazards, Over head work, Pressurized vessel hazards, Vector
Transmissible Diseases e.g., (Dengue Fever, Malaria), Water or Food Bourne viruses e.g..
(Typhoid, salmonella dysentery, Hepatitis), Heat Stroke Or Heat Exhaustion.

Surrounding
Population:

Pago Pago

Applicable MSDS

1. Aviation Gasoline 115/145.

2. Distillate Marine Diesel (DMB)
Weather

Conditions:

Temps 80’s to high 90’s. Humidity High. Typhoon not in season.

Wind:

Winds expected 0-10 knots. Average

Temperature:

High ambient temperatures with high humidity

Water Conditions:

Warm, estimate 80 degrees.
Communications

Primary VHF Channel:

81A

Alternate VHF Channel:

83

See Incident Communications Plan, ICS Form 205
Telephones
Project Manager’s Telephone number

TBD

Asst. Project Manager’s Telephone number

TBD

Fuel Transfer Person-in-Charge: Wayne Warfield

(631) 255-9088

ICS Safety Officer: EM1 Brian Atkison

(415) 286-1675
Medical Assistance

Nearest Medical Facility:
Medical Facility’s Telephone
b

LBJ Tropical Medical Center
684 633-4539

Location/Address:

Faga'alu, American Samoa

iv

3. Bottled Oxygen.
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1. Site Safety Meetings
Note: Due to the inherent hazards of the product on board the subject vessel, the operations and
safety meetings will be integrated. Safety and shift supervisors will hold site safety meetings
before a shift or beginning a new work assignment. At a minimum, these meetings will
describe the work to be accomplished, discuss any safety procedure changes, and discuss
hazards.
2. Safe Oil Transfer Procedures
The EX-USS CHEHALIS/T/B CAPELLA FUEL TRANSFER/TERMINATION PLAN and
Appendices A – Oil Transfer Procedures Manual and B – Declaration of Inspection (DOI) will be
strictly followed prior to and throughout any oil transfer operations. The designated Person-inCharge will conduct a Pre-Transfer Conference for all persons involved and complete the
Declaration of Inspection prior to any commencement of oil/fuel transfer.

Project Manager
Ron Worthington

Operations Supervisor
Paul Schadow

Safety Person-in-Charge
Transfer Operations

Incident Command Safety
Officer
EM1 Atkinson

Wayne Warfield

Fuel Tank Diver

Pump Operation

TBD

Craig Moffatt

Capella Master
Daron Marsh
Tankerman
Fernando Fernandez De Liencres

Figure 2-1 Safe Fuel Transfer Operations Organization Chart
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a. The responsibilities of the Safety Person-in-Charge include, but are not limited to:
1) Coordinating the implementation of this plan.
2) Organize and chair the Pre-Transfer Conference
3) Personally supervise connections, valve and system alignments, loading, topping off,
disconnecting, and all other critical transfer procedures.
4) Personally instruct all other persons on duty when to start the flow of oil to the vessel.
5) Personally supervise preparation of the barge for the acceptance of cargo.
6) Confer with the PIC of the other facility or vessel to ensure that each understands how to
work together during the transfer operation.
7) Conduct an inspection and complete the Declaration of Inspection prior to the
commencement of transfer.
8) Monitor the transfer hoses, connectors and adaptor fittings, pump, and tanks being
loaded, including taking soundings and maintaining visual observations of the transfer
hose(s) and connection(s) to the tank(s).
9) Advise all concerned of unusual conditions.
10) Insure OSHA compliance in all activities involving on-scene supervisors and workers.
All personnel working on the pump float and on Tank Barge Capella are required to wear
all required personal protective equipment during oil transfer operations
11) Assist in updating this Safety Plan as required by the Project Manager and supervisors.
12) Liaison among the Site Safety Supervisors from other organizations.
The following are highlights of a general Safety Overview:
General:
 Establish Chain of command for transfer.
 Use only intrinsically safe radios.
 Uses only spark free tools, rubber /brass hammers & brass/bronze wrenches.
 Grounding cable between discharge vessel & pump, pump and receiving vessel manifold as
well as air compressor on dock to control station and control station to pump.
 ANSI flange adapter if used will have proper gasket and a bolt in every hole.
 Fire extinguishers to be standing by at manifold.
 No smoking (except in designated areas only.
 Fill out attached DOI and follow accordingly.
 Comply in addition with Charter vessel and dock safety regulations.
 Proper PPE to be worn at all times as listed:
o Safety glasses at all times.
o Steel toe shoes with chemical resistant soles at all times
o Hard hats during crane operations.
o PFD’s to be worn o/b all RHIBS/small work boats, on floating pump platform, when
outside barge safety rails, and while working on dock handling mooring lines etc.
o Face shield and rubber gloves to be worn during sampling.
o In the event of an oil spill, responders will wear appropriate PPE in addition to the above,
to include Tyvek coveralls, gloves, rubber boots, and respirators as determined by USCG
installed air monitoring systems.

2
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3. Emergency Procedures
Appendix C – K-Sea Emergency Response Guidebook addresses procedures for responding to a
vessel oil spill and fires. The Pre-Transfer Conference will also address these and other emergency
procedures.
3.1 Normal and Emergency Shutdown
Normal shutdown condition shall have a five minute notification prior to securing. Transfer
rates will be slowed during the time frame to reduce sudden changes in hose pressure.
Emergency pump shutdown condition shall exist when any member of the pumping operation or
observers witness an unsafe condition including but is not limited to leaking hoses, personnel injury,
fire, and electrical storms within 5 nm of the transfer. Emergency shutdown shall be
communicated via primary radio communications, hands waving over the head, or continuous
blasts on a horn. Emergency shutdown points are conspicuously signed “EMERGENCY PUMP
SHUTDOWN” as shown in Appendix F, Figure 2. All shutdowns are of a 90 degree ball valve
configuration which, when closed, terminates air flow to the pneumatic pump.
3.2 K-Sea Vessel Emergency Response and Communications Procedures
Appendix C – K-Sea Emergency Response Guidebook addresses emergency procedures for various
vessel casualty and security situations. All on-site personnel should be aware of these procedures
that the Master and crew of tug El Lobo Grande and Tank Barge Capella will follow in the event of
an emergency and provide assistance as may be necessary. Additionally, the K-Sea Master and crew
will implement Vessel Emergency Response and Communications Procedures. These emergency
response and communication procedures take into account the various types of emergencies which
may arise on a K-Sea vessel. They provide guidance to both vessel and shore-based personnel
regarding safety and environmental issues, hazards, accidents and emergency situations.
3.2.1 Responsibilities
Vessel Masters are responsible for ensuring that an efficient and rapid response is conducted if the
vessel under his command is involved in an incident or hazardous occurrence. Masters shall act in
accordance with relevant emergency response and communication procedures.
It is the responsibility of every K-Sea Transportation, Pacific Division employee to comply with
these emergency response and communication procedures.




Vessel crewmembers shall report emergency situations to the Watch Officer and/or Master,
and shall follow emergency response procedures under the direction of the Master or
designated representative.
The Watch Officer shall notify the Master of emergency situations and follow response
procedures under the direction of the Master.
The Master shall report all emergency situations to the Duty Operations Manager who will
assist in coordinating required notifications. The Master shall be the initial on-scene
commander directing onboard activities during the emergency.

3
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The Duty Operations Manager shall notify the appropriate individuals based on the
Company Emergency Call Procedures.
 In addition, the Duty Ops Manager shall ensure emergency response plans have been
implemented and coordinate drug testing with HR if required.
 Senior Management shall notify the necessary risk manager(s) and corporate
representative(s), if applicable, and direct onshore activities during the emergency.
 In the event of an emergency or casualty to a K-Sea Transportation vessel carrying customer
cargo, a member of Senior Management is responsible for notification of the affected customer.
This notification must be made promptly to the customer’s emergency notification number
identified in the voyage orders, charter party agreement, contract of affreightment, or customer’s
operations guide as appropriate.
 Operations and Engineering Managers shall assist in troubleshooting and damage control
and coordinate needed repairs.

3.2.2 Station Bills
The Safety Manager is responsible for preparing Station Bills in accordance with applicable
regulation and a separate Spill Response Station Bill containing guidance for responsibilities during
tug or barge spills. The Master is responsible for posting station bills at required locations and
ensuring all crewmembers are familiar with response information and duties.
3.2.3 Muster Stations
Muster Stations on K-Sea Transportation, Pacific Division vessels are as follows:


Tug Muster Station Tug wheelhouse, if safe, or tug aft weather deck—as directed by vessel
Master (see Appendix H).
 Barge Muster Station Upwind from the spill in a safe location as directed by the Lead
Tankerman.

3.3 Emergency Response Procedures
Company response guidelines are documented in the Appendix C -Emergency Response Guidebook.
The Emergency Response Guidebook is a standalone document that details emergency response
actions. This guidebook can be utilized during drills, training and actual emergency events.
A particular response depends on a variety of factors unique to the situation. Response personnel
should use common sense, prudent seamanship, availability of resources and accuracy of
information when assessing an emergency. The highest consideration should be given to safety of
the personnel, vessel and environment.
In the event of any incident aboard K-Sea Transportation, Pacific Division vessels, the Duty
Operations Manager should be notified as soon as possible, per emergency response procedures.
No one other than emergency response, law enforcement and regulatory personnel shall be allowed
aboard without consent of management. K-Sea Transportation employees are advised not to discuss
incidents with non-K-Sea Transportation people, with the exception of emergency response, law
enforcement and regulatory personnel.
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3.3.1 Reporting and Documentation
All incidents require reporting and documentation per Incident Reporting and Investigation
Procedure and/or the vessel’s response plan, and may require drug and alcohol testing. Emergency
response incidents should also be documented in AMOS by triggering an unscheduled emergency
drill/safety meeting.
3.3.2 Vessel Response/Contingency Plans
A vessel response plan (VRP) / contingency plan (C-PLAN) shall be carried onboard Company
vessels in accordance with the recognized laws, codes, standards and regulations in affect for the
area of operation. In the event of a K-Sea Transportation vessel oil, fuel or other hazardous
substance spill, applicable vessel response plans shall be implemented.
3.3.3 Fire Fighting
The crew of El Lobo Grande is trained in emergency response to tug or barge fires. Aboard El Lobo
Grande, there is a fixed CO2 system in the machinery space. The shipboard fire main system has
one hose station located on the main deck forward and one fire hose station located port-side
wheelhouse. There are a total of ten (10) hand-held ABC fire extinguishers and two fireman suits on
board the tug.
Tank Barge Capella is equipped with six (6) 2.5 gallon AFFF USCG approved foam extinguishers.
There are also one 150 lb wheeled and fifty B fire extinguishers pressurized during activation with a
separate 110-cf N2 cylinder charged at 2,015 psi.
3.3.4 Medical Emergency
Referring to the US Coast Guard’s Incident Action Plan for this project, in the event of an injury
requiring immediate medical assistance, there is an independent duty Corpsman assigned to USNS
Navajo and/or contact the local medical Pago Pago medical facility, LBJ Tropical Medical Center
684 633-4539.
3.3.5 Communication and Signals
We will need hand held fog horn and whistles, if we are to follow this guide.
a. General signals:
1) A whistle will be treated as a need for assistance.
2) Five short blasts, repeated, from a hand-held foghorn or vehicle horn indicate an
emergency or fire.
b. Telephone and Radio Frequencies: Primary VHF 81A, Secondary 83A. See the Safety Plan
Worksheet.
4. Site and Work Area Considerations
a. Site control: Only authorized personnel will be onsite. Observers will remain a
minimum of 500 feet from all operations.
b. Site map: Developed and attached to the site safety plan, listing support zone, hazards,
and work areas. The Safety Supervisor is responsible for maintaining the Site map.
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c. MSDS: The Site Safety Supervisor will provide the necessary MSDSs in Appendix D for all
chemicals workers are exposed to while conducting daily work operations. The Safety
Supervisor is responsible for providing current MSDSs and informing the personnel of
potential dangers.
d. Hot or Cold Weather considerations (see section 6).
e. Site related considerations:
1) Marine environment.
5) Equipment operation.
2) Noise.
6) Electrical shock.
3) Hazardous materials (Vapors,
7) Personal Hygiene.
Chemicals)
8) Weather.
4) Hazardous Flammable Materials
Ensure that each work site has a first-aid kit and communication equipment. Workers should be
under constant protective observation (buddy system or supervision). An onsite medical corps man
is aboard the USNS Sioux and will provide emergency medical assistance to all personnel until
evacuation to the LBJ medical facility is accomplished.
Petroleum distillate: Product will vary widely due to source, weathering, and aging. Stay
upwind from fresh spills. Keep from skin contact. Wash before eating, drinking, or smoking.
If a petroleum distillate is ingested, do not vomit – call medical help.
5. Safety and Hygiene
a. Medical basic: Be prepared to provide first aid and recognize symptoms of heat or cold
stress.
b. Heat and cold stress: If a heat stress hazard exists, an alert will be passed to supervisors to
implement mandatory rest periods and ensure that fluids are available at all times during rest
periods.
c. Buddy system: The buddy system will be observed in the work areas. (Buddy system means
organizing employees into work groups in such a manner that each employee of the work
group is designated to be observed by at least one other employee in the work group. The
purpose of the buddy system is to provide rapid assistance in case of an emergency.)
d. Work near water: Workers within 10 feet of water over 3 feet deep will wear approved
flotation devices.
e. High noise levels: Hearing protection will be used in high noise areas exceeding 85 decibels.
f. Decontamination: Personnel will decontaminate at a designated Staging/Decontamination
operating contaminated work sites.
g. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE): Level "D" normal work clothing. Level "C"
equipment (rain gear, gloves, goggles, boots, hard hat, work vest, coveralls, and respirator) in
the standby mode as necessary. Hard hats are required around all crane and boom truck
operations. When working in contaminated areas: rubber boots, Tyvek suits and gloves will
be worn.
h. Environmental:
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i. Lighting: Fixed or portable lighting will be provided for dark areas if working after dark, as
per tables H–120.11 of CFR 1910.120(m).
j. Sanitation:
1) Potable water: An adequate supply of potable water or other drinking fluids will be
maintained throughout the site. Containers will close tightly, have a tap, and be labeled
in such a manner that the contents are not accidentally used for other purposes.
2) Non-potable water: Water intended for uses other than drinking will be labeled in such a
way that it is not accidentally used for drinking, washing, or cooking.
3) Toilets: Toilets should be provided and be readily accessible to all work areas.
Note: Mobile work crews with ready access to toilet facilities using their own transportation do not
need to have toilet facilities located at their temporary work sites.
6. Weather Exposure
a. Hot Weather Problems:
1) Heat stress.
2) Heat exhaustion.
3) Heat stroke.
4) Sunburn.

5) Sun-poisoning.
6) UV Exposure – Eyes.
7) Dehydration.
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Certain safety problems are common to hot environments. Two of the most dangerous conditions
are:
Condition
Symptom
Heat Stroke Heat stroke is the most serious health problem
associated with working in hot environments. It
occurs when the body's temperature regulatory
system fails and sweating becomes inadequate. The
body's only effective means of removing excess heat
is compromised, with little warning to the victim that
a crisis stage has been reached.
A heat stroke victim's skin is hot, usually dry, red, or
spotted. The body temperature is usually 105F or
higher, and the victim is mentally confused, delirious,
perhaps in convulsions, or unconscious.

Heat
Exhaustion

Heat exhaustion is caused by loss of large amounts of
fluid by sweating, sometimes with excessive loss of
salt. A worker suffering from heat exhaustion still
sweats but experiences extreme weakness or fatigue,
giddiness, nausea, or headache. Vomiting or loss of
consciousness characterizes severe cases of heat
exhaustion. The skin is clammy and moist, the
complexion is pale or flushed, and the body
temperature normal.

Treatment
Any person with signs or
symptoms of heat stroke
requires immediate
hospitalization. However,
first aid should be
immediately administered.
This includes removing
the victim to a cool area,
thoroughly soaking the
clothing with cold water,
and vigorously fanning the
body to increase cooling.
Early recognition and
treatment of heat stroke is
the only means of
preventing permanent
brain damage or death.
Rest in cool place and
drink plenty of liquids.

Heat tends to promote accidents due to the slipperiness of sweaty palms, dizziness, or the fogging of
safety glasses. Aside from these obvious dangers, the frequency of accidents, in general, appears to
be higher in hot environments than in more moderate environmental conditions. One reason is that
working in a hot environment lowers mental alertness and physical performance. Increased body
temperature and physical discomfort promote irritability, anger, and other emotional states, which
sometimes cause workers to overlook safety procedures or divert their attention from hazardous
tasks.
b. Cold Weather Problems: NA
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7. Accident Report Procedure
a. Determine the nature of the illness or injury and call for medical attention if necessary.
b. Complete the Accident Report found on page 10 of the Site Safety Plan.
c. After timely completion of the form, submit the form to the Safety Supervisor and/or Project
Manager.
d. The Safety Supervisor will forward a copy of the Accident Report to:
1) GPC Program Manager
2) ICS Operations Officer
3) ICS Safety Officer
4) GPC Home Station Personnel Department
8. References
a. 29 CFR 1910.120 (HAZWOPER) OSHA regulation for Hazardous Waste Sites
b. NIOSH / OSHA / USCG / EPA Occupational Safety and Health Guidance Manual for
Hazardous Waste Site Activities (NIOSH 85-115) Oct 85
c. ACGIH Threshold Limit Values and Biological Exposure Indices
9. Safety Authorizations.
Safety Supervisor: ________________________________________ Date: _____________

Program / Project Manager: _________________________________ Date: _____________
Ron Worthington
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GPC INTERNAL ACCIDENT REPORT

Revised 02/00

1. REPORT NUMBER:

2. NAME OF SUPERVISOR COMPLETING REPORT:

3. DATE INCIDENT OCCURRED:

4. TIME INCIDENT OCCURRED:

5. NAME OF EMPLOYEE (Print or Type):

6. DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYEE:

7. SEX:

MALE

FEMALE

9. TYPE OF MISHAP:

8. AGE:

INJURY/ILLNESS

MOTOR VEHICLE

PROPERTY DAMAGE

FIRE

OTHER

10. NAMES OF WITNESSES (Print or Type):

INJURY/ILLNESS INFORMATION
11. OCCUPATION:

12. NATURE OF INJURY/ILLNESS:

13. METHOD OF TRANSPORTATION TO HOSPITAL:
BY WHOM:

14. MEDICAL FACILITY/LOCATION:

15. DATE AND TIME STOPPED WORK:

16. DATE AND TIME RETURNED TO WORK:

17. DESCRIPTION OF MISHAP:

18. CHECK HERE IF EMPLOYEE DECLINES MEDICAL TREATMENT AT THIS TIME.
EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE:
19. CORRECTIVE ACTION TAKEN AND / OR CORRECTIVE ACTION PROPOSED:

20. SUPERVISOR COMPLETING REPORT, SIGNATURE AND DATE:
21. SAFETY SUPERVISOR’S SIGNATURE AND DATE:
22. BASE/OPERATIONS/PROJECT/PROGRAM MANAGER'S SIGNATURE AND DATE:
23. REMARKS:

DISTRIBUTION:
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Home Station: Safety Supervisor, Base/Operations/Program Manager, Personnel Department
Field Site: Safety Supervisor, GPC Program/Project Manager, ICS Safety, ICS Operations, and GPC Home Station Personnel Dept.
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APPENDIX E – WEATHER INFORMATION
Average Weather Data

Average Temperature: .................................................................................................................. 85-90
Average Precipitation: ........................................................................................................................ 5”
NOAA and U.S. Navy weather information will be the primary weather information source.
Routine weather forecast information will be relayed to the Incident Commander on a daily
basis, augmented by immediate reports for severe weather. The most likely weather that could
affect operations includes; high winds, tsunamis, and lightning strikes in the vicinity of Pago
Pago.
d. High Winds: In the event of high wind warnings the Incident Commander will direct
pumping operations to cease. Operational assets will secure for the anticipated weather. The
tug El Lobo Grande will be positioned so as to assist the Tank Barge Capella ride out the
ensuing frontal passage or if necessary get underway. The T-ATF will take precautionary
measures as deemed appropriate by the Master or as directed by operational headquarters.
e. Tsunamis: In the event of a tsunami warning the decision to ride out the storm in harbor or
get underway will be dependent on factors such as time available before anticipated arrival
and the anticipated effect expected in Pago Pago. In the event where inadequate warning
times are available to conduct a planned response to a tsunami, personnel safety will be
priority. Prior to evacuating the barge toward the high ground in the vicinity of the Governors
house located across the street from the fuel pier, every effort will be made to secure the
pump and topside hose valves.
f. Thunder Storms/Lightening: Pumping operations shall cease if thunder storms or
lightening are present within 5 miles of the operational area. Point of contact, FAA Smitty
Lutu 699-2958
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Figure 1. Hose Line Diagram
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